
next 
ers and if Phil 
!g Lane race the way 
)f racing, the Fords 
atable top five . Rich 
~eter Goekjian have 
II this season and can 
entia! scorers. 

onnelly was pleased 
team performed on 

eyes sparkle when he 
hey could do in these 
Anticipating -tomor-

:h Franklin and Mar
said of his runners, 
, a lot of pride. I don't_ 

want to think of 
e second-best in the 

re victory depends as 
tal as on physical 
;ride might be a ticket 

nd title 
1ey. Also back are An
tst year's second place 
:onference sabre com
tlark Anderson; who 
.opitz and Wixom to 
. abre team title. 
ugh, a two-time MAC 
returns in that division 
22nd in the NCAA 
r. 
elf is one of the team's 
s sets . After last year's 
on, he was named the 
: Fencing Association's 
ear, and his illustrious 
the post of coach of the 
1976 Olympic fencing 

v1urray declined to 
come of the season, he -

that Haverford plays 
\.C championships this 
ivaritag:e. But he also 
.at the Fords' status as 
::~pion will mean "people 
g for u s." 
tacle to a repeat of last 
the strength of the Ford 

gain greater national 
he team "boosted" its 

vear to include the 
N~rth Carolina, ranked 
y, on Dec. 2 and a tour
_iam and Mary on Dec. 3 
1de Duke and the host 
other strong teams . 
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more agrees to tri-College concert funding 
Peimy Chang . Jon Myerow, the Haverford junior 

was not to discourage 
inspired" the idea of a 

amcert, Budget Coiiliilit-
Jan Boswinkel and 

Swanhmore came 
fullowing week, however, 

of the Tri-College Ex
~ee solicited funds 

who conceived the idea of a Tri
College concert, was able to convince 
Haverford's Students Council and the 
Assembly of Bryn Mawr's Self 
Government Association (SGA) to pro
vide $5000 each for the event. 

The student governments and 
Myerow agreed that $4000 of that 
$10,000 will be returned in ticket 
receipts. The decision to charge $3 a 
person admission breaks an SGA tradi
tion of not charging for SGA
sponsored events . 

SGA President Sara Hathaway said 
that, although SGA does not th_ink it is 
fair to charge for SGA-sponsored 

·events since students already pay an 
$85 activities fee, Assembly made the 
concert an exception because people 
reallv seemed to want the concert . 

Srudents Council traditionally has 
allowed organizations tp charge for 
events · it sponsors. 

Myerow had more difficulty gettirlg 
funds from·· Swarthmore, whose Stu
dent Council Budget Committee has 
already allocated its funds when it 
began to consider supporting a tri
College .concert. 

In a survey returned by approxi
mately 20 percent of the Swarthmore 
student body, 85 percent said they 

in assembly lines · 

would want to go to a tri-College con
cert and 80 percent said they would 
pay $3 to attend. 

Despite these survey results, the 
Budget Committee decided, with a 
$3600 reserve account, that it couldn't 
afford to fund the event. "I think people 

thought it was a really good idea. 
Basically, we just didn't have [the 
money]," said junior Perry Chang, a 
Budget Committee member. 

Chang, who is also a member of the 
Tri-College Exchange Committee, 
and Taras Kihiczack, Swarthmore's 

other representative on that Commit
tee, talked to the leaders of student 
organizations and the College ad
ministration to come up with the funds 
-for the concert. 

(Continued on page 14) · 
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. Photo by Polly Stephens 

From left to right: Richard Hardeck, Jon Myerow, Laura Hester and Mary Beth Feeney, four of nine 
representatives to the Tri~College Concert ComDlittee, discuss the concert planned for February. 

'ent tries his ·hand at a test ·of distinct aptitude 
.11y John Smeltzer 

littone years ago assembly line 
*'•the General Electric plant in 
~ .were introduced to a 
' .,r dexterity test to determine 
1illler they possessed this motor ap
-.., aucial to their work. 
Ia Thursday in a downtown Phila
_. office building I was asked to 
I die same task- picking up three 
111111\fl pegs at a time and trans-

, ining b sequentially to a peg 
llwd-in order to display whether I 
~ dlis same aptitude. 
I YiiS not, however, applying for 

iladiy line work. 
I tiS taking pan in a series of apti

lte tils given by the Philadelphia 
i!ltr fi the Johnson O'Connor 
bath Foundation, one of 15 such 
rlas Dationwide, in order that I 
Di&lr discover certain inbOrn abilities 
lll!pp!y them toward a lifestyle. 
In1922, when Johnson O'Connor de
ltd the first test for General Electric, 
It tiS interested merely in improving 
~dliciency. However, because of 
lillatst in human aptitude, O'Con
llr til the firm shortly thereafter and 
~his life to research and testing. 
lltl!sult-the corporation which to
illy Cl!rie! his name offers a com
~ series of 19 tests covering 
!!dl distinct aptitudes. 
~ lesls, according to David 

Mccanby,director of the Philadelphia 
lllltr, are not intended to measure 
lQ.cr determine interests, but rather 
-~to detect a person's natu
~ski!ls. 

~ not asking you yes and no 
-..., • McCanhy said, "we're not 

asking your opmron about things. 
What we're looking at are abilities that 
are inborn- sort .of like the color of 
your eyes." 

As I discovered, the methods for 
determining these aptitudes vary. 

During three separate afternoon 
visits to the Philadelphia office, I was 
subjected not only to working with 
pegboards, but also to assembling three 
din1ensional puzzles, memorizing lists 
of numbers and learning fictitious or, 
as the foundation calls them, "martian" 
words. 

McCarthy said that the foundation 
uses these kind of tests because they are 
more accurate than their written coun
terparts, such as the Differential Apti
tude Test. 

"Some people don't work well with 
paper and pencil," McCarthy ex
plained. "These people suffer taking a 
paper and pencil measure of their 
abilities." 

Another important advantage of the 
Johnson O'Connor test, McCarthy 
added, is the personal attention test ad
ministrators give test takers. 

"I remember one time when I was in 
high school," McCarthy said. "I took 
some kind of test and I got a computer 
printout with a list of jobs. The first 
thing was airplane pilot. 'So what,' I 
said to myself, 'What do I do with 
this?'" 

Administrators at Johnson O'Con
nor, on the other hand, do not let cus
tomers leave before their tests are 
analyzed. McCarthy spent over an 

hour discussing the results of my tests 
with me. 

Extensive research at the foundation, 
McCarthy stated, has shown that all 
jobs use · a certain pattern of aptitudes 
and that people holding jobs that do 
not require use of their aptitudes are 
usually bored or frustrated. 

Using this knowledge, administra
tors at the center are able to analyze 
customers' tests and suggest to them 
fairly specific career directions. 

From follow-up studies on selected 
cases, McCarthy stated, Johnson 
O'Connor researchers have found that 
most people tested take the advice of 
the center and change their job or 
direction after a period of time. 

"You're not going to go home today 
and change all your courses for next 
semester," McCarthy said to me, "but 
you might start to think about these 
things. I will have succeeded if that 
happens." 

McCarthy emphasized that the test 
results have lasting impact. -"It's 
knowledge you can use for the rest of 
your life;" he said, "whether you're 
choosing a major in school, thinking 
about a career direction, or changing 
careers 10 or 20 years from now." 

The ideal time for people to take the 
test is when they are still in high school 
and plans are not set, ·McCarthy ac
knowledged, but people of all ages can 
and do benefit from the experience. 

The Johnson O'Connor Research 
Center in Philadelphia, one of the 
firm's smaller offices, sees overall 
around eight people a week, McCarthy 
estimated. The foundation, which bas 

goals to expand, is a non-profit 
organization charging $350 per cus
tomer to cover costs. 

Although he admitted the costs were 
high, McCarthy stressed that the test 
could end up saving money, especially 

for college students. 
The information gained from the 

testing can direct students toward col
lege majors and save them possible 
waste pf time and money in majors 
they are not suited for, McCarthy com
mented. 

Utrillo painting- donated 
by Trisha Thomas 

Few students are aware of the fact 
that Haverford possesses a valuable art 
collection. While all the students are 
studying hard in the Library, far below 
them in the vault is a collection of rare 
books and paintings. One of these 
paintings has just been given to Haver-
ford by Amy F. Greif . 

Greif is the mother of two Haverford 
graduates and the grandmother of two 
more graduates. She said, "All have 
had successful careers and three of the 
four have continued their education to 
post-graduate degrees, two to medical 
doctorships. The Quaker traditions of 
thrift, morality and liberal thought, as 
exemplified at Haverford, have stood 
them in good stead." 

The painting is of the Rue Cortot a 
Montmartre, painted by Maurice 
Utrillo in the early 20th century. Upon 
i1rst seeing the painting Charles 
Stegman, chairman of the Fine Arts de
partment, exclaimed, "That's nice, 
that's really nice, at least he was not un
duly drunk!" Utrillo, he explains, was 
fond of drinking. 

U trilla was an illegitimate child 

whose mother was a teenage model 
named Marie-Clementine Valadon. 
His father was an alcoholic and an . 
amateur · painter named Boissy. 
Maurice, like his father, was an alco
holic and he was also crazy. When he 
was 18, he was sent to an asylum and
his mother suggested he take up paint
ing as an qutlet. 

In his sober states he was an excel
lent artist, making the majority of his 
paintings of little side streets in 
Montmartre. It is a painting of one of 
these side streets that has been donated 
to Haverford, La Rue Cortot a 
Montmartre. 

Before coming to Haverford, the 
painting was on the wall in Greifs 
house for 39 years. It then traveled to 
Christie's, an auctioneer's in New 
York, where it was appraised and 
found to be quite valuable. The paint
ing was then sent to Paris where it was 
given a certificate of authenticity. 

The painting now rests in the vault 
with the other valuable paintings and 
books that make up the Haverford art 
collection. In the near future it may be 
framed and displayed in the Library. .. 
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ews Bryn Mawr 
and Haverford Colleges 

Review needed 
The atmosphere created by the presence of 

postbaccalaureate students in undergraduate 
science classes at Bryn Mawr has been a fest
ering problem that the College administration 
has failed to recognize openly or meet head
on. 

The problem is not postbacs themselves or 
their relationship with undergraduates. On a 
personal level, members of the two groups 
seem to relate as well as any other students. It 
would be easy to say that the many tensions 
are created between postba~ and undergradu
ates only because they don't know each other, 
and, once they understand their different ap
proaches to their studies, tensions will cease. 

This attitude places the burden on in
dividual postbacs and undergi-aduates who, as 
busy as they are, do not have · tlie time or 
motivation to make massive efforts on their 
own. It is true these individuals are taking 
some responsibility. The postbacs have 
organized their own association to be a liaison 
with the undergraduate Self Government 
Association. · 

Students cannot be expected, however, to 
cope alone with a problem whose roots lie in 
the very concept of an institution. The fact 
that the physics department has separated 

postbacs from freshmen undergraduates is 
proof that professors recognize the tensions 
that have been inherent in the postbac pro
gram since it began. 

The efforts of individual departments can
not work without support from the adminis
tration. Likewise, administrative efforts to 
prepare postbacs to relate with undergradu
ates by telling them about past problems will 
only create imaginary tensions. 

The News cannot offer any final sugges
tions for how to fully integrate the postbacs in
to undergraduate classes without tensions. 
The administration does . not seem · ready 
either to produce any structural changes in 
one of its most Unique and prized programs. 

A thorough and official review needs to be 
conducted of the postbac program, not just 
one that will serve as a buffer to complaints, 
but one that will truly seek answers to pro
blems that are not imaginary and will not go 
away by themselves: 

Suggestions could include an educational 
process about the roles of postbacs and under
graduate pre-medical students. Whatever the 
results of such a review, it is unfair to either 
future postbacs or undergraduates no~ to take 
a serious look at the postbac program and its 
effects on undergraduates. 

Time running out 
February is nearer than it might seem. 

There are only nine weeks of school until 
Honor Council will have to write a fmal draft 

·of the Code, until the student body in 
Plenary will have to decide whether it wants 
to ratifY such a Code, until 890 members of 
the Students Association will have to decide 
whether they are willing to affirm their desire 
to live under this new code, until the faculty 
will have to make a recommendation to Presi
dent Robert Stevens about whether or not 
they want to have such a Code governing 
behavior in their classes, until President 
Stevens will have to decide whether or not 
the Code is still viable at Haverford. 

But the entire community must decide, 
now, whether or not a Code is still viable at 
Haverford. And, if the community decides 
that a Code is still viable, then each and every 
member of this community is obligated to 
make that decision known through a concrete 
commitment to the ongoing processes of 
reexamination and revision. 

The community will meet tomorrow night 

at 6:30p.m. in the Bryn Mawr room ofthe 
Dining Center for the last revision meeting 
before H ono·r Council releases t he 
preliminary draft of the new Code. Then all 
members of the community must study this 
Code, and voice their opinions. Every 
member of the community should talk about 
this Code. Faculty members should talk 
about the Code in their classes; students 
should talk about the Code in their dorms. 
The News will continue to eagerly accept let
ters from all members of the community. 
The community will continue to meet in a 
new series of revision meetings, which ·will 
be rescheduled at a different time so that 
more people will be able to attend. 

T he time has come when the H averford 
"community" must fmally- try . truly to 
become a community. All members of the 
community must begin a process of dialogue 
if Haverford is to retain its most distinctive 
mark, the Honor Code. Only through such 
action can the Code be save. 
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Code needs semester's break 
Honor Councils come and go but the 

critics are here to stay; they have 
tenure. Its easy to criticize what one 
doesn't participate in and that is the. 
case with many of the faculty at the 
College. 

Some of it is their own fault. Take, 
for instance, the fact that as of post time 
there weren't enough faculty to go 
around at the discussion groups. The 
holier-than-thou attitude is disturbing 
from either point of view; specifically, 
those that talk as though students have 
a monopoly on apathy and those who 
felt no compunction in not attending 
the Retreat . They can't be forced to at
tend and I wouldn't want them there 
against their wilL 

In point of fact, I can see some good 
reasoning for not attending. If I were a 
member of the faculty who wanted to 
eliminate the Code, I would do 
nothing more than nothing at alL That 
is itself a decision and, in this case, a 
powerful no vote against the code. 
There are fewer recognizable advan
tages for the faculty in having an 
Honor Code and many faculty 
_g1embers don't see even one of thef!1, 

As I said earlier, though, I can 
understand that position. What is the 
real value of the Code? Steve Cruy 
wasn't close enough to home in his 
speech for me (long ago and far 
away . .. ). What would it mean for us 
not to have an Honor Code? Would it 
destroy the community to abolish the 
Honor Council and resign from 
responsibility for our actions? 

Leave it to the ~ 
they're older and can better ~ ~ 
better yet, let's put responsibility in~ 
hands of the faculty who didn't shlt. 
A fair enlistment of those who~ ( 
should have an ~temative ~ 
Aside from the need for a bam & 

ding _{Why was the president li dr 
College imploring? Hint It's Ses

quicentennial time.), why not sauw 
souls, our integrity and refrain fiaa1 ' 

hypocrisy so apparent that disttuai , 
already built into the~ 

I have criticized and nowbcm ay 
suggestion for your consideratQ:b'J 
suspend the Code for tbi1 allli! 
semester. We need more tbana111 ' 
and a. half hour Retreat.~· 
need as much as a semester to Rim 

1 
upon the value of the Code. i 

It's a great deal of work tlojt1 ; 
make the transition and, as l'vt~ ' 
suggested, none too politic fir a» 
ministration. Still, a review«illllt : 
tion is now in order. StopJq * , , 
machine of the Code for ~ 
oiling may be just the way to Rl!!li 
value or, ·at worst, its 1JSelessne&hi 
go so far as to suggest that it slallli 
an integral part of the Code ........ 
should occur periodiailly to R!lili 
both students and faculty to •Wr . 
better or worst but not for~ 

Finally, I challenge . 
ministration and students"to 
natives to building self-defat· 
Code. 

Michael Horeullflll 
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NoW 1 
Let's forget the m inor 

dwell on details of th< 
negligible problem s su d 
or the Honor Code. Disr 
jngs of Mary D aly and 
cumulation of an entire 
the big news, the one e' 
bability effect more mel 
community tban any otr 

Laura Weber Baldwin 

General Hospital. 

Ed f 

Some of you are even . 
tinue your perusal of thi 
you are sneering, "are tr 
you soulless cretins, beef 
folks out there who care 
tual capacitY and artistic 
appreciate such a momt 

This includes the d< 
dramas, e.g. the John E 
I'm not sure how it relat 
North Dorms w h o are 
Broadcasting System so 

There are those of m 
longer than we've been : 
person at H averford 
remember her storyboo 
wedding day. We smile 
good times (the Whital 
Star) and shudder a 
mysterious disappearan 

Who could forget the 
the Cassadine yacht, tl 
Left Handed Boy? Or, 
affair with L eslie's lov 
came home from secon 
were in '69) as fast as p< 
what had happened in 
ng. 

Whatever your mer 
viewer, you are priv il 
event of great historica 

General .f!ospital wa: 
my freshman year at tr 
ofNewsweek. It insp in 
gave new ideas for si 
Millions of you tuned 
ing the ranks of the fait] 
at 3 p.m. Conversation 
Blue Bus centered on . 

No social activity Vi 

Column 
Dear Perihan, 

Your criticism of n 
News also demands a n 
You completely misse< 

If you're looking tor : 
press your views on fer 
a column. Your lettei 
problem is, your critici 
do with the anicle th a 

In the ftrst place, I v 
both women and men ' 
ior" (though as far as I 
smaller extent). I am 
men. I wage war a 
whether it comes frorr 
It is the behavior I wrc 
that to this date; I hav 
woman. 

Second, I did n ot tal 
includes all women . 1' 
the pronoun "'" throt 
only because I am on. 

If feminism begin~ 
strength, then it is St 

Which I wish to exhib 
interpreted as acquies 
myself In do ing so, 
game" (as you put it). 
Periban. Or do you r: 

Friday, November 
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' 's break 
the administration 

i can better cope (o;· 
1t responsibility in the 
1lty w ho didn't show. 
of those who criticize 

ltem ative suggestion). 
need for a happy en
the p resident of the 

ng? Hint: It's Ses-
le.), why not save our 
ty and refrain from a 
mrent that distrust is 
J the system? 
od and now . here's my 
our consideration: let's 
)de for this coming 
:ed more than a two 
Retreat. Perhaps we 

. a semester to reflect 
·f the C ode. 
11 of work though to 
Jn and, as I've already 
too politic for the ad-
1, a review of our op
order. Stopping the 

::::od e for repairs and 
;t the wav to recall its 
, its usel~ssness. I will 
""est that it should be 
f~he. Code and that it 
r iodically to remind 
1 faculty to take it for 
ut n ot for granted. 
allenge faculty, ad
students to fmd alter
w self-defeat into the 
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386).: Noreen .. 
0); A ... -ny Rosenbaum 
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tors: Sharon Appel 
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verford Colleges. The 
~ interested in joining 
dnight on WednesdaY 
:erial is 5 p .m. on the 
which are followed by 
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;~ow the really big news • • • Laura returns to G.H . 
!Dilflthe minor stuff now, O.K.? Don't -d.- of the mundane world, the 
~ silch _as Gre~.da, Lebanon, 
. ~JIID'Code. DlSilUSS as tnVlal the postur
~~- Daly and the late-November ac
. il8d"ID entire semester's work. This is 
llic• the one event that will in all pro
. .wcfia moce members of the hi-College 

WID any other issue this ·year. 
Ieber Baldwin Spencer is returning to 
•g,pitol. 

Ed Cone 

1lli,00areeven now preparing to discon
)lllfperusal of this column. "Soap operas," 
aelariring, "are trash." Well tum the page, 

dlbcrerins, because this is for all the good 
i!ltdatwho care, the ones whose intellec
.aiandartisric sensibility allow them to 

1!i8cmch a momentous occasion. · 
:~ the devotees of other daytime 

e.g. the John Berg/All My Kids faction; 
::J~~D~ehow it relates to the Mawrters in the 

:1bms who are known to watch Central 
,llliliag System soaps. But I digress. 
lki• diose of us who have known Laura .,._'R'vt been acquainted with any other 
-. Haverford or Bryn Mawr. ·we 
.bcrller srorybook romance and her fateful 
6jcliy. We smile at our recollections of the 
"'lpea(lhe Whitaker's fatm, The Haunted ill. shudder at the memory of her 
.disappearance. 
laCiiUI fOrget those terlSe moments aboard 1-yacht, the frenzied search for the 
~i6dBoy?Or, for the old timers, Laura's 

Leslie's lover? Maybe some of you 
•lililefiomsecond grade (or wherever you 
11il'59)• r.t as possible in order to fmd out 
lrlrdhappened in the Steve Hardy kidnapp

~ ~ 

1 ,.._ your memories or longevity as a 
ilr, JQU m privileged now to witness an 
•• historical import. 
-.,lhpital was a national mania during 
~hlllaanyear at the Ford. It made the cover 
~~ h inspired a terrible rap record and 
!It 1ft b for singles bar Happy Hours. 
Mliaas«JOU tuned in for the first time, swell
qdtllllbofthe faithful who tuned in each day 
llPJB.Conversations between freshmen on the 

.l ~Bastentm:d on the doings on G. H. 
So llCial activity was more universal or en-

joyable than that mid-afternoon ritual every Mon
day through Friday. From Haverford Park Apart
ments to Brecon, from D enbigh t o Barclay, G. H. 
was a way of life. 

At the heart of this phenomenon was our 
curiosity about and love for Laura. What trials, 
both literal and m etaphoric, she had endured! 
Her youthful vitality had captivated a country. 
F rom this heady peak of popularity and 
plotting, though, there followed an inevitable 
decline. 

Laura was given a new villain to flee and em
barked on a fresh set of adventures, but the story 
proved weak and some viewers lost interest. 
Many quit watching altogether. 

And then she was gone, snatched away from us 
too soon. For weeks we waited, our hearts leaping 
at each false lead. Gradually, inexorably, the cruel 
truth became clear to even the most optimistic; 
Laura would not be coming back. 

Oh sure, there were those who believed that 
she'd return as soon as the career of actress Genie 
Francis faltered. There were those who found 
solace in the exploits of Luke Spencer. Some peo
ple drifted off into the nether regions of varsity 
athletics, or afternoon studying, just to ease the 
pain. 

Others, like myself, stared misty-eyed at the 
television each day. As with Laura's family and 
the citizens of Port Charles, our light was gone . 
But hope, that Lazarus of emotion, refused to 
disappear completely. Somewhere in our hearts, 
against all odds and logic, we still retained a bat
tered but unbowed remnant ofbeliefin a happy 
ending. Someday, we prayed, we would see her 
again. 

D on't be misled. We could have seen Genie 
Francis merely by turning the dial to whatever 
new show she was gracing. But it was Laura we 
missed, not her portrayer. Laura had left us bereft 
and alone, lonely for a lost friend. 

She came back to us on Monday. We saw her 
only briefly, and she did not speak .a word. Tues
day was not much more revealing, and as we go to 
press, the big question remains: Where the hell 
has she been, and why hasn't she called? 

We do know some things. Her disappearance 
was linked to the mysterious David Gray. Her 
reappearance will coincide with her second wed
ding anniversary. Her explanation will doubtless
ly be a lame one. None of this is really that impor
tant when measured against that monumental, in-

- candescent reality-she has returned. 
One thing we've been promised is that Laura's 

excuse will not be amnesia. This information 
came to me via A.M. Philadelphia so it's probably 
true. For this we can heavt; one large sigh of relief, 
as that would be so silly as to anger even the soap 
fan to whom such inanity is secone nature. 

M y personal guess is that Laura will have been 
the victim of some sort of brain-washing inspired 
by the curse Liz Taylor placed on her. Lame, yes, 
but better than a two year memory lapse. 

Laura will only be back for about two months, 
which is the maximum period over which the six 
weeks of filming completed by Francis can be 
stretched. When she leaves again it will probably 
be for good, but this time we will be prepared. 
Laura will depart with our knowledge and our 
blessing; although we will miss her, that aching 
void in us will not be reopened. 

Nothing can ever take us back to those halcyon 
days when the party started at 2:59p.m. and flow
ed right on through to Star Trek at 7 p.m. We are 
older, a little wiser, a little sadder. 

For two short months we will have her back, 
.though, and in these dark times it's good to have a 
reassuring boost like this one. It is a vindication of 
our hope, a triumph of the human spirit. 
Welcome back, Laura, we've missed you. 

Attack on a columnist is not something at which to whistle 
I take exception to Perihan Sheard's letter in 

The News, Nov. 11, in which she attempts to 
rebut Libby Mosier's arguments in Mosier's arti
cle on verbal assault (The News, Nov. 4). 
Sheard's sadly misguided attack of the article is 
embarassingly ignorant of even the text of the arti
cle; she invents inconsistencies in the article to 
suit her needs and, using these fabricated incon
sistencies, J;!retends to rebut Mosior's argument. 
The prevalent tone of Sheard's letter is an
tagonistic and unreasonable. 

Sheard declares that Mosier's considered 
response to a verbal. assailant contradicts Mosier's 
resolution to avoid contact with the former. Why 
does Sheard assume that Mosier didn't do. 
everything in her power to avoid being verbally 
assaulted? Simply because Mosier responded 
once she was verbally assaulted. Sheard goes on to 
imply a -contradiction between Mosier's assertion 
that comments made . by strangers about her 
physical appearance bother her and Mosier's 
subsequent assertion that verbal assailants do not 
really care about the physical appearances of their 
victims. Does the fact that verbal assailants don't 
care about their victims' _physical appearances 
necessarily exclude the possibility that their vic-

tims may be made uncomfortable by the verbal 
abuse directed at them? Can only attractive vic
tims of verbal assault be made uncomfortable, as 
Sheard implies by her mangled interpretation of 
the text of Mosier's article? 

Sheard goes on to write of verbal abuse !Pat it is 
" ... a behavior that must be dealt with," yet ad
vocates a silent response. Does the silent holding 
high of one's head constitute "dealing with" verbal 
assault? Is doing nothing, in this case, doing 
something? Sheard's response to verbal assault is 

· one of"putting up with" the problem rather than 
"dealing with" it. This she makes abundantly 
clear in her next astonishing assertion, which 
follows : "An anti-verbal harassment campaign, no 
matter how large, will not change the ways of the 
world. It is precisely the attitude toward this 
behavior that must be changed," What a novel ap
proach to the resolution of conflict: don't confront 
the problem, merely modify your attitude 
towards it. In other words, if it doesn't bother 
you, it's no longer a problem. So, by acquiescing 
to a problem one has overcome it? If so, we ought 
to decide that we like the prospects of cancer, 
world hunger, nuclear war and, more-pertinently, 
rape and verb.al abuse. I must beg to differ, 

·however, with this remarkable theory. I confess to 
a certain amount of faith in the potential for peo
ple's attitudes, opinions and behavior to change, 
and I believe furthermore that the social climate 
which will inevitably engender such Changes may 
be and will be influenced by the efforts of 
courageous individuals. It is thus impossible for 
me to adopt Sheard's defeatist method of"dealing 
with" verbal assault. · 

ls·Sheard as clever as she believes herself to be 
in not playing "the man's game?" How are men 
expected to respond to her game, which consists 
in assuming a physical stance which is supposed 
to exude vibes of"self-confidence and strength?" I 
envision the following (somewhat fanciful) 
response to such a wonderfully calculated tactic: 

Joe, the construction worker/stockbroker/jock: 
"Hey, Mike, I think we should lay off the 
abuse. This chick's got self-confidence and 
strength- I can tell by the way she's looking at 
us." · 
Mike, the construction worker/stockbrokei-1-' 
jock: "You call that a look of self-confidence 
and strength? Personally, I think it's indiges
tion. 

I submit that less is lost on verbal assailants when 
their victims make directed, poignant replies. 

Columnist to her. critic: you've completely missed the _point 
I would disabuse Sheard of the notion that 

Mosier believes feminism is a war against men. 
Nothing in her article suggests this. I will leave 
Mosier for a moment and answer Sheard directly. 
It is shallow to assume that the purpose of 
feminism is to wage war against men. Feminism 
may be interpreted more accurately as a 
philosophy conceived by women in response to 
the silent, undeclared war ~hich has been waged 
upon them for centuries. Perhaps it is more c.'On
venient for Sheard to ignore the atrocities com

. mitted systematically against women and to focus 
her blame and reproval instead upon the few 
brave women who refuse to stand for any sort of 
abuse. 

IQ Ptriban, 
Yq criticism of my column in last week's 

·'lillamdemands a response: re-read the article. 
Yll Clll!pbdy missed my point. 

ff)Wrelookingfor a soapbox to stand on to ex
i!laJWrviews on feminism, I suggest you write 
1illunn. Your letter was a brave effort. The 
~is,yoorqiticism had virtually nothing to 
a, with tbe article that I wrote. 
lntbefirst place, I was careful to point out that 

b:lhTi'IIDenlllrd men engage in "whistling behav
li~•farasl can tell, women to a much 
lldcr Qlau~ I am not pitting women against 
lln. I wage war against the behavior itself, 

· ~it comes from a man's lips or a woman's. 
- ~the~ I wrote about. It just so happens 

~this date; I have not been whistled at by a 
lilllu. 
. ~I did not take a stand which necessarily 
~all women. Notice the predominance of 
~ ~ "r throughout. I refer to "women" 
tl!ly hfause I am one of many. 
ff ilniniam begins with self-confidence and 

l!!ngth, then it is self-confidence and strength 
lhi:h I wish to exhibit. As I said, silence is often 
~as acquiescence. I will speak out. For 
-.,;j. In doing so, I do not "play the man's 
~(as you put it). It's not just a man's game, 
' "IIQ. Or do you mean mankind? 
f.>~. 
'llldY, November 18 1983 

' 

I'm still searching for the ultin1ate response to 
such offensive behavior. (I prefer a form of aggres
sive wit, myself.) I crufsay from experience that 
walking by with my head held high or stopping to 
reason with the whistler won't accomplish much. 

There are things I won't do-like repeat the 
behavior, or use obscenities. But I think I've been 

. quiet long enough. 
How can we (as you suggest) change an attitude 

if we are kept silent? My keeping silent would im
ply that my attitude toward whistling behavior is 

somehow not as legitimate as that of the whistler. 
Of the many available outlets, I choose to write. 

I feel better now for having expressed my feelings 
through my writing. The column appears to have 
started a number of people talking about the 
issue, judging from the responses I've received 
this past week. That was part of the purpose of 
the column. 

Thank you for your sincere response. But 
please, re-read the. arti~le. 

Libby Mosier, '84 

Arts Council sponsoring museum trip 
The hi-College Arts Council is sponsoring a 

trip on Dec. 10 to the Phiadelphia Museum of 
Art. We will be seeing the much heralded exhibit 
A Celebration of Design Since 1945. The exhibit is 
the largest the Museum has ever undertaken. 

It explores postwar design and the designer as a 
craftsman, artist and inventor. The curator of the 
exhibit explains that the primary aim of this show 
is "to raise the public's awareness of the objects 

that surround them." 
Included in the show is a Lexicon 80 typewriter 

from !948 and a sink and toilet by the Italian 
designer, G io Ponti. No doubt after seeing this 
exhibit, you will return to your dorrri. rooms with 

a new perspective. 
At 2 p.m. there will be a tour-lecture given by 

the coordinator of Public Programs at the 
museiun. A van will leave from Goodhart at 1:10 
p.m. and return at 4 p.m. 

There is limited space available on the van,. but 
this should not deter people from taking part in 
the tour. The cost for the lecture is $1.25 which 
can be given to Ariel Balter, Rhoads 61, or to Jor
dana Pomeroy, Erdman 339. Please include your 
telephone number and dorm. Arts Council 
members who are interested must speak to Ariel 
or Jordana. 

Th.e Bi-College Arts Council 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

Finally, fd like to know how and why the sub
ject of Mary Daly suggested itself to Sheard. 
What was the purpose of her out-of-the-blue 
reference to Mary Daly? Did UJ!.s. reference have 
anything to do with rebutting Mosier's argument? 
Or was a letter to The News just a convenient 
spot for a bit of anti-Mary Daly propaganda? For 
someone "not actively involved" in feminism 
Sheard makes some pretty presumptuous 
remarks about feminist philosopher Mary Daly. 

I would like to know how Sheard's "vital con
cern" with feminism manifests itself I see ab
solutely no evidence of it in her letter to The 
News. In fact, if asked to cite an example of anti
feminism I would cite Sheard's bitter, irrational 
and very nearly slanderous attack on an infor
mative, constructive piece of journalism. 

Ingrid S. Leverett, '84 
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Giving to the other side its rightful due 
The ftrst time I saw the ads for the new political 

group on campus, the Young Americans for Free
dom (YAF), I was a little disillusioned. What's 
happening here, here at wonderful ol' Ford Land 
where the liberals roam? And why isn't this phone 
number connected to a name instead of an epithet 
("Knee-jerk liberals need not apply," etc.)? I con
fess that at the moment, I was indeed a knee-jerk 
liberal. 

Matt Roazen 

But then, I come from Massachusetts. We don't 
even have a real Republican party, except for two 
representatives of note, Silvio 0. Conte and 
Margaret Heckler. Silvio's voting record makes 
him a lot more liberal than most other Repub
licans and a great deal of Demcicrats currently in 
office, so my private theory is that he became a 
Republican as a fraternity prank, a pledge test 
something akin to streaking or calling up tobacco 
shops and asking if they have Prince Alben in a 
can. 

As for Maggie, well, even women act irration
ally sometimes. But anyway, as much as I would 
like to believe that my political affiliations are 
based upon perfect understanding of Universal 
Truth, no matter how much sense my convictions 
make to me, I have to be fair and admit that I am 
indeed a product of my regional biases and paren
tal influence. (Most of the epithets I ftnd offend 
"polite company" were ftrst heard by me coming 
from the mouth of my mother at the televised 
Watergate hearings.) 

So, despite my gut reaction, I have no right to 
assume that the conservative viewpoint has no 
place at this institution. Perhaps a great deal of 
political opinion has a basis in emotion, but it 
seems to me that at a place where intelligent re
flection upon issues is encouraged, both sides or 
more of any one issue have to be examined. First 
Amendment, etc. "Although I disagree with what 
you say, I'll defend your right to say it," is - to 
sound a little patriotic here for a minute - one of 
the concepts inherent in this country that makes 
me love it, despite its many failings. 

I'm actually son of enthusiastic about what the 
YAF is trying to do. Not in terms of issues, which 
are actually secondary to me right now, but in 

terms of action. Too much political discussion 
and philosophizing .goes on around here, when 
taken in proportion to the amount of activism. 
True, we get to go to marches and to rallies and 
make banners and wear buttons and such, but 
that's only a marginal usage of the existing politi
cal system. Things like voting and letter-writing 
and calling your congressperson and visiting the 
capitol have always worked a little more effi
ciently. And this is something the conservative 
elements of our society have known and incorpor
ated into their political action to a greater degree 
than liberals. 

In an educational institution, observation and 
imitation are downplayed as the major elements 
oflearning process in favor of reflection and anal
ysis, but the hangups of an institution shouldn't 
have very much effect on a true liberal. I will be 
watching the YAF with interest, going to meet
ings and reading letters of protest to The News 
that will be the most obvious pan of their political 

functions. Not necessarily because I enJOY being 
tarred as a "bleeding heart" or a "knee-jerker," but 
I've been called names before, and a little warm 
air doesn't scare me. I want to see what our con
servatives - for they are members of the com
munity and their values muse be considered as 
valid, for the whole idea of exchange to work
offer as a more efficient method of political action. 

Go to the meetings with an open mind, if you 
have not already thought of doing so. Not to 
heckle, not to laugh, not to get upset and play 
Silent Confrontation or sing We Shall Overcame. 
This is, theoretically, a community of adults who 
can deal rationally with viewpoints opposed to 
their own, not as an example of dialectics or a 
political science "experiment," but as a taste of the 
future. We are living in a world rapidly becoming 
conservative and self-possessed. Those of you 
who consider yourselves exceptions to this trend 
might fmd · it worth your whiles to watch the 
methods of those who seem to be using the system 
a little more effectively. 

Stating the purpose and goals of YAF 
A few weeks ago, a member of the hi-College 

community attended a meeting of one of the peace 
groups on campus. After expressing a political 
view, that was conservative, and hence an
tithetical to that particular group's set of ideas, he 
was politely asked to leave. Perhaps it's time for a 
political group on campus which believes in free 
speech and other fundamental American values. 

The . bi-College community's chapter of the 
Young Americans for Freedon (YAF) hopes ftrst, 
to ftght the day to day battle for public opinion, 
second, make a constructive contribution to local 
politics and third, actively work in neXt: autumn's 
Presidential campaign. For the fust time in our 
recent history, politics on campus will be 
mainstream, relevant and dynamic. 

The Y AF will continue to support Secretary 
Schultz's stated policies. Through ft!rns and 
debates we hope to document, to young Penn
sylvania, the good intentions, moderation and ef
fectiveness of the Reagan Administration's 
foreign policy. Last Thursday's ftlm and discus
sion was typical of Y AF efforts to educate the 
public. 

In local politics the YAF is equally ambitious. 
Through the use of polling, rallies, door to door 
canvasing and telephone marketing we hope to 
support the Congressional candidate who best 

represents the Y AF ideals of small government 
and strong defense. In fact, Representative Bob 
Edgar's reckless social spending and anti-defense 
bias may lead us to endorse his early retirement 
from national politics. 

Next Fall, the YAF will make a major effort to 
reelect the successful team of Ronald Reagan and 
George Bush. With enough support we can make 
this area the hub of a grass roots effort to defeat 
the most likely Democratic candidate, Fritz Mon
dale. Big labor's candidate, an advocate of protec
tionism and significantly less defense spending, 
must be, in our opinion, eliminated. Another 
Caner-like Presidency may not be reversible. 

The negativism of a vocal minority must be 
replaced by a democracy of involvement and par
ticipation. This community's Young Americans 
for Freedom would have us turn from the 
periphery to the center. Unwilling to submit to 
the burden of mainstream apathy, the Young 
Americans · for Freedom represents an en
thusiastic activism that will be a shining light in 
Pennsylvania politics. With your help, we can 
reaffirm youth's comrnittment to a richer, 
healthier and stronger America. Share the dream. 
Join the Young Americans for Freedom. 

Craig Stetson '84 
Jeff Dunn '84 

Thanksgiving is here once again 
And people will bring out the list 
Of things that they'll praise for the day. 
They'll stan with the people they've missed, 
Thank mom, apple-pie, add a-men .• 

But I will not praise anything 
In this so possessive country, 
Not land nor possessions nor wealth, 
Nor mom's apple pie, -taxless teas
Of what is not had I will sing. 

I'm thankful I don't own a car. 
The worries I'm saved-there's no gas 
To buy, there's no brake I must fix, 
For me, no repair bills amass. 
I'll hitch if I go very far. 

And likewise I'd rather be poor. 
Just think of the rich and their lives. 
There's robbery, kidnapping, plus 
The payments for lovers and wives. 
With problems like these, ·who'd want DXrt1 

For me a relationship? No! 
And therefore no heartbreaks, no sobs. 
I feed not the dog I don't have 
Employees that run to their jobs? 
No me, I'm without, I don't go! 

But one thing more thanks I have h:ut, 
Of all things I'm thankful I'm not, 
'Cause being a turkey means both 
You're not only cooked in a pot, 
You're also the White House res'deot! , 

• : lblt:J • ., 

Political · partialitJI 
Did John Feffec's active involvmlottih 

Peace Action Project affect the way iitlih 
reponed his interview with Craig Sldsiilfll: 
Young Americans for Freedom? No, l!f* 
have. After all, Feffer didn't think it... ! 
to reveal his political colilillittmcul \dll' 
when he conducted the interview, he 
put politics aside when he wrote 
well. 

Andrew 

Reasons for keeping random community members off of Honor Council jmia 
For several reasons, I believe that trials under 

Haverford's Honor Code ought to be conducted 
by the elected members of Honor Council. The 
present system, in which eight randomly selected 
members of the community are added to each 
jury is, in my view, an unfortunate (as well as re
cent) change in procedures. For reasons I lay out 
below, I ftnd the recent suggestion, reponed in 
The News, of a 12 person jury consisting of eight 
Honor Council members and four randomly 
selected jurors equally unacceptable. · 

Two years ago, I had no strong views on this 
subject, and indeed rather tended to favor the pre
sent arrangement in which Honor Council 
members were a minority on the juries. Ex
perience with a trial in which I was art interested 
party, and even more the experience of reading 
through full reports of a dozen or so trials, has 
convinced me that commuillty standard will best 
be upheld and judgments will . be. most frurly 
rendered if the juries consist of Honor Council 
members. 

The major arguments supporting this view 
have already been laid out by the student-faculty 
MacKay Committee. The one that weighs most 
heavily with me is the issue offaimess. Juries with 
eight randomly selected members appear in the 
past to have imposed quite ramdon sanctions in 
quite similar cases. That is indeed a judgment you 
can make for yourself by looking at the abstracts 

-published in booklet form by Honor Council a 
year ago. 
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It is simply unfair to students to continue a 
system in which student "A," having cheated and 
lied about it, is suspended from the College; while 
student "B," also having cheated and lied about it, 
is allowed to drop a course without penalty. Such 
evident lack of fairness is even more likely to cor
rode the Honor Code than a lack of strictness. 

donly selected jury was made a dozen years ago. 
We need to restore it. 

These are some of the reasons that I favor the 
change mandated by President Stevens in his let
ter to the Honor Council of early October. 

I have listened to the arguments, made largely 
by students, in support of retaining randomly 
selected members on Honor juries. One I believe 
does have some validity, and that is that service on 
a jury helps educate students about the Code. On 
the other hand, given the suggestion that four 
students ramdomly selected should serve on each 
jury, jury service in a typical year would expose 
only 24 or so students to the Code. 

If we wish to expose the community as a whole 

to the coae, some oerrer way IIIIISI 
Another argument which I hear fraplltJ 
which I find moot disturbing is tbll"ll• : 
community voice on the jwy.• a. • 
members of Honor Council are also ... 
the community-or does their ckaill l : 
group by their peers somehow ~dllir1 

the community? Members ofHooorc.ili 
men and women who live down tb: W 
you, who share your classes, whocao 
or argued with at any time. They 
domly selected jurors only in thatthei 
been subject to public scrutiny, and in 
students, chose them to serve in tbl:ir 

8nlee 
Professor ri 

However, as I suppose is well known, I am also 
concerned that including many people on a jury 
who are unlikely to have had experience in other 
trials is likely to produce judgments leaning 
toward the lenient side. M y own experience on 
Academic Council, a committee which decided 
on tenure, promotions and reappointments, sug
gests that new meri1bers joining such a group tend 
at first to see the particular individual involved 
more in the foreground and community interest 
more in the background. 

In the case of Honor juries, fairness to the ccm
munity is made the more difficult because juries 
do not have the opportunity to establish · a real · 
group dynamic in which individual views can be 
expressed openly, since each group is formed 
from scratch. 

Docudrama should not be viewed 

If the jury were simply that-a jury-then I 
suppose some of the objections I am raising above 
would be less strong. But at Haverford, this 
group of 12 serves both as jury and as judge. It at
tempts to determine guilt or innocence and it 
passes sentence, if one is called for. It has no one 
to instruct it on law or precedent. That function 
was largely lost when the change to a largely ram-

The Day After, an explicitly factual docudrama 
about nuclear war, will be shown by The 
American Broadcasting Company on Sunday 
evening, Nov. 20 .. It will portray the destruction 
of Kansas City and the devastation of nearby 
Lawrence. 

In view of the disturbing and frightening nature 
of the tl.lm, several local peace and religious 
groups are recommending that people not watch 
this ftlm alone. I would like to repeat the sugges
tion, and encourage all of you who plan to watch 
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Broce partridge 
'rofessor of AstranolllY 

wed alone 
is, family, or some other 
tOrt from others could be 
and your friends during 

,vatch it, do so in companY 
1gs w hich it provokes with 
tough disturbing, the feel
Jay provoke can generate 
with this important issue 

Eileen callahan, •85 
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!1bat • 
lS enough! ~ 

Calling it quits with SEPTA. trains 
11

;ddld to burn my Southeastern Penn-
· filii. Tnnsit Authority (SEPTA) train 

~ pJL Paoli train into Philadelphia, the 
llliiMtY tells me. 

'1k tniD should be there by now," and 
~ wice at 574-7800 (I've got the "for 

infirmation" ~umber memorized) tells 

· :r. 
1Jlaight, the trains were running a half hour 
,·1mrsewaiting with me at the station tells 

:r. 

Libby Mossier 

~!9:45p.m.; and I'm standing at a dark. damp 
.aulliminscenicArdrnore. I don't have a clue 
!Dill long I'll have to wait for the next train. 
dliberdoes anyone else. Ah - -perhaps David 

[ill, SEPTA's General Manager knows, bm 

1 :i111111dling. The delightful suspense is part of 
ffi'A's effort to win b~k riders. Their new 
• i Railroad Roulene. T hrow away those 
:. alrdules! No more lrmiting ruies and 
~-SEPTA trains will show up 

•ll!nrtbeydarn well please, and you should, 
i1illll!elimes the next tram isn't for a couple 
ilan. You have to live for the one or two 
ilia times when you arrive at the station just 
. it IIIia is pulling in. -

niin't one of those times. It's an unex
!lldY cold night, and I'm slowly freezing to 
&I lkm't even have a trashy magazine or a 
!lid to read while I wait. If I had one, I 
lllli'!beable to turn the pages with my numb • De III!Se'has stopped talking to me. She's 
Iii alongside the tracks singing Gospel 

-1!8001 loud. My mirid is dangerously free to -liM! to dwell upon scary thoughts. 
l.ietlletimeSEPTA lost one of their trains. I 
• trjmg to take an 11: 15 a.m. train out to Bryn 

I hira1100n class. The train was already 15 
ca.s~are when the conductor appeared anhe 
-platform, looking like he'd overslept. 
He • grinning; I knew immediately that 
iiiCihiog \WS wrong. ._ 
'AI l'alli passengers back upstairs," he 

load tO us. "We're trying to locate the train." 
, think it's the one behind that Chestnut Hill 

C'il,' lfered one would-be rider. 
~·the conductor insisted. "We'll get 

lil lllligbtened out." 
1 liiknSiay to see how they went about locating 

ilmilling train. I suppose the conductor round
~uptbt suspect passengers and said earnestly to 
ilm, "All right. I'm going to close my eyes and 
Ilia to three, and whoever stole the train this 
OXning an please put it back." 

Another scary memory: the time the train 
didn't show up at all. One evening last summer, I 
stood in approximately the same position. The 
train was 45 minutes overdue. I furiously pushed 
two dimes into the pay phone slot and dialed what 
was then an unfamiliar number. 

"Operator 462," said the voice. (Numbers have 
been changed to protect the aggravating.) 

"Just how late is the Paoli train running into 
Philadephia?" I asked. 

"'V<1here are you now?" 
"Ardmore." The word almost stuck in mv 

throat. -

"Holdonaminute." Click. Buzzzzz. Terminal 
hoi d. 

i pushed two more dimes through rhe slot and 
dialed. 

"Operator -!6:2. '' 
'·I just called, and :;ou hung up on me ... 
"It wasn·t me ... 

"Forget it. How late is the Paoli runrung 1mo 
Fhiladephia~--

"\V'hich oneT 

"The one that was supposed to be in Ardmore 
at 10:52 p.m.'' 

'·\Xie canceiled that one.' 
"You \'\iHA T?'' 
'· Holdonaminute." 
"No!" Click. Buzzzz. 
Two more dimes. 

"Opera-" 
"You cancelled the last train into Philadelphia 

without telling anyone?" 
"Let me connect you with our Service 

Manager." 
"Don't connect me anywhere. You're going to 

hang up." 
"Holdonanlin-" 

"Wait! Just do me a favor. There's someone 
waiting for me at the station in Philadelphia. 
Could you please page . . . " 

"I can't do nothing until you calm down," 462 
said calmly, bored with my hysteria. 

I climbed down from the top of the phone 
booth. "Okay. Just-please-page-Chris-" 

"I can't page anyone here. You'll have to call 
574-'' 

The operator cut us off, probably because the 
tension was intolerable. I never talked to 462 
again. He probably uses an alias numeral by now. 

I took a cab home, for $15. David Gunn heard 
from me and from my proxy the next day. And 
the next, in lener form. That was July. I still 
haven't heard from him. 

O n this cold evening, four months later, I shud
der. They control me. I depend on that dumb 
train, like it or not. During the daylight hours, 
and when I'm nor in a hurry, I ride the -Nor
ristown High-Speed Line to 69th Street and then 
u ke the subwav into Center Cirv. 

The whole tr:ip ~osrs onlv SJ.iO and leaves me 
ieeling virtuous -ror havirlg ·walked the e.xtra mile 
to the station to save 80 cents. Riding the wheez
ing, shakirlg car is one or those rare adventures of 
the commuter. un a par with gen:ing stuck in an 
elevator. 

I den't lee! obliged to catch up on my readjng 
during the trip, since printed letters on a page 
jump around so much that they're und~cipher
able, and also because I'm too busy looking out 
the window, anticipating derailment or wildlife 
demolition. 

\X'hen I do take the Norristown Line, it gives 
me a sick sort of pleasure imagining the Paoli con
ductors (who know me well) noticing my absence 
and feeling hurt by it. 

"Hey, George, where's that woman who's 
always on the 9:37p.m.? Was it something I said? 
My breath? Gosh, I try to be nice," I imagine one 
of them saying. Another imagined passenger will 
answer, "Mavbe she just got sick of the 9:37p.m. 
coming at 10:37 p.m." · 

When I do return to the Paoli after a spree 

(maybe two days- I'm lazy) of holding out, I'm 
always disappointed. I want the conductors to 
rush over.._to me with an apologetic note signed by 
D.G. himself, ready to make amends. Like on the 
airline commercials: a pillow, perhaps, maybe a 
cocktail as we approach Overbrook. At the very 
least, a packet of dry roasted peanuts. Reality is 
different, though, and goes something like this: 

"That's $2.50 to Center City. Ya bener start 
buying your tickets at the station." 

I admit, I'm very sensitive. I ride the Paoli Local 
at least three and sometimes six times a week, and 
so not only do these train tragedies occur tnore 
frequently, but there's always one fresh in my 
mind to spout off about. 

I ride the trains during those weird hours when 
the staffis allowed to let down their guard a little: 
after rush hour during the week, Saturday even
i..T1gs and frequent last runs, times when just a 
handful of people are riding. Whar the hell, the 
engineers must be thinking. Whv worry abour be
ing on time? One lone traveller can cause a lot less 
damage than could several thousand rushers who 
are committed to punctuality. 

_o\s my knees begin to slam against each other, a 
rrain approaches. I can see its light all the way 
from Haverford. My heart beats in time with my 
shaking knees. Hallelujah! It's only 35 minutes 
late! I will ride SEPT A again; I've been too harsh; 
the delay must have been due to something 
beyond their control. Yes, something beyond 
their control. They didn't mean to do it. All that 
matters is that the train is here! 

I jump up and down, celebrating with the 
gospel woman. The light blinds us; instantly we 
will be saved from the dark cold night, from bit
terness and lack of faith in the system. I begin to 
relax. 

The train shoots by loudly, leaving us. 

I take the schedule from my bag and light a 
match. No more chances, SEPT A. 

Outlining the set of safety guidelines ii1 light of the assault 
Following the recent assault of two women on 

Haverford's campus, it is imperative that women 
be even more aware of safety precautions. Follow
ing is a list of suggestions for all women which 
will hopefully enable them to contirlue their ac
tivities, yet feel more secure. 

1. Always lock your dorm room . . . when 
you are going out as well as when you are 
in your room. 

2. Be sure the dorm hall doors are locked. 
3. Do not study alone irl classroom buildings 

at night. Most rapes on college campuses 
occur at night in classroom buildings. 

4. When walking on or off campus, walk in 
groups of three or more. 

5. Report all suspicious individuals to Safety 
and Security. · 

6. When walking at night, walk in well lit 
areas. 

7. Always check inside your car before get
ting in. 

8. Always lock your car door. 

9. If areas on campus are not well lit, report 
these to secur!!)r. 

10. Avoid walking alone at night both on or 
off campus. If you are alone assume an 
assertive walk. You must look like you 
can handle yourself. The man who rapes 
will be looking for someone who looks 
frail and helpless. 

11 . If you think someone is following you, try 
changirlg your pace. Don't be embarrassed 
to turn around and check. 

12. There are Freon air horns available at the 
bookstore. They emit a noise which can 
be heard 112 mile away. If you are out at 
night cairy one with you. The sound will 
travel further than a scream. (These fit in
to a coat or jacket pocket or the palm of 
your hand.) 

Columnist · is not condoning a war by women against men 

If you are assaulted only you can decide the 
right course of action in the situation. You may 
run or stay and try to psyche out the assaulter. Is 
he likely to believe a sob story? Could he be 
frightened to be told that someone is meeting you 
soon, or that you are pregnant or that you have 
venera! disease? Some women have gonen away 
from rapists by vomiting, screaming or fighting. 

These suggestions are not meant to frighten 
you or to make you run inside your dorm room 
and never come out again. Nor do we wish you to 
take a male protector along wherever you go. 
Women have worked too hard and too long to 
gain freedom to allow it to be taken away. What 
we are saying is that there are reasonable precau
tions to take to insure your safety. 

Why is it that when a woman talks back to a 
~inthissociety, it is often labeled as "rash, un
~ and .. . unrealistic?" Perihan Sheard 
axnpletely missed the point ofLibby Mosier's ar
lict, which was not condonirlg a war against 
!ln, ~ stated that it is valid for women to say 
'lllelhing back if they are verbally attacked. 
~ when one "simply holds one's head 
bib~ it is 1101 enough. 

ltmiiOt women's feminist attitudes that need to 
~ changoo, but men's sexist behavior. How are 
C!en&OO!g to realize the degree of offensiveness of 
~behavior and its ilpplications unless women 
~~lves and let men know? 

Whether one chooses to do this by telling them 
L1l the street, as Libby Mosier did, or through 
iln O!ganized active measures as Perihan 
~d suggestS, is up to th~ individual. 
. ert.l . harassment is equivalent to sexual 
~ h~ the same mentality which condones 
~ llilll emotional sexual abuse that leads to 
piljlicaj 1/iolence, i.e. rape. The fact that "men 
~been known to uner inanities left and right" 
a~ SOII!ething sin1ply to be accepted. 

hIS ~hie for a woman to tell a man if she is · 

FrkJay, November 18, 1983 

offended without necessarily stoopirlg to his level. 
I see this as being neither an act of retaliation nor 
of unwarranted aggression. An "anti-verbal cam
paign" would be one part of a much larger cam
paign against sexual abuse. It does not imply 
segregation between the sexes, on the contrary it 
would ideally require the cooperative effort of 

both men and women. 

In response to Perihan Sheard's comment on 
Mary Daly: although not everyone may agree 
with all the views held by this feminist, one must 
realize that it was those women with "radical" 
ideas who created awareness in and drastically 
changed the status of women's issues in the recent 
past- not at all an outcome "no better than 
apartheid." Nurit Goldman, '85 

Mary Ann Scott 
Rape Counselor 

Health Service 

Colony of West Billand passes its own bill of independence 
We the colony of West Billand (Pem West 110 

and 216) do hereby. declare our Independence 
from the People's Republic of Bill, citirlg as 

grievances the following: 

I 
Inadequate recognition as a colony - only two 

citizens (Bill "Gretchen" Chapman and Bill "B & 
D" Mackenzie Rat, deceased) were acknowledged 
in the formal declaration of secession of two 

weeks ago. 
II 
Inadequate protection-no actiO!'! was taken at 

our invasion by a foreign king. The planned siege 
was successfully diverted by our absence, but 
what will happen next time? 

Ill ~ 

Oven sexism - have you noticed how 
masculine the name Bill is? The natives of the 
United Bills of Lloyd 41 are all men. 

IV 
The c-ountry is crawling with at least 23 aliens. 

We don't li..'ke furriners. 
v 
Honor Code violation - we have inside infor-

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

marion that unnaturalized citizens Bill "B & D" 
Mackenzie Rat and Bill "K." Gerbil! were only 
reported as deceased so as to avoid an Honor 
Code violation prosecution due to the face that it 
is illegal for Fords to house rodents. We suspect 
that said citizens are acutally alive and well and 
sneaking around somewhere within the national 
borders of the People's Republic of Bill. 

'Gretchen Chapman, '85 
Lisa Beck, '86 

Linda Irwin, '86 
Anne McCracken '86 
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Justification of sites chosen ·for Peace Studies the Mission 
At the risk of fueling people's remarks that I am 

too quick to stand up for the Bryn Mawr adminis
tration, I would like to present my personal feel
ings in defense of the Peace Studies Mission to 
Ottawa, London and Bonn. I admit that my per
spective is biased by the fact that I think the pro
posed Mission is a unique and potentially very 
good learning device and I certainly intend to ap
ply for it. 

The idea of sending a few students abroad to 
observe the centers of Western foreign policy was 
first proposed last year by the man who is do
nating the funds for the Bryn Mawr half of the 
Peace Studies Program. 

As I understand it, he was disappointed at the 
very poor turnout of students at the Peace Snidies 
Lecture Series and hoped that this creative pro
posal would infuse students with enthusiasm 
about the high level to which we should aspire in 
learning about and affecting world peace. 

. chosen, and the school was able to establish con
tacts in those places. Just because these are all 
Western capitols does not make them less legiti
mate places to gain a perspective on interaction of 
nations and ideologies. The power with which 
these wealthy Western countries create situations 
of war and poverty in other regions makes them 
an excellent starting point, in my opinion. 

There are other things for which the money 
could have been used. · But that is true of any 
money ever spent. I think that providing funding 
for the students who are opposing the Solomon 
Amendment by refusing to apply for aid would be 
even more symbolic than the trip will be. 

As for the accusation that the Mission is a 
shallow, isolated action in what should be a more 
comprehensive program of peace educa
tion- wake up. The Peace Studies Program pre
sented a series of lectures and a course last year. 
This year's course is expected to have a large turn
out. Activities not under the sponsorship of the 
Program but relating to peace and foreign policy 
are going on all around us at colleges and in 
Philadelphia. This is one offering- a beginning, 
one approach- in a wide context, 

It is creative, perhaps startling (some people feel 
that more consultation with students was in 
order) but there are many ways to teach peace. It 
is intended to have an effect beyond "the lucky 
contestants" who are chosen to go on the trip and 
if some don't want to learn from their experience, 
that doesn't mean that it is useless for others. 

Dying leaves, a canopy, 
Descend, a virtual panoply, 
Of russet, green"J:Uld gold, 
We then the pouring rain behold! 

Can you endure such tiresome blctltr? 
I wasn't hired to relate the~ 
Instead I dreamed of addressing, 
Learned peers, and assessing, 
Bryn Mah in polished verse, 
With so much wisdom to~ 
I saw no reason to refrain, 
From attempting to explain, 
The realities of Gothic City. 
But have I yet produced a ditty, 

(Dressed in vivid metaphor, 
Layered like a petit four, . 

Excuse 1 
Bere is my "exte?c 
First, I feel there IS 

tion between "proc: 
th " time") and o er ex• 

hypothetically proffeJ 
rne as being possibly 

These were, "I hav· 
need time to relax m 
rnany people on this 
rimes experiencing n: 
Jerns; recent death or ' 
rnernber or friend, I= 
health problem, or th 
rant or dose relatiom 
up with me" is 
occurrence.) 

As to "I need time 

As for the choices of London, Ottawa and 
Bonn, monetary considerations probably re
qmred some limits . on the number of places 

I agree with the point that studying abroad over 
a longer_ time could be more useful in gaining 
deep understanding of a country. But are the two 
necessarily exclusive? The funds were given spe
cifically for the Mission, they were not "taken 
away" from another program. If the complaint is 
about lack of money for study abroad, one should 
work for that rather than working against this 
program. 

One of the arguments that most bothers me is 
that people reject the validity of the Mission be
cause they feel that they are not the "type" of per
son who would be chosen. How can anyone know 
that until they have applied? The flyer specified 
some irtformation which the selection committee 
would review in making their decisions. It didn't 
say how each factor would be weighted. Make a 
case for yourself. 

With trenchant meaning, l'tlalaiQ, 
Alliteration, assonance) - j 

Exploring the essence of a Mawnefsi, 
With excitement ~d ~ur ceniiri 

wornen on the Bryn ]\ 
ious "extra-curricular' 
their minds," that is t 
in something other tl 

These activ ities inc 
ment with world issw 
ganizations, or going 1 

the least important is 1 

of talking and spend; 
have been continually 
experience, excellenc 
for compassion pre: 
women at this school 
rant assets and a ven 
Mawr is all about . • 

Guidelines for peace program no ~deal 
So now we women and men of the hi-College 

community have been charged with the divine 
dutv of disseminating the hallowed notions of co
operation, tolerance, honor and world-wide har
mony; how weli our Ivory Tower has steeled us 
for the task at hand, as we prepare to march on
ward, ever onward. Or, if we fail in our mission of 
peace, at least we will gain an understanding of 
how the almightl y leaders of nation capitals create 
and deploy their polici_!!s of war and peace. 

care political leaders in conflict resolution, or the 
past summer's peace encampment at the Seneca 
Falls Depot? Perhaps such studies run contrary to 
the policies of an administration which continues 
to support College investment in South Mrica, 
and which allows the Central Intelligence Agency 
to continue open recruitment on campus (while 
failing to encourage similar recruitment by 
governmental social agencies and the Peace 
Corps). 

So, three lucky students v..ill represent "us" in 
meetings with "our" leaders and at our expense. I 
hope they learn something, if only that there ex
ists a great big world out there; if not, at least 
they'll have a good time, and maybe even get to 
taste fish and chips. Don't forget your passports. 

Priscilla Isear '84 

If you want the trip to be done properly and to 
make sure that the commUnity as a whole and 
peace studies in general are not compressed into a 
few students' trip to a- few places, then apply so 
you can help present the Mission in its proper 
perspective and bring constructive suggestions 
back to the community. 

The fact that people have been motivated to 
write letters considering other (better?) ways of 
teaching peace shows that the Mission has already 
had some success. And I have certainly learned 
from the heated discussions I had on the topic at 
lunch. But talk and letters are easv -let's make 
sure we all follow up. . 

Sara Hathaway '84 

What a story one could weave! 
If only outsiders would beli._eve! 
Bizarre. secrets arid friendly ~ 
Ambition, honor, love and lust, 
Dashed hopes lying .in the dust. 
If not for the Honor Code, it miglc\ 
A popular series on nightly TV! 
Rather, I struggle to product, 
A masterpiece that might scdln, 
Your weary souls from endles$11i\· 
And for a minute mask, 
The drudgery that often passes, 
For college life and thrilling~ 

Sorry tlw.t 1 can't always explain, . 
Your Bryn .Mawr lives in ooe~ 
My talents just can't reveal, 
Inner meanings well ci:mceaJed. 

Well collCCih:d--... 

This all expense-paid "Peace Studies Fact· 
Finding Mission" can be yours ... if the price is 
right. Indeed. the notion of continent-hopping 
does appeal- meenngs with world leaders, top
flight hotels, maybe even flying in the Concorde. 
G ee whiz, Batman. And not to forget the lowly 
to!k- the women who have been camping, and 
suffering, an~! being joyful at Greenham Com
mon for over a year to protest American (and 
world) build-up of nuclear weaponry. 

So we will Bririg our "understanding" to world 
leaders and decision-makers, our sympathy to our 
sisters who now risk violence at the hands of those 
very same decision-makers, and our "findings" to 
convocation. 

Examining the results from the Library query- take 
. . 

Has Bryn Mawr (where to pin blame: adminis
tration, students, faculty?) at last lost its oh so 
level head? Where do our priorities, morally, in
tellectuaily, and financially, lie? 

Certainly not with the students who refused to 
sign the Solomon Amendment compliance sheets; 
certainly not with fmancial aid students who hope 
to study in foreign countries and who are denied 
aid. And what do we hear of peace efforts within 
our own country - why not "study" the recent at
tempt to establish an "Academy of Peace" to edu· 

Yes, we're back and we're better. than ever in 
query II, a violent story about how Students 
Council (SC) molests innocent" Quakers as they 
leave the Library. But seriously, SC would like to 
disclose some feedback from the second query we 
held on Monday, Nov. 14, 8:30.10 p.m. For those 
of you who don't know what we're talking about, 
refer to our literary masterpiece in last week's 
News on page 6. 

The responses we received were as varied and 
diverse as those in our first query. General feel
ings among the students toward the policy tended 
to be the same as feelings before the policy was _ 
implemented. However, we noted the bitterness 
in many attitudes and a resignation in admitting 

the Honor Code had failed to prevent Library 
thefts. 

Roger Nover, '86 was quoted as saying "the pre
sent situation is no fiesta." Despite the pessimism_ 
of many, an equal number of students staunchly 
refused to attribute the Library book loss to a 
failure of the Code, but rather that of the forget
fulness of many students, who unconsciously 
walk out of the Library with the books and were 
too lazy to return them. 

Believers of this theory were in general accord 
that the new policy would help students 
remember that checking books out is an integral 
part of borrowing them, and were glad to see the 
implementation ofthe new policy. 

The peace fact-fmding mission is found to be objec_tionable 
We are wntmg in response to the recently 

publicized fact-finding mission sponsored by the 
Bryn Mawr Peace Srudies Fund. There are 
several reasons why we find this "Mission" objec
tionable. 

To begin with, it is difficult not to perceive this 
plan as .a measure to gain publicity for the Col
lege; the College's name benefits while the stu· 
dents do not. The program involves only three 
students, and the follow-through after the "mis
sion" is negligible. 

The selection process emphasizes three per
sons' career and/or educational plans for the near 
future. Unfortunately, it does not emphasize what 
should be the focus of a Peace Studies program: 
understanding the policies and politics of peace 
and war, thereby creating a foundation for 
understanding how policies and attitudes are 
made, and, more importantly, affected. 

A sincere approach to analyzing "attitudes of 
v.:ar and peace and perception of United States 
ti>re1gn policyr (The News, Nov. 11) should not 
merei~ consist of briefing session> with 
spo>:esperson:; ,)r· ·1 tew w·esrern g<wernments. it 

:-~..._ · 

should also consist of thorough study of present 
and past policies, actions and reactions of the 
leaders and the citizens of a broad range of coun-
tries. 

Why not add Lebanon, Grenada, or Central 
America to the itinerary so that the students can at 
least gain ·a more realistic view of war, peace and 
perceptions.ofU.S. foreign policy? It seems that a 
student could get a better understanding of the 
realities of politics ' by reading the newspapers 
every day, rather than by participating in this 
"mission." 

The use of these funds in this manner 
represents an inconsistent commitment to Peace 
Studies. The support of students who are con
cretely advocating peace by protesting the 
Solomon Amendment would be an example of a 
consistent, sincere commitment on the part of the _ 
administration to peace. 

We hope that you will consider using these 
Peace Studies funds in such a way that a greater 
portion of the student body could actually benefit. 

Natalie Sacks '86 
Sally Brunsman '84 

Come on folks- give the guy a break 
Individual dislikes are legitimate. We're all free 

to hold opinions of each other. Yesterday I saw 

my name scrawled on the wall of a stall in a men's 
bathroom in the Bryn Mawr Library. Next to my 

name, someone had wn tten "dick," and d second 
person had seen fi t to comment "What a loser!" 
Criti-::ism is never easy to accept: tl1is torm of ex
pression is panicularlv easy to gi\·e, s~:~:::e 

anonymity demands no responsibility. 
We talk about an Honor Code, including 

dialpgue and confrontation, based on an idea of 
mutual respect. Two members of our "communi
ty'' are apparently above all that nonsense; their 
op inions can go tUlchallenged, and need not 
reSpect the feelings of the student who ·chances to 
s~ his name on the bathroon1 '\liJ.Ji . 

The Brvn ;\~awr-Havertorrl College :'\,~ws 
Rick Luftglass '84 
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;- ·her for procrastination, but a reply to clarifY distinct types of being late 
lll!eiiDJ"exlellded reply," as promised. 

, rar, iiddlere is a need to clarify the distinc
Jl ~ "procraStination" (i.e., "wasting 
~.t• •excuses." Two of the excuses 
~ poffered _in your Editorial struck 

1'1il~ly valid. 
!kit-. "I have personal problems" and "I 
ilelll!dax my mind." There are indeed 

"' ; (IIIPe on this campus who are at various-
~aperiocing rather serious personal prob

ta~~~~death or serious illness of close family 
cr ftjend, personal mental or physical 

iii~ or the deterioration of :m impor· 
· -rlberelationship. ("My boyfriend broke 

.a s• is not necessarily a trivial 
1' 

~) 
As a~'lllfli time to relax my mind," many 

!311Citbe Bryn Mawr campus engage in var-
~ activities in order to "relax 

:xillills,"that is to say, to involve themselves 
clllliiDg other than academics. 
nctltlivities include varsity spons, involve
iii~M~iorld issues, working with campus or
!lli1&11os,ocgoing to a lecture or a concen. Not· 

'~~is the very valuable experience 
ifilmd spending time with each other. l 
• ¥tinually struck by the wide range of 
~ excellence of intellect and capacity 
i ~ present in "Mawrters." The 

.Uihisschool are one of its most impor·•-* md a very integral pan of what Bryn 
aallabout. 

f~c{us may spend too much time on one 
*titbese "relaxing pastimes," it is not 

.zaifarily wi th the intention of 
;~·but rather with the intention of .oonelves, being a pan of the commu
li~ new ideas and new skills. Our 
!llllltasioo (no pun intended) is often not real
ilildwearewell in over our head and then a 

.· -~ is in order. But we should not 
i amssarily forced to avoid these activities 
tiaomenrich our lives because of a fear of 
llitalemic repercussions if we do not always 
ait111 top of everything. 
~a~ of time, interests and 
~· is- a necessary sKill, but one learns 

· ~experience-the experience Bryn Mawr 
~~us. After a certain amount of time here, 

tlldsto become a phenomenal balancer, but 
>illCIIISI3JU learning process. . 

If as you mentioned, "the world runs by a 
clock," it is also still blessedly run by people. Out 
there in the "real world" employers, bank officers, 
and other "important people" often do understand 
serious personal problems, and help out when 
possible. The world would be an even colder 
place if this were not true. These people not only 
look for punctuality (which is, undeniably, a vir
tue) but also imagination, independence and 
humanity. 

Stating that extensions in general are "ex
tremely unfair to the people who get their work in 
on time" implies that a cenain group of people ab
solutely always get their work in on time, and that 
the rest of us morons always need-extensions: 
This is obviously not the case. But even if it were, 

an outside observer does not indiscriminately 
know if there is a real need for an extension for a 
given individual. . 

Furthermore, a late paper does not necessarily 
mean a better grade. Besides, many people_ do not 
care to compare their grades with those of others, 
whether or not an extension is involved. Most of 
us feel relieved to just do our own work and get it 
in and in fact feel sorry for that inevitable and sad 
person who just "doesn't have it done yet." 

Finally, I agree that chronic procrastination or 
excuse making is eventually its own punishment, 
as in your "someone who 'always meant to get 
around to it .. . ' but never did." I feel, then, there · 
is no need to add any more pressure or guilt to 
what is obviously for many of us a sufficiendy in-

tense academic atmosphere. 
Certain people who are fastidious about their 

work will reap great academic rewards, while 
others of us will not. But this is a question of 
working skills, personal drive, temperament and 
choice. We cannot all win scholarships, nor 
should we all want to. Most . of us are doing the 
best we can, given our personal lives, other out· 
side commitments, and the heavy workload. 

As the "cussed individuals" we are acclaimed to 
be, we must find our own way to balance every· 
thing and to set our own standards. Most of us 
feel that Bryn Mawr is a very special place and 
are doing our utmost to receive and give back as 
much as possible, academically and otherwise. 

Robin Henkel, '85 

Support of festival is invaluable for tri -College students 
The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Theatre Company 

announces the third One-Act Play Festival which 
will be presented Nov. 18 and 19 at 8 p .m. in 
Founders Great Hall. Four one-acts will be 
presented entirely by students. Each play is stu
dent directed, produced and acted. Bryn Mawr 
President of the Theatre Company, Laura 
Meislin, describes the festival as "a chance for 
students to experiment with directing." The plays 
provide valuable experience for students in
terested in the theater. 

Chamber Music by Arthur Kopit will be 
directed by Meg Kruizenga. This comedy 
features several women in an insane asylum who 
think they are famous women. 

Beau Whitehill will direct an original play call
ed The Housewarming. Written by Whitehall, The 
Housewarming is the only original piece in the 
festival . 

Directed by Margaret Haag, Vanities (Act One) 
hilariously satirizes three "dumb cheerleaders." 

Edward Albee's classic, Zoo Story, will be 

directed by Murph Henderson. This two man 
play looks at life through Albee's experimental 
style . 

Admission for tri-College students and faculty 
is free. Students are encouraged to suppon the 
Bryn Mawr-Haverford Theatre Company by at
tending plays or by helping out in some aspect of 
production. Student suppon is vitally important. 
Please help foster the theater in the hi-College 
community! 

Margaret Hoag, '86 

Faculty writes a new Central· America committee chapter 
Recent events in the Caribbean and Central 

America reveal an increasing militarization of 
United States foreign policy and a clear tendency 
to disregard diplomatic efforts that recognize the 
endemic problems of the region. The greatest 

- threat at the moment appears to be a United 
States-sponsored invasion ofEl Salvador with the 

use of "regional" forces from Guatemala and 
Honduras. 

In response, a group of faculty members from 
universities in the Philadelphia area has estab
lished the Inter· University Committee on Central 
America. The undersigned Bryn Mawr faculty 
have formed a local chapter. 

Creative transformation proper process? 
We are part of an academic environment, a 

source ofknowltidg'e, a community for the further 
education of scientific and creative minds and . . . 
but, wait, I used the word creative and you have 
read right over it or rather through it, yet not 
comprehending or not wanting to understand the 

full, whole, entire, meaning of the word. Have 
educators and educatees lost creativity to conser-
vative conservation? . 

We hope to organize activities on campus and 
to provide the College community with the kind 
of information not readily accessible to most ofits 
members. We invite and encourage all to partici-
pate. ' · 

~AT's oruy Slightly-Applicable-Tests 

When we. enter aaJ,deplia, must we hold our 
creativitY' in abeyance and hope or assume that we 
will not lose it (never ass-u-me). Or do we let what 
is considered "safe" (?) suppress that which is 
"creative?" Are we to say that .a creative (and ever 
bizaire) paper which effectively gets the point 
across is incorrect, wrong, an "F," because it is not 
the standard, conservative, "proper" form? 
History repeats itself and so must the banishment 
of people ahead of their times, creativity emerges 
again- and loses! 

Carol Beane 
Professor of Spanish 

Sheila Bennett 
Professor of Sociology 

Jane Caplan 
Professor of History 

Richard DuBoff 
Professorof~nonn~ 

Richard Gaskins 
Dean 

Carole Joffe 
Professor of Social Work 

and Social Research 
Leroy Johnson 

Professor of History 
Christopher Kendrick 
· Professor of English 

Philip Kilbride 
Professor of Anthropology 

Philip Lichtenberg 
Professor of Social Work 

and Social Research 
Mary Lynch 

Professor of Social Work 
and Social Research 

Eleanor Paucker 
Professor of Spanish 

· ~ Jill remember those awful Standard Ap
~Tests(SAT's) you had to suffer through for 
i:tt Ibn on a Saturday- morning a few years 
ltt1 Wdl, those SAT's just might not mean 
l!a!JO!md others assumed. In a lecture Nov. 4; 
~111 Mawr Psychology pro( Clark McCauley 
i!'iltlkdtbesbocking facts: SAT's are only weak 
il!dl:tlnofbow well you do in college. 
~ cited several studies showing that 

&\T sans correlate with freshman year grades 
1-:b I todlici.ent of ~nly .3.5 (lower for more 
~!Chools1 and this coefficient drops with 
rQ ~V'e year. 
hliiSiinlght that this drop in correlation was 
~lotbe distance in time from taking the SAT, 
i:l! Ill tit growtJr and change of students during 
tl lllllegt years, but this is not the case. Four 
~~from the SAT, the Graduate ~ec?rd 
"""1111111011 (GRE) (which is extremely similar 
m ~SA1)correlates better with freshman year 

, ~than with senior year grades. 
- ~ interpreted these facts as follows: 

SArs_CIIIooly.weakly predict how well you will 
ill~ )'OUr freshman year, when introductory 
~are taken and the style of testing is more 
%to ask fur the regurgitation of facts. SAT's 
l;,elliUch less to say about junior and senior year 
~ because what is required of students in 
~ levcl courses is more like the ability to 
~own questions and answer them in-

What bethinks would be needed, then, in order 
~~SUCcess in junior and senior years of col
"5<,. _are tests which would examine these 
~-intelligence, and some form of creativi· 

· ~· These tests would need formats that are not 

frX~ay, November 18, 1983 

solely multiple-choice, but that would have some 
open-ended questions as well. McCauley is cur
rently involved in research with seniors to in
vestigate such tests as these and hopefully find a 
better predictor than the SAT's of college success. 

Christine Cook '84 
In response with Virginia Woolf, 

Scott Fried Posner '87 

Administrations must support theater 
Festival, the summer theater company of Bryn 

Maw·r and Haverford will probably not be return· 
ing.for its 11th season. Founded by a Haverford 
student 10 years ago, Festival has given bi-College 
and Swarthmore students the chance to work ex· 
tensively in theater and was an important exten
sion of the Colleges' limited theater department. 
As a performing company, Festival has con· 
sistendy drawn a supportive audience from the 

Festival's 11th season and likewise urge the 
students of Haverford and Bryn Mawr to talk 
with their deans about the existence of Festival 
and the importance of theater in the hi-College 
community. Only through a continuous and sup
ported history can the hi-College theater depart· 
ment develop. 

Ellie Knickman '84 
Sue Petrone '86 

Emily Miller '84 

Judith Porter 
Professor of Sociology 
Enrique Sacerio-Gari 
· Professor of Spanish 

Judith ShapirO 
Professor of Anthropology 

Robert Washington 
Professor of Sociology 

George Weaver 
Professor of Philosophy 

Main Line and has for several seasons received ac

colades from the area's critics. 
Yet, despite its successful history, Festival has 

not been given administrative approval for next 
year . This move is consistent with the administra· 
tions' diminishing support of theater in the hi
College community, yet it places Haverford and 
Bryn Mawr students at a disadvantage to students 
from other area colleges, such as Swarthmore, 
Villanova and. University of Pennsylvania, that 
have a strong, administration supported, theater 

Assaulting painful false notion of assault 

program. 
We ask that both administrations stop giving 

lip-service to the importance of theater and start 
supporting the existent theater program. We urge 
the administrations to give their support for 

Although I was impressed to see that the article 
on the attempted rape, Sunday Nov. 6, was con
sidered important enough to be front page news, 
the last paragraph of the article disturbed me. 
This article stated, "Turton said that he contacted 
tqe woman who was assaulted on Monday to 
make sure she was all right, and said she is not 
hurt." The News, Nov. 11 (p. 10.) It gave me the 
impression that so long as the woman who was 
assaulted was not hurt everything was fme. It was 
a surprising and frightening tone to fmd at the 
end of an article that began by pointing out the 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

falsity of the conception of the hi-College com
ml).nity as a completely safe "'vory Tower." I, as 
well as others, am very concerned about the well
being of the victim of the assault. However, it is 
also just as important to stress this attempted rape 
as possibly symptomatic of a problem in the hi
College community. People must realize the 
general implications of this action. Only in this 
way can we hope to lessen the number of articles 
obliged to repon on this crime. 

Meryl Salzinger, '86 
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Honor Code.meeting looks to find ways of orienting freshmen, and prospeajve 
At last Saturday's Honor Code Revision 

meeting, we discussed what sort of introduction 
to the Honor Code should be given to freshmen 
and prospective students. 

The general feeling was that this year's 
freshmen's introduction was very poor, and, to 
help prevent a repeat performance, Customs 
Week should be made longer than it was this year, 
and Honor Council chairs should be·much more 
insistent than I was about having time set aside for 
the Honor Code to be discussed. 

Some upperclassmen who were present said 
that their introduction was a valuable one, but 
that it might have. been a better idea to have 
spread the discussions over more than one after
noon. 

. throughout the first semester in periodic meetings 
with Honor Council members. It was also men
tioned that it would be helpful if all classes were 
reminded of their Honor Code responsibilities 
every year - not just the freshmen. It was sug
gested that opening Collection and retreats 
similar to the one last week might be good oppor
tunities for this. 

Several suggestions were .made about informing 
prospective and accepted students about the 
Honor Code. Among them were: beefmg up the 
literature about the Code in the major College 
publications, requiring that students submit an 
essay on their feelings about living with an Honor 
Code, having a statement of support of the Code 
on the application itself which would have to be 
signed bv all applicants and makin!! the Honor 

Code as important an aspect of the school as the 
academic cuiriculum or the physical. facilities are 
in the eyes of prospective students. 

Bruce Partridge (again, the only faculty 
· merriber present), expressed his disagreement 
with the jury composition which was agreed upon 
a couple of weeks ago, and further stated that he 
believes the faculty will not approve an Honor 
Code that has random jury members. 

He questioned the purpose of these meetings, 
wondering whether this group is giving advice to 
the Honor Council or if it is writing the revision 
itself I replied that this group is advising the 
Honor Council, which is writing the actual docu-
ment. 

He said that he felt his opinions were being ig
nored, since we were planning on writing the first 

draft . of the code with the jury of tiz1r 
Council and four random rnembcn,lf6t~' 
really feels that they will not apPfO¥t

1
1:Q', 

random jury members, then I think ~tty~ 
make their views and their reasons .. ~ 
students can understand their~~ 
we am see that more than one faa.ky~· 
feels that way. This coming ~1631~ 
Bryn Mawr Room), we willdiscualflis~! 
and any other topics -:vruch bavt a.r ~ 
overlooked or not fully discussed. hi~4 
that faculty and administrators will~~~ 
jury systeri_l agr~ upon a ~cillflll; 
come to this meetmg and vo~ee tb:irqilir( 

Je&aJa.r~ 
Honore.... a_ In past years, there was a presentation of the 

Honor Code to the entire freshman class by the 
chairman, followed by smaller assemblies of two 
or three Customs Groups (with an Honor Coun
cil member) and fmally discussions within each 
Customs Group. It was . felt that each of these 
meetings was valuable and necessary, for each 
provided an opportunity for a different kind of 
discussion. 

Seeking and fmding the unsaid meaning of R~treat rhetorir 

It was suggested; however, that the inter
mediate groups not be of Customs Groups, rather 
of either alphabetical or random groupings so a 
greater diversity of opinion could be presented in 
the Customs Group meetings. It was also express
ed that the Honor Code should be made to be 
more a part of all of the activities during Customs 
Week, and its day to day application should be 
demonstrated more. 

Discussion about the Honor Code shouldn't be 
just a one-shot deal- discussiO!J. should continue 

Quaker to speak 
Collection warmly welcomes David Richie '30, 

who has worked years organizing Quaker ac
tivities in Polland, Finland, Belgium, Germany, 
India and several countries ~ Africa. He is 
renowned for establishing Quaker workcamps in 
the U.S. and around the world and will share his 
experiences as a Quaker and· as a person helping 
others in less fortunate positions to help them
selves. Please come. Collection is Tuesday, Nov. 
22 at 10 a.m. in Stokes. 

The Collection Committee 

I do not want to be just one more voice crying 
out in the wilderness, the arboretum that is 
Haverford College. 

I was impressed by what went on in the Alumni 
Field House, moved by the rhetoric of our ad
ministrators, and left with a hollow feeling hours 
after these speeches were over. 

And so it happened that minutes after the ad
ministrators directed their rhetoric at my vic
timized ears through, ironically enough, failing 
microphones and amplified equipment, I came to 
hear the hollow tone of those remarks -perhaps 
to truly understand them for the first time in my 
four years here. 

Do not abolish the Honor Code, was the un
written message. Do not forget what it's like to 
have no community, as if having an Honor Code 
and having a community were one. and the same 
thing. 

"Think for yourself" (in those little rooms you 
will go to after you hear us speak), was the unsaid 
word of President Stevens ·at th~ Alumni Field 
House, "but don't slander the name of Haverford 
College. Atter all, we have a sesquentential 
celebration coming up now, an alumni fund 
drive; and this is hardly the time . . . " 

Maybe no one else heard that unsaid speech. 
Maybe no one else in the 'audience felt the way I 
did. It is my feeling that the faculty said more by 

Representatives explain role of LRPC 
As student representatives to the Long Range · 

Planning Committee (LRPC), we serve two roles: 
educating the College community about the plan
ning process and its progress, and collecting con
cerns and iSsues . for LRPC to consider. The 
Committee is charged with using the data it com
piles to understand the choices and challenges 
which face the College and to establish a model 
for fmancial and institutional progress over the 

.next several years. 

Over the next few months, we will he stationed 
in the Sunken Lounge on occassion at dinner i:o 
answer your questions about LRPC and hear 
your views on planning issues. We hope that 
everyone will stop by at least once to participate in 
this important process for Haverford's future. 

We will next be at dinner on Tuesday, Nov. 29. 
Please come. 

Larry Clark '84 
Andrew Searle '84 

SAND is sponsoring group showing 
. On Sunday night, Nov. 20, American Broad

casting Company (ABC) will broadcast a TV 
movie, "The Day After." The movie deals with an 
international crisis culminating in worldwide 
nuclear destruction. The film depicts residents of 
a Kansas City suburb attempting to put their lives 
in order after the holocaust. 

In attempts to deny the possibility of all-<>ut 
nuclear disaster, many people have built up 
defense mechanisms. This is known as "psychic 
numbing." The film's purpose is to break dovm 
these defense mechanisms and allow people to ac-

Machine refunds 
.... 

All persons who have left refund claims for 
money lost in the various machines in Canady 
may come to the main desk on weekdays from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. to be refunded. No money will be 
refunded via Campus Mail. 

Anne C. Denlinger 
Circulation Librarian 

cept the fact that nuclear war is an awful possibili
ty. 

The film is expected to be one of the largest 
media events ever, with an expected viewing au
dience between 50 and 80 million. The previews 
elicited very strong emotional responses. Said Ed
ward Markey, co-sponsor of a House Freeze 
resolution, "'t's the most important TV program 
ever because it's the most important issue ever." 

The movie's message is simple: Nuclear war is 
horrible. The film makes no moves to assure us 
otherwise. Because of its message of grim fmality, 
the movie may be too horrif)ing for some to 
watch alone. It· is recommended for group view
ing. 

Students _Allied for Nuclear Disarmament 
(SAND) will be sponsoring a group showing at 
both Bryn M awr and Haverford, with a discus
sion following· the film. Even. if you cannot join us 
for the discussion group, we strongly urge you to 
watch this important present.ation. 

· Holly Winzler '87 

not ·even appearing (I know that same faculty 
members were there) than the student body did 
by showing up. They are more radical than we 
are, not to mention more intelligent. We good 
sheep! 

We were intoxicated by the rhetoric served at 
this cocktail party retreat without even examining 
what was actually said. And so we stumbled out 
into the cold November morning, drunk with the 
rhetoric of our administrators, moving like sheep 
to our-barns where we would discuss matters of 
morality and social responsibility in well
furnished rooms. 

At the Alumni Field House I felt not like some
one moving from knowledge to wisdom through 
the ideology of Quakerism, as Cary suggested I 
should feel at Haverford, but more like a ghost in 
a machine. In short, I felt like a lie detector whose 
signals and needles were moving rapidly and 
frenetically in objection to the lies that I was being 
told. 

"A fascist Quakerism?" the needles of the lie 
detector that was myself cried out. "Will we beat 
ourselves over the head with our self-flagellating 
morality until there is no head that thinks, no 
arms that feel, no mouth that speaks but only a 
lobotamized tabula rasa upon which the adminis
tration can feel free to write whatever they wish? 

if Beverly Ortega had spoken- since she did in 
fact call the meeting to begin with- we might 
have learned how the students, not the adminis
tration, feel about the Honor Code. But power is 
invisible, also amorphous. Power never addresses 
the audiences it collects and never apologizes for 
wasting their time. 

Beverly might have clarified the Student Coun
cil President's motivation behind the mandatory 
retreat. I hope her comments would not have used 
the word crisis in them, a word that is just another 
way of railroading indifferent sheep into yet 
another plenary by crying wolf. 

The Honor Council doesn't express the views 
of the students as much as it mirnicks them, 
parodies them, derails them, reflecting, instead, 
the passionate desires of the administration. 

I have overstated my case and made some 
rather unfair, one-sided, indeed outlandish, ac
cusations of the administration for a reason. It is 
not that I can't see things from their perspective. 
It is not even that I don't believe the sincerity of 
their moral convictions. Rather, it is that as 
students we have been trying to see life under the 
Honor Code from every person's perspective but 
our own: the administration's, the honor council's 
and now most recently, the alumni's. 

That is why we run into so mllilllait \ 
is why the woman caught chearingGia~ ·• 
considered her position to be lllD!ttia.1t~~ 
surd. If the Honor Code iSn't explainaj~ 
to freshmen, how can we hold tbr:m~ 
for adhering to it in a "crisis"?~_, , 
hypocrisy (cheating on a test) with drat~· 
Honor Code) and throws the aJu111 : 
pletely. The answer isn't to flunk!Kr,~ ~ 
Partridge suggested in his letter ton,~~ 
to flunk the Honor Code. Betteryu,tD• .· 
dents to have the opportunity offl~Jmq~t 
system that seeks to flunk them. 

In light of Bruce Partridge's fi:ditl.ir 
sion of the Honor Council not to flit* 
offender may have been the lll8l - 1 
gesture that headless dozen hrG 

Finally, before we decide ~'*1 
the Honor Code will abolish~'llj 
to question our own beliefs and~~ 
why we comport ourselves toWIIRilfla1• 

way that we do. Is it just becallltirt.ll. 
Code that we care abOut other 
confront them? Or is it because-aiii..,;. 
moraiity in the first place that 
pre-lapsarian state we.Wdn't eva11 6h; 

Spanish department gives new 
The Bryn Mawr department of Spanish would 

like to call the bi-College community's attention 
to a new course in linguistics being offered this 
spring in the Spanish department: Spanish 370: 
Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics. It will be 
taught by Maria Menocal, asst . prof. of Romance 
languages at UPenn. Prof. M enocal was a Mellon 
Fellow in Romance languages at Bryn Mawr in 
1979-80, at which time she gave a very well
received course in _ Romance linguistics. The 
course to be offered this spring will, in addition to 

Students who wish to knoW 
course should see Willard 
Department at Bryn Mawr. 
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lfelllbenoftheAssembly ofBryn Mawr's Self Government Association collect votes to pass a constitutional 
llilldmeat in Thomas Great llalllast week. Photo by Sharon Appel 

Amendment passed 
by Stephanie Wilson 

Bryn Mawr's constitutional amend
ment on voting procedure was approv
ed by over a two-thirds majority of its 
Self-Government Association (SGA) 
this week. The amendment reduces 
quorum from two-thirds to one-half of 
the undergraduate campuspopulations 
now needed to participate in all Associ
ation votes. 

The vote on the quorum issue that 
took place at academic registration last 
week was nearly invalidated for lack of 
voters before the SGA Asembly decid
ed to extend the deadline and collect 
the 80 needed votes. 

Two weeks ago Assembly attempted 
to amend the constitution to allow the 
Assembly itself to make future Amend
ments. Student petition halted this ef
fort. 

After the unsuccessful participation 
level of the new vote as of Sunday 
night, Sara Ha.thaway and others pre
sent at the SGA meeting, though frus. 

trated, agreed that an extension of the 
voting time limitation was necessary. 

Dorm presidents volunteered to col
lect the votes door-to-door in their own 
dorms and by Wednesday noon the 80 
votes had been turned in. 

As of Sunday 727 votes had been col
lected which was short of the two
thirds quorum. The vote had been 
taken at registration on Thursday and 
Friday oflast week to insure a high par
ticipation level but 300 registrants 
walked past the voting table. 

Besides those who chose not to vote 
by passing by the table, most Haver
ford students living at Bryn Mawr who 
are not required to register here but are 
members of the SGA did not come to 
Thomas Great Hall to vote. 

f)a/y downs patriarch/ hopes awaken wild woman 

Hathaway believed this to be the 
reason for the low count and men
tioned at the meeting that this problem 
was anticipated but decided that sen
ding letters of reminder to all Haver· 
fordians on Bryn Mawr's campus 
would be too time-consuming. 

By Sunday evening, the first dead· 
line, 727 votes had been collected-642 
in favor of the amendment, 60 against, 
24 absententions and one no vote. 

lsy Kelly Helm and 
.Mkhad Paulson 

The pba1Iic flight from lust to more 
liiii lbe furm of asceticism was the 
llle ci theologian Mary Daly's ac
lli$1nGoodhan Thursday, Nov. 10. 
~ to a full house, ·Daly 

M1 her talk solely to the women in 
iellldieru:e. Opening with the ques-

- •'How many feminists are here?" 
ic'lall on to attempt to awaken what 
Aesees as the Wild woman repressed 
within each victim of the 
~and patriarchal socie
t.'~ whole world is groaning 
llider pballic rule," she said. 

Often her speaking resembled a 
p!llry reading by its rhythm, content 
III!Siyle, rather !him a political theory. 
1'1uooghout the evening, Daly played 
wilh alliteration and rhyme as she at
laD!nd to demonstrate how male 
aumated concepts permeate the 
English language. 

When Daly finally arrived on stage a 
barbour late she was introduced by 
lbespomoring organizations, the Bryn 
Mawr Women's Alliance, the Haver
ildFeminist Group and the Gay Peo
I*\Alliance, with a list ofher degrees, 
1b¥:h include Ph.D.s is religion and 
-phy from the universities of 
Nure Dame and Freiburg. 

Daly later explained that, although 
sbe once wanted to rise within institu
lilnlinorder to be respected as a philo*• she · now believes that these 
degrees have only limited significance, 
sinct "you can't have their [men's] 
~ns except on paper." 

Daly calls the patriarchal value 
S)'Stan a "reversal system" in which, 
fir example, Robert Oppenheimer, in
l'elltor of the atomic bomb, was given 
the Father of the Year Award by the 
National Baby Association. She cites 
the Catholic eucharist as another exam
ple of people being "indoctrinated into 
denying our senses." As a result of this 
~ system, she said, women 
'bemme grateful for a modicum of ra· 
tiona!ity." 

This "reversal system" serves to 
!tpress the pure lust of the wild 
woman which lies within all women, 
~ to Daly. She says that the 
~. of the "deadly dispassion of 
~y" -is the "breaking of female 
being, • and this breaking "launches 
Wild women on journeys beyond 
lechery-bound out of this state ofbon· 
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dage." 
"This lust," Daly said, "is pure pas

sion striving for abundance of being. 
Those of us who decide to be lusty 
become part of the race of women, the 
elemental race." 

"Elemental," she explained, "means 
basic, earthy. Wild women, radical 
feminists are basic. Our simplicity is 
stark." 

In turning these thoughts toward 
traditional religious language, Daly 

equated the traditioruil "afterlife" with 
stagnation. She feels that men need to 
resort to the idea of an afterlife because 
they have robbed life of its elemental 
lustiness. 

She asserted that human beings are 
living in a "sado-society legitimized by 
sado-spirituality," Daly feels that men 
pretend to escape lust through such 
forms of "Ascetic intellectuality" as 
religion, which in reality leads only to 
new forms oflust. 

However, Daly claims that "lusty 
women are neither religious nor ir
religious, they are nag-nostic." She 
defmes nag-nosticism as being able to 
"sense with certainty our own 
transcendental knowledge." 

Blaming men for the "hideousness of . 
the environment," Daly claims that 
men are responsible for the "con
tamination of water, air and earth." 

"Phallocracy," she said, "is about a 
deep dislocation of the consciousness, 

(Continued on page 17) 

Because of the new lower voter re
quirement the Assembly will face less 
obstruction in its effort to amend and 
rewrite the Constitution. A Constitu· 
tiona! Amending Committee will be 
formed within the Assembly that will 
address proposed changes and present 
them to the community. 

Bryn Mawr President Mary Patter
son McPherson will be at the next 
SGA meeting to answer any and all 
questions Sunday at 7 p.m. in Taylor C. 

A look at Luther's view of women 500 years- later 
by Dorothy Leman 

What do Haverford College, the 
Brooklyn Bridge, Johannes Brahms, 
The Northern Pacific Railroad and 
Martin Luther all have in common? 

They are all being honored with im
portant birthday celebratons in 1983. 
The German religious reformer Mar· 
tin Luther was the "guest of honor" at 
one such celebration given by the Bryn 
Mawr History department on his 
SOOth birthday last Tuesday. 

The chilly and wet Germanic 
weather did not dampen the spirits of 
the students, faculty and guests who 
filled Goodhart Common Room on 
Thursday afternoon, munching birth· 
day cake and imbibing cider and beer. 
Before sitting down to hear the 
featured lecture, those present sang a 
chorus of"Happy Birthday, dear Mar
tin." 

Department head Arthur Dudden 
welcomed the celebrants, reminding 
them of L uther's still controversial 
character and work. Assistant Prof. 
Jane Caplan introduced the speaker, 
Haverford visiting prof. Susan Stuard, 
with a warning that Stuard's lecture 
would make her hearers "work hard." 
Then Stuard, a visitor to the Haver
ford History department from State 
University ofNew York/Brockport, of· 
fered an address on "Martin Luther 
and the Notion of Woman." 

Correction 
In The News of Nov. 11 Rick 

Schkolnick and Sherina Alongi's · 
names were spelled incorrectly. 

Stuard's lecture dealt with Luther's 
view of woman as grounded in and as 
opposed to the Renaissance notion of 
irreconcilability between the sexes. 
Luther's scorn for the empty specula
tion of scholasticism led him to dis
count the old view of women and sex
uality as essentially evil. 

In the quotations from Luther's 
theological and personal remarks 
which Stuard handed out, however, it 
was apparent that Luther's attacks on 
the empty categorizations of scholastic 
rhetoric did not lead him to give up the 

idea of sexual distinctions of worth: 
~Although Eve was a most splendid 
creation, like Adam, she was nonethe
less a woman." 

. One tongue-in-cheek comment from 
Luther's informal "Table Talks" in par
ticular drew laughs and groans from 
Stuard's audience: "Men have wide 
shoulders and small hips; therefore 
they have wisdom. Women have nar-

row shoulders and wide hips. They 
have behinds and hips, so they should 
sit still." . 

"That's about as pure 'biology is des
tiny' thinking a~ you're likely to get," 
laughed Stuard. 

In the end, Stuard's address was a 
valuable gloss on how a reformer and 
resynthesizer like Luther can examine 
established traditions and produce a 
different vision. In the woman ques
tion. Luther left the old apparatus in
tact, but viewed it from a new angle. 

Questions and discussion and more 
"cakes and ale" brought this birthday 
celebration to a fitting close. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL 

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
For careers in: International Banking and Business 

Federal, State and Local Government I The United Nations 
Private Voluntary Organizations and the Media 

SIPA has been successfully placing students in these positions since 1948. 

For information or an application, write to: 

School of International and Public Affairs 
Office of Admissions 

1420 International Affairs Building 
Columbia University • New York, New York 10027 
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Central America 

M!>~~han=~~:~:~~d~:~~1:~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~;~ 
also had a number of faculty ... . In Avenueforfourblockstherewerebuses the Caribbean. gJ.vespeoplea.wayt~ !Jal'entbee whatir washkc 

Why d1J your warships sail uver my ocean 
Why d1J your bombs fall dmm1 from my sky 
I've got to know 

More than 20,000 demonstrators 
shivered in the cold winds near the 
White House last Saturday as Bernice 
Reagan sang out her ballads of protest. 
Between 110 and 115 Haverford and 
BrynMawrstudentswerescatteredinthe 
crowd, having left the COlleges at 7:00 
that morning in three buses chartered 

. by the Peace Action Project (PAP). 
Mar;gi Clarke, a member ofPAP who 

was involved in organizing students to 
attend the rally, was pleased with the 
turnout. "'n past marches we've only 

general there were a lot of students there. on both sides, and also double parked. I The theme of the HHS rally was and their anger am tltir th!i_~ I wanted to see day. I had a fre• 
I was impressed by the number of col- think the administration now knows . "Speak Out on the Social Costs of U.S. what's happening in illllit~ ~ a cold blustery chance that it 
leges that I saw represented." that there are 50,000 people that cared Intervention in Central America and ~e than just marching, •me Iii~ ~ there w;;o~~ went . . . I er 

Se eral pAP bers disa about it enough to come to Washington Caribbean." Spokesmen for many social respect this rally was ~l some g 'ths r end of the · 
v mem were p- d " . 1 din N " th, · . . IIIQ. At the o e 

pointedbytheoverallturnout,however. on a very col day. groups, mcu . g lcaraguan you paruopant~rientedthm-, •. ~ . "dDerrer. "When I go tc 
Although. the November 12th Coalition Salvadoran refugees, farm laborers, really pleased me.• <:[ ~VI erimes I end u p fi 

bla ks m n and the unemployed ad- Jjke that som · d ''I 
(a group of ·activist organizations that c ' wo e · · " he complrune · 
sponsored the march) had predicted that No draft dressed protestors. . ~ a sra~uc, son you go to som< 
100 000 people would- attend they No war Waving red scarves, Dancers for D1s- Money for jobs the~ Y readd your body, since 

' ' _ _.. ed I "bal .., thatlS to a . . 
estimated the actual number of partici- Out of Grenada and Sahxuior armament pc;.uorm vague Y tn HOt for war . how the admimsu 
pants as 50 000 while the U.S. Park dances to the accompaniment of drums_ We're all fed up ' rers IS to !ss that there's a lot ' 
Police put rhe fi~e at 20 000 and bells, while protestors who hadar- Won't take w mort tbeCongr Personally 

' . When the sleepy bi -College students rived earlier cast votes with fake money ' I for the cause ·h· ~~~ lot. 
dis .b ed th . " I JOY them a w 

piled out of their buses at the Health that had beer! m ut to ern m a "Given the situation · in Central 
America, I thought that there would be 
a better turnout," said Beth Norford. 

Bus captain Daniel Messinger was 
J?Ore optimistic. "' think it was just en-

and Human Services (HHS) building, run-<>ff election between i:nilitary spen- ---------
the site of one of three morning actions din~ an~ humarJ needs." Similar sym- StudentsatteOOfddt~~.: v can't kzll the spin"r 

Preceding the march and rally they bolic act1ons took place at the_ other two ty of reasons ~ n.... ,ou . 
' . · ._.lllill "''l ~' l ' like a moumam 

were handed flyers from numerous sites. went "first of all tofiqJ01 ,:,. . tlds nd "'1 0 a strong 

Didion's Salvador book fails at confrontir)g subjed' :,.~,. 
where did they come from? who killed When it comes down to it, Didion dominan,t coalition, and it pre~ented d ed . fi .1 " · 1 era1 Bryn Mawr students b~ 

by John Feffer · them? why doesn't the government has graduated from the Twinkie others from doing so. Unable to evolve e~al a ~ ure. . . joined by others in the cro 
Is it possible to write a book about El clean up the sites? School of Journalism: her book goes a lasting social pact that could legiti- ligh oyra 

5 po~ lllllll:! background, the drums oft 
Salvador _in j~t over one hundred Didion provides few _answers be- down easy but, in the long run, it . mize its rule, unwilling to turnt~~ :on- bidi~~ t? the right li~ for Disarmament kept up a : 
pages? Is 1t poss1ble for an author who cause she asks few questions. At one doesn't satisfy. trol of the government over to CIVIlians , has one to II** ~ a man with a megaphor 
has spent most of her literary career de- point, she writes, "As I waited to cross For a real book on El Salvador, one and incapable of articulating a develop- doesn t, for example, silt ~ "U.S.A C.I.A., Out---<>f-GP 
scribing social figures suddenly to back over the Boulevard de Los Heroes rebels: "' treat ~ &11111111' the strains of "We Shall N ot 
traipse dow'n to a Central American to the Carnian Real I noticed soldiers more ~or and~ floated down from the stag< 
country and tackle a serious topic? herding a young civilian into a van, to ~te ~ ~~·~ ried by the marchers ranged 

As it _tirrns ou~, Joan J?idion's their guns _at the boy's back, and I CCT'\ • 'de · if l/. · h them to herOIC ~.l'lle~ dignant "Human Interest 
Salvador IS w~ll-~l~ten. -~ It ~ walked strrught ahead, not wanting to LIUrtng an ept mtc 0 sma pox tn t e of the ~vadotan. Cllll.• Business Interests in C emr 
out, the material IS mterestmg. As It see anything at all." 'P · l h d h l · · ad have tned to rtsolvt l~ . to a more radical "Death to I 
turns out, the treatment is superficial. While this fear of knowing is cer- Ca zta, e attempte tO a t ztS S11re . means and have, in.,~ · I "P. " · '_Y "th th . Ji • to a Slffip e eace. 

As such, Salvador was the perfect tainly understandable, it doesn't make by stn'n • th 't 'th . b if WI ~ vtS fw dli~ 
book for the past summer season: a for revelatory journalism. The excite- 'gtng e Cl y Wl a we 0 . Wh~nltcomcslblaii~R,---------
political work that didn't clash with ~entofaJohnReed,for~tance,run- COlored liuhtS." liberalismofDidioDW. 

HoHoHeyHey 
as~dllt-. No more money for the C.l bloody marys on the veranda, a good nmg off to cover the Russ1an Revolu- b' 

read with just a little snap to it. tion without thinking about personal 
Instead qf focusing on the relevant safety has dribbled down JO this very 

kernels lying at the center of the Sal- 1980's statement of the utter tirilldness 
vadorean question, Didion has flut- of reporting. 
tered at the edges, touching upon inter- Didion's greatest resources are the 
esting snippets and preparing them for various government dispatches she 
general consumption. How else could · uses. In one hanpbook issued by the 
a book about El Salvador sell? U.S. government, a former Salva-

"Body dumps are seen in El Salvador as 
a kind of visitors' must-do, difficult but 
worth the detour. " 

For instance, after some particularly 
grueling descriptions of the dumps in 
the countryside in which the paramili
tary groups dispose of their butchered 
victims, Didion relates the story of her. 
meeting with an aide: 

"Body dumps are seen in El Salvador 
as a kind of visitors' must-do, difficult 
but worth the detour. 'Of course you 
have seen El Playon,' an aide to Presi
dent Alvaro Magana said to me one 
day, and proceeded to discuss the site 
geologically, as evidence of the 
country's geothermal resources. He 
made no mention of the bodies. I was 
unsure if he was sounding me out or 
simply found the geothermal aspect of 
overriding interest." 

Although this passage certainly un
covers the callousness of Salvadorean 
government officials, it doesn't help ex
plore the issue of body dumps. Didion · 
doesn't ans\>'er any of the important 
questions: who were these corpses? 

dorean dictator is described as keeping 
"bottles of colored water that he 
dispensed as cures for almost any 
disease, including cancer and heart 
trouble, and relied on complex magical 
formulas for the solution of national 
problems. During an epidemic of 
smallpox in the capital, he attempted to 
halt its spread by stringing the city 
with a web of colored lights." 

Coupled with figures on how many 
peasants this general killed, this pas
sage takes on a peculiarly demonic sig
nificance. 

While her characterizations may be 
accurate, Didion does not thoroughly 
examine all the people involved. Her 
El Salvador is a freak world populated 
by the amusing and the vicious; in this 
way, the country has been trivialized, 
relegated to a subservient position in 
America's backyard. Who can take seri
·ously a country ruled by the insane? 

must look somewhere else: at Enrique 
Baloyra's 1982 book, for example. 

Sprinkled with graphs, detailed lists 
and chronologies, El Salvadnr in Tran
sition is the better book, not only 
because it is more comprehensive, but 
because it offers so much with so few 
pretensions. What Didion lacks in 
scope, she tries to make up with de
tailed and oftentimes, self-conscious 
irrelevancies. 

A voiding a self-conscious style, 
Baloyra also doesn't fall into the trap of 
creating a miasma of names, dates and 
organizations· that foreign policy texts 
offer. He, like Didion, provides inter
esting and infuriating anecdotes like 
the one in which Alexander Haig com
ments that the Maryknoll nuns may 
have died in "an exchange of fire." 
When asked what he meant by that, 
Haig replied that he didn't mean that 
the nuns fired any guns. "' haven't met 
any pistol-packing nuns in my day," he 
chuckled. 

Although the cold irony of this story 
does not differ to any significant degree 
from Didion's, Baloyra's anecdotes are 
firmly grounded in conte..xt, whereas 
hers drift in a sea of artifice. In compel
ling descriptions of the oligarchic, mili
tary and political history of El Sal
vador, Baloyra weaves together the 
many strands of a complex story. 
Didion merely verbalizes over a multi
tude of split ends. 

In one paragraph, for instance, 
Baloyra handles three decades of Salva
dorean hist<:ry. 

"During the next three decades in El 
Salvador, the military controlled but 
did not dominate the societv. It failed 
to become the hegemonic 'actor that . 
could replace the oligarchy, it missed a 
number of opportunities to forn1 a 

mental strategy that could modernize 
the country and erode the socio
economic foundations of oligarchic 
power, the military in its political ex
periment of 1948-72 must be consi-

Panel d iscussi 
by Michele Rogasky 

Can the United States live with a 
leftist government in El Salvador? This 
questiol) emerged as the key issue dur
ing a two and a half hour lecture/ 
debate at UPenn, Tuesday, Nov. 8. 

Political science professor Alvin 
Rubenstein invited three speakers, 
Francisco Altshul, Michael Radu and 
Kenneth Sharpe, to discuss the situa
tion in El Salvador and to analyze the 
role of the United States in that con
flict. Over 350 people came to hear the 
speakers present three disparate view
points on the conflict in El Salvador 
and the future of that country. 

The first speaker, Francisco Altshul, 
spoke as a representative and member 
of the Democratic Revolutionary Front 
(FDR). Altshul, an El Salvadoran ar
chitect, left the country in 1980 when 
several of his friends began to disap
pear and he felt that he had become a 
marked man. Since his departure, 
Altshul has worked on behalf of the 
FDR in both Mexico and Washington, 
D.C. 

Altshul clarified what groups com
prise the FDR, what has led them to 
oppose the present government and for 
what they are fighting. Defming the 
FDR as an umbrella organization for 
political, labor and grass roots organi
zations \t,·ho oppose the government, 
Altshul stressed that these groups form 
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~test irl~" to Reagan Administration's foreign policies 
ar~<e was enthusiasti ~- .. flail because 1 "There was Central Amencan and of a show of commitment these days The atmosphere became even more ::sandino addressed his speech m par-

>ect or the demonstrati Cabout I' . Jioceiwassixand th~e wa~ Grenada and there was justbecause therearesornanyofthem.l tense when the march reached the ticulartotheyouthoftheUnitedStates. 
:Ople a way to direct th . ons. "'t ~ilwas like, even on misallocauon of funds," objected D avid personally don't think it'll have much ef- White House, where . members of the "You are the one hope to prevent a new 
li ang~r ~d their ~~f~ergy ' ... I bad a free day and ~e:, "~d I saw people there who had feet; what matters is what Congress and Collegiate Association for the Research Vietnam in Central America," he~-
tapperung In a much be bout I ---..that it would do ferrurust Signs and anti-nuclear weapons the Reagan admirlistration think the of Principles (CARP} an organization ed. "Now, when we are on the brink of 
;t mar hin , tter Way ,._ · .-1 · " · I tha , · . ' 1 · t 1 . c g, she said. "In that ~ •.. I ell)OJ""' lt. Signs-. suppose t s not necessarily a pubhc perceptions are. . . . This affiliated with the Rev .. Sun Myung war, our peop e ~us come c ~ser 

this rally was mu h · -- fi the scale was bad thing, but there were more than I demonstration was on page 17 of the Moon's Unification Church had together. · · · Peace m Central Amenca, 
ant-oriented than mostc andU:e ~~-I go to marches expected." New York Times and on page 13 of the gathered to counter-demonstrat; peace on the earth we love." 
leased me." ' t ~-Iendupfeelinglike Philadelphia Inquirer. Someone isn't According to The Washington Post, 

' ·~"I think that going to look at that and get excited and 18 members of CARP were arrested and One Two Three Four 
_ .;_;.,rosomethinglike What do we want? write to their congressman." charged with disorderly con~uct when ~don't want another war 

':Jr jobs 
war 

~JIIJIIfllMy,sincewhatmat- U.S. OUT However, as Quaife Nichols contend- they sat down on Pennsylvanta Avenue 
~ o*"lbe.tministtation and When do we want it? ed, "just going to something like this is to block the march. Volunteer marshals Leslie Cagan spoke of her distress at 

the current situation and of her hopes 
and fears for the future. "Tomorrow 
belongs to the peoples of the world," she 
declared. "But we must act now, we 
must act and we must act decisively if 
we are to see that tomorrow." 

1/ed up 
keno more 

';llllldlltlrre'salotofsuppon NOW an imponant consciousness-raising ex- (several bi-College students amo~g 

1
-. ... ~y I don't en- perience for the people who were there, them) joined hands along the route m 
ati*kl. and also it provides you with a com- order to keep the two groups apart; 

~-nee the march _was" under w~y, murlity of support_ it shows that there's behind them were lines of moun~ed 
spmt~ generally~ ~gh. I feel like I m a lot of strength when people give up a Park Police and helmet-clad D.C. Police 
back m college agam, · one protestor was whole day of their time to do something standing beside their cars. 

nts attended the rally for a varie
:asons. Sherman Dorn said he 
rst of all to fmd out what large 

tii*firil ..... 
a.r •• 

heard to remark. As th~ ~emonstrators like this . . . . I think that for the people Many were upsed by the rude 
passed apartmen: buil~gs, people who went it sort of boosts morale and behavior of their fellow-marchers Hi Hi Ho Ho 
came out onto thetr balcotues to wave at maybe gives us a better sense that things toward the CARP members, who he!~ Ronald Reagan's got to go 

Jbject 
and cheer on the marchers. "1 was really can be done." up signs saying "Give 'Em Hell Ron 
surprised by how friendly and suppor- A similar view was expresse9, by Paul and "Down With Soviet Tyranny" 

,~to march,~-
1itllllrll!deots began to smg, 

fa~lure. " . . r~-in the aowd. In the 
ra·s political conscience lies edrums of the Dancers 

tive the people were," Quaife Nichols Cummings. "It was good to see that a lot among other things. "'ur people were 
enthused. "Even with 20,000 people of PeoPle care," he said. "All those peo- yelling obnoxious things at the counter-

Although Presidential candidate Jesse 
Jackson was hissed when he said that 
there should be a United Nations peace
keeping force in Lebanon, he soon 
mar~aged to. win over the crowd with his 
revival-style oratory. By the time he 
reached the end of his address, the 
demonstrators were roaring along with 
him: 

there, they'd smile at you." ple were out there for moral reasons, demonstrators, which was disturbing to 
because they were concerned with other me," said Beth Norford. "It was counter-

to the right of Didion's (if · • · kp up a steady beat, 
has one to speak of). He ti'a megaphone boomed 

foe ~=pk, 'id' with tho ~::~\' ond 
~I treat the guerrillas as one · . Shall Not Be Moved" 
tor and make no attempt either · the stage. Signs car
nate agairlst them or to eleyate ~~from an in
h eroic status. The real heroes 1111El Interests Die for · 

alvadoran crisis are those who ~in Central America" 
ted to resolve it by peaceful lllllial"Death to Imperialism" 
md have, in many cases, paid ftjik" 
:ir lives for their attempts." 
1 it comes down to it, the flakey 'i · 
m ofDidion doesn't produce as 1ilt&y 
•ok as the d ear-headed pragma- ...,p the CJA. 
BaloyTa. D idion has dashed off 
that armchair activists can sit - -------

' · llaverbd students were 

"It gave all of us marchers a really 
good sense of fellow feeling," explained 
Raka Ray, "as well as a sertSe that we 
weren't the only ones who wanted the 
U .S. out of El Salvador and Central 
America . . . . Everyone on the march 

. felt really good afterwards." 

Ronald Reagan, listen hard 
Grenada ain't your backyard 

There was some disagreement among 
the students as to the effect (or lack 
thereof) of the march. Beth Norford for 
example maintained that "the only good 
thing about it is that all the police and 
the bad coverage in the press shows that 
someone considers us a threat." 

things than just themselves. It was com- productive. It's a shame." 
forting to know that there are a lot of 
people who feel that way, even it it's 
small in proportion." 

Hey Hey, Uncle Sam 
We remember Vietnam 

There was a moment of uneasiness, 
The Washington Post reported, when 
the demonstrators passed a group of 
Vietnam veterans who were walking to 
the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial, where 
a service in honor of POW's and MIA's 
was to take place. The veterans ignored 
the demonstrators. 

Moonies, Moonies, you dan't hide 
We know you're on Reagan's side 

Ganna lay down my U.S. sword 
Down by the riverside 
Ain't gonna study 'war no more 

The march from HHS arrived at the 
Ellipse too late to hear performances by 
Holy Near and Peter, Paul and Mary, 
but in time to listen to impassioned 
speeches by Lautaro Sandino of the 
Sandinista Youth Group of Nicaragua, 
Leslie Cagan of Mobilization for Sur
vival and featured speaker Rev. Jesse 
Jackson. 

E: Pueblo unido jamas sera bencido 
The people united will never be defeated 

From the poor house to the outlwuse 
to the state house to the White House-

OUR TIME HAS COME 
Peace in Central America
OUR TIME HAS COME 
Peace in Nicaragua -
OUR TIME HAS COME 
Peace in Lebanon-
OUR TIME HAS COME 
·Peace in Grenada- · 
OUR TIME HAS COME 
From the nuclear race to the human race
OUR TIME HAS COME! 

j reiish, satisfied that they can 
El Salvador intelligently in any 
llion. Baloyra, on the other 
1s offered the facts, not just the 
ng tidbits, and has left the 
al response to the reader. 

Shermart Dorn pointed out that 
"demonstrations really aren't that much 

:on cent~n the existence of a leftist government in El Salvador 

'tie multiplicity of catises 
llel,iate tb: march had been 
· a a 'lltiooal day of protest 
!I U.S. btm>ention in Central 
~ IIIJre-Caribbean." 

Altshul implied the answer to whom 
the U.S. is trying to prove its credibil
ity when he said El Salvador does not 
want to be treated as ·a pawn between 
the super powers. 

control nearly as much as monetary 
payoffs. 

withdrawal of troops and military aid 
to allow the El Salvadorans to choose 
which regime they want- Right or 
Left. 

t of the FDR and are strictly 

m nature. 
:her front under the FDR is 
; with th e guns," as they have 
:<:nown in the United States. 
oundo M arti National Libera· 
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pport to the FDR when re
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groups to enhance political 

}'· 
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:e only because all the chan
)()!itical participation for the 

people were cut off from 
~ stated that the FMLN are 
or the people of El Salvador 
o rectify the injustice of their 

:1 Radu, a senior researcher at 
gn Policy R esearch Institute 
1gton, viewed the FMLN in a 
light than Altshul did. Radu, 
i~ native, saw the Marxist
nilitary group s as a menacing 

El Salvador, its Central 
neighbors and the United 

· the FMLN military groups 
1t to El Salvadoran stability 
October '79 coup, in which 
arv ousted General carloS 
He feared tmt if the fl)R 
;l'viLN gained control of the 
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tben the FMLN would 
' 1:9•F1Salvador's borders. Radu 

to Salvadoran guerrillas who 
'lW ~border regions of Hon
l'!bbdup his statement. 

'.ll, R.lu did not believe that the 
~ form of opposition to the 
~-destroying roads, buses, 
~ lridp and houses - under
~dt gll\'mlment and the oligar
~ thl can leave the country, but 
.~~the living conditions of 
~~peasants for whom the 
~are sqpposed to be fighting. 

!;.f.essor Kenneth Sharpe of 
~ College posed the open
~ ~~ of this article and his 
~\'at centered on the policy 
·:'lJo:!! ~ U.S. now faces. Sharpe 

.:lt!d~currem problem as this: the 
~·~ ll:!lld help the right-wing 
~ continue dominating the 

l1nnure of El Salvador with 
~ Sllppon to suppress the guer
~ That suppression, however, 
.~ IXliy be temporary. The guer
~~tvtntually come back, and 
l:tndty dkl, they would harbor anti
~sentiments, Sharpe said. 
~did1n whole-heartedly sup
~ ill ta:tics of the guerrillas but, as 
~~~~·wing regime may not be 
-.),bn neither is the Right." He be
~ that if El Salvador guaranteed 
!! ~ of a Soviet presence in 
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their country through verifiable 
means, as Nicaragua offered to do, the 
U.S. could live with a leftist regime in 

EI Salvador. 
When Rubenstein asked the speak-

ers if they could define the U.S. na
tional interest in El Salvador, Mr. 
Radu responded that if the Left as
sumed power, . the guerrillas, as 
Marxist-Leninists, would allow a 
Soviet military build-up of El 
Salvadoran forces. Viewing the guer
rillas as radical fighters, he felt that 
they could start a regional war in Cen
tral America that could pull in the U.S. 

Sharpe saw the stability of El Salva
dor as security for the U.S. He believed 
that even if a leftist regime had Soviet 
arms that could be used in wartime to 
block passage to the Panama Canal, 
that the arms bases in El Salvador 
would be easily within range of U.S. 
missiles and air power and could be 

destroyed quickly. 
Sharpe also believed that the U.S. in-

volvement in El Salvador is an attempt 
by the Reagan administration to get rid 
of the "Viemam syndrome" and show 
that might equals right. He saw El 
Salvador evolving into, as Vietnam did, 
a struggle to prove U.S. credibility. 
Sharpe dismissed this strategy, point
ing out that almost all U .S. European 
allies and Central American neighbors 
want the U.S. to pull out of El 

Summarizing President Reagan's 
position, Sharpe defined the purpose 
behind U.S. involvement in El 
Salvador as the encouragement of 
democracy, human rights and broadly 
shared development. Yet, according to 
Sharpe, these goals are not possible if 
the U.S. continues to support the 
right-wing military, who has the real 
power but is not interested in civilian 

By continuing to arm this corrupt 
military, Sharpe believes that the 
Reagan Administration is also keeping 
the unofficial paramilitary death 
squads in arms. 

Sharpe saw two alternatives to the 
conflict. One, Americanil.ation by sta
tioning U.S. troops for up to eight 
years to stabilize El Salvador and ad
visors to try to develop_ a democracy in 
a nation without any successful demo
cratic history and in a region without a 
democratic tradition. Two, a complete 

j.r.-"tv_$_ 

Then Sharpe asked, can the U.S. ac
cept a leftist regime in El Salvador? In 
the United States today, for any con
gressperson or senator to openly accept 
a regime in El Salvador that is in any 
way connected to Comrnurlism is polit
ical suicide, according to Sharpe, add
ing that a stalemate in the El Sal
vadoran conflict is advantageous mo
mentarily for all politicians- at least 
until the '84 elections are over. 
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Lectures 
Friday, November 18 
4:15 p.m.: Psychology Journal Club. Joseph 
Wolphe, M.D., speaks on "Cost Effective 
Psychotherapy." Tea at 4 p.m. 204 Dalton. 
4:15 p .m.: English colloquium. Thomas Mc
Cavera, Lecturer in English, speaks on "Music 
at the Close: Feste's Epilogue." English Lecture 
Room. 
4:30 p .m.: Classics colloquium. Claire Lyons 
speaks on "The Archaic Necropolis of Morgan
tina." Tea at 4:15 p.m. Common Room, Good
hart. 
4:45 p.m.: Chemistry colloquium. Jacqueline 
K. Barton, Columbia Univ., speaks on "Chiral 
Probes for DNA Helicles." Tea at 4:15p.m. 166 
Park. 

Monday, November 21 
4 p.m.: Mathematics undergraduate colloqui
um. Joan Hutchinson:, Smith College, speaks on 
"Visiting State Capitals or How to Pian an 
Itinerary." Tea at 3 p.m. 357 Science Bldg. 
4 p.m.: Figaro Project lecture by Catherine 
Lafarge, professor of French. Goodhart. 
4;45 p.m.: Physics colloquium. Teymour 
Darkhosh, Lecturer in Physics, speaks on 
"Noncausality and Quantization of Rarita
Schwinger Waves in an External Electromag
netic Field." Tea at 4:15 p.m. in 343, talk in 243 
Physical Science Building. 

Tuesday, November 22 
10 a.m.: Collection Committee presents David 
Richse '30, on "Work camps in Philadelphia 
and around the World." Stokes Aud. 
4:15p.m.: The English Ad Hoc Committee 
presents Karen Lawrence, associate prof of 
English at the Univ. of Utah on "Gender and 
Narrative in Woolf and Joyce." 101 Gest. 
8 p.m.: Lindback Foundation lecture by Karen 
S. Burstein, president, New York State Dept. of 
Civil Service, on "Public Service: Between the 
Idea and the Reality." llO Thomas. 

Monday, November 28 
8 p.m.: English dept. lecture by Anne Barton, 
New College, Oxford, on "The Name and Not 
the Thing: Shakespearean Comedy and the 
Naming of Parts." English Lecture Room, 
English House. 

Tuesday, November 29 
4:15 p .m.: Dept. of English presents Dr. 
David J. DeLaura, Foundation Professor of the 
Humanities at UPenn, lecturing on "Heroic 
Egotism: The Goethean Ideal of Self
Development in Victorian England." 101 Gest. 

Wednesday, November 30 
4:15p.m.: The English Ad Hoc Committee 
presents Kimberly Benston, Professor of 
English, Yale Univ., lecturing on Marlowe's 
Dramaturgy. 101 Gest. 

8:30 p .m .: The Margaret Gest Lecture Series 
presents Dr. Gerhard Bowering, associate pro
fessor of Islamic studies in the dept. or religious 
studies at UPenn, lecturing on "T he Dreams 
and Labors of a Muslim Mvstic." 101 Gest. 

Thursday, December 1 
4 p .m.: Gest Seminar presents Wyatt Mac 
Gaffey, Dept. of Anthropology, lecturing on 
"The Logic of Witchcraft." 101 Gest. 
8:30 p .m.: English Dept. colloquium. English 
Lecture Room. 

Religion 
Friday, November 18 
5:30 p.m.: Catholic M ass. Goodhart M usic 
Room. 
6 p.m.: Haverford/Bryn Mawr Hillel presents 
dinner and Friday evening services. Yarnell 
House. 
6 p .m.: Christian Fellowship Meeting. 101 
Gest. 

Sunday, November 20 
10 a.m.: Catholic Mass. 101 Gest. 
10:30 a.m.: First Day Meeting. Friends 
Meeting House. 

Monday, November 21 
5 p.m.: Weekly lecture/discussion on Jewish 
ethics led by Rabbi Menachem Schmidt. 102 
Gest. 

Tuesday, November 22 
12:30 and 4:30 p.m.: Catholic M ass. Nev:man 
Room. 

Monday, November 28 
5 p.m.: Weekly lecture/discussion on Jewish 
ethics led by Rabbi Menachem Schmidt. 102 
Gest. 

Tuesday, November 29 
.12:30 and 4:30p.m.: Catholic Mass. Newman 
Room. 
6 p.m.: Organizational meeting for Hillel. 
Smith Room, Dining Center. 

Thursday, December 1 
10 a.m.: Fifth Day Meeting. Friends Meeting 
House. 

Entertainment 
Friday, November 18 
8 p.m.: Double Star Science Fiction Club fllm., 
The A ttack of the K iller Tomatoes. l10 Thomas. 
8 p.m.: Recital by Martin Mumelter, violin, 
and Norbert Ricabona, piano. Works by 
Mozart, Ives Urbanner and Krenek. MacCrate 
Recital Hall, Union. 

. 8:30p.m.: Office of Minority Affairs presents 
a film, Grenada, Cam"cou, Petit M artinique: The 
Future Coming Toward Us. Stokes Aud. 
8:30 p.m.: International Srudents Association 

Sunday, November 27 
4 p.m.: Concert by the Virruoso Artists 
Ensemble. Goodhart. 

Tuesday, November 29 
10 p.m.: CCID presents a film- Becoming 
Amen"can. Sharpless Aud. 

Wednesday, November 30 
6:45p.m.: Spanish dept. fllm. , Borges: El H om
bre de Ia Equina R osada, (in Spanish). llO 
T homas. 

Thursday, December 1 
5 p.m.: Visual Resources fllm., Treasures of 
Tutanklzamun and Of Time, Tombs and 
Treasure: .The Treasures of Tutankhamun. 104 
Thomas. 
8 p.m.: The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Drama 
Club will present The B ride. Admission is $3. 
Goodhart. 

Meetings 
Sunday, November 20 
7 p.m.: SGA Assembly meeting. President 
Mary Patterson McPherson will be a guest of 
the Assembly to answer· any questions srudents 
have, especially on the topic of misery at Bryn 
M awr. T aylor H all. 
9:15 p.m.: Srudents Council meeting. Srudent: 
Council Room, Dining Center. 

Tuesday, November 22 
10:15 p .m.: Coalition for Action in Women's 
Issues. 101 Gest. · 

Wednesday, November 30 · 
8:30 p .m.: Career Planning sponson an i:_:.,. 
mational session for job opponunitics wih 
Goldman Sachs and Co. Founders 3. 

Thursday, December 1 
10:30 p .m.: Discussions on the sll"Ucnut

1
r 

carbonyl compounds such as ethanol il)j ~ 
value in today's society. Lloyd 61. 

Notes 
Saturday, November 19 
8:30a.m.: Fall meeting of the Easttrn Pe; 
sylvania and Delaware Section of the 
Mathematical Assoc. of America. ~ 
10 p.m.: Puerto Rican Students at~ 
(PRSH) presents La Fiesta. Any Sl1llar ' 
wishing to attend the "La Fiesta• dinmral 
p.m. should contact a PRSH llleDibercru 
Casa resident for an invitation. Mlii.ai r: 
vitations are limited so interested !l1ltm! 
should act quickly. A dance (open IO!tc:· 
community) will be held at U. C. itt:;, 
the cultural dinner. La Casa. · 

Sunday, November 20 1 

10:30 a.m.: Alumnae StudentCcmJab , 
brunch. Vernon Room. 

Tuesday, November 22 
5-7 p.m.: French table in HaftDcr. 
5 p.m.: Meeting for students intaelalc: 
1984 Florence Summer Program. Vaa 
Room. 

Tuesdayday, November 21 
10 a.m.: Collection. Steve Cary ... 
prominent Quakers speak on ~ll: 
and Social Testimonies." Stoia Ala 
5 p .m.: Long Range PlanningGw!iti1 

dent Reps. Larry Clark and Aa!R:181i1 
be in the Sunken Lounge to ....-~ 
about LRPC. Dining Center. 

Wednesday, November a 
10-5 p.m.: Oriental print sale. 
5 p.m.: Music at Late Day 
H all . . 

Thursday, December 1 
10-4 p.m.: Mineral jeweliy 
Regional Scholarship Fund 
11:30-1 p.m.: French table. 
Infinnary News- Flu shols 
allmembersofilieoomm~i 
Health Services. No apptS. 
hours are from 9 a.m. -8 DJD.~ 
$4. 
Seniors-Your coopen~~on 
fort to fmd a test that will_ 
achievement better than the 
hour is required. Watch ilr a 
mailbox. 

Off-campus jobs: Making money on the Main Li 
by Noreen O'Connor 

Whether searching for some extra 
spending money, helpful career train
ing or an escape from the college 
routine, Bryn Mawr students rum to 
jobs in the Main Line communities as 
alternatives to on-campus employment 
that allow interaction with the "real 
world" as well as unique fringe 
benefits. 

The Job Location and Development 
(JLD) Progi-am. of the Career Planning 
Office (CPO) is a major source of off
campus job referrals. ]LD Coordinator 
Betty Schmidt estimated that "three or 
four a day, over 200 jobs just this year," 
come into the ]LD. 

"I give them the hghest marks," said 
senior Carol Pepper who found her job 
at the Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers' 
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Association through c;:PO. "They've 
helped me get a lot of jobs here. I think 
people should use (JLD) a lot more 
than they do," she added. 

Senior Elizabeth Staves, who went 
through CPO to fmd her position at the 
Bryn Mawr Cheese Shop, cited 
·another advantage to working for an 
employer listed with the ]LD. The 
employer "knows what a Bryn Mawr 
student is capable of, that Bryn Mawr 
srudents that want to work will put in 
the effort," she said. 

Off-campus work can supplement or 
replace work-stUdy jobs, as junior Bar
bara Heggie discovered when her job 
with Security didn't materialize and 
she found a job answering telephones 
for Kirschner Brothers Oil Company. 

Upon rerurning to school this year, 
Heggie was one of several students 

who found that the Security depart- delicious surroundings in the area. "I 
ment, where she had been assigned, don't like chocolate; its the ice cream 
already had enough workers. that gets me," she commented. 

"Some departments had already She likes working off-campus 
hired srudents," Jerry Berenson, direc- "because you get to see other peole." 
tor of financial aid, explained. "We Her co-workers, three Villanova 
have these policies that should work. srudents and two students from the 
T he departments weren't made aware Bryn MaVIT H ospital School of Nurs-
of (the policies); it's not their fault ." ing, give her a perspective on what life 

T o inform campus employers of the at other schools is like. 
policies concerning student workers, Sophomore Young also likes "work-
Berenson has drafted a brochure for ing with outside people" at her job at 
distribution next semester. He also Kress Express. Whereas while she 
plans to give out a pamphlet that will worked for Food Service she said she 
"inform students of their rights and felt "you hear the same stuff all the 
responsibilities" in jobs with the time". At Kress, she said people talked 
federal work-srudy program, he said. about things other than schoolwork. 

Sophomore Cheryl Heinonen "hap- Cooking and preparing food early in 
pened to go in" to Hoffert's one day the morning before the deli opens is "a 
when_ they ~ee~ed workers and ended lot better than (Food Service)," she 
up wnh a JOb m (arguably) the most said, citing better pay and a chance to 
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:four colleges discuss political involvement projects 
Hathaway, a_ Bryn Mawr senior, was made on a survey being done by a Shuchman, Swarthmore's internship Chester is "a town where people a:e 

by Kelly Helm that "we dectded to start smaller than UPenn student. . co-ordinator, detailed Swarthmore's in- afraid to vote," he said. "They're afraid -from UPenn, Swarthmore, we'd P_la_nned." . Instead of starting the journal off as volvement in Chester, a community the machine will come_ d~wn °~ them." 
!illlbd and Bryn _Mawr me~ last . Participants m~ed ~l~s ~or star- an independent publication, Hathaway recognized as the second poorest in the Shuchman used stansucs t~ ill~te -to discuss llllp~em~nung a t~g a student-wntten pohucal JOurnal, said, students already doing work in United States. According to Schuch- how much Ch~ter needs 1IIU11ediate 

fir student political mvolve- listened to Swarthmore student Salem relevant fields will be asked to con- man Chester is an 80 percent black change. He said 60 percent of the 
:-lksigncd this summer by Sara Sch~chman _describe~ extensive com- tribute articles about their activities. co~unity with a white govemm_ent, residents receive federal aid, 25 percent 
~· . · muruty ~erv1ce proJect m Chester, Pa., These will then be published with which he describes as a Republican of the houses are abandoned and 70 
1k upsOOt of the meeung, says and reVlewed what progress has been regular college newspapers as inserts. machine dating from the Civil War. percent of the households are headed 

Alumni.learn about Code by women. 
In May, 1982, as on·e of 

Swarthmore's Lang Scholars, Shuch
man received a $5000 grant to carry 
out a community-oriented project of 
his own· design. Some ministers from 
Chest~ helped Shuchman and an '82 
graduate of Swarthmnre set up the 
Chester Community Improvement 
Project (CCIP). Both worked full-time, 
beginning with only an office and a 
phone, according to. Shucpman. 

jCMJ Kehne and Ed Cone 
.-the student body last Fri
/iyiUmeeringoftheAlumni Council 
mdilals the Honor Code. 
(rB, chairman of the Honor 

c.il, explained that the alumni are 
'laJI!IIfused about what's going on," 
tc dEy are nonetheless "really wor
liiDlul it and wondering what their 

*i.' 

'!'lr llumni, according to Kehne, 
'watmost incredulous about the jury 
JfiiJA.' They seemed to understand 
iii~DXM: toward democracy in the 
56 led to a jury composed mostly of 
8 !llldomly selected from the 
•IIUdent body. However, they felt 
ill"i seemed impossible for that to 
Ilk,' &aid Kehne. · 

'l'lralumni were "mostly interested 

in the serise of community and trust," 
Kehne added, but "they didn't have 
any real answers on attitudinal 
changes." Most of the alumni seemed 
to feel that the Honor Code was better 

. when they were at Haverford, she con
tinued. 

Tim Rose '63, president of the 
Students Council and the Honor 
Council, which were then one body, 
felt that there was much more self 
reponing of violations when he was at 
Haverford. He says that students used 
to report themselves for accidentally 
commenting that a test was difficult. 

Cone comments that.·the alumni are 
"passionately supportive of having an 
Honor Code at Haverford," and at least 
one alumnus told Kehne that, were the 
Honor Code suspended, he would stop 
giving money and time to the College. 

They decided to direct preliminary 
efforts toward improving housing in 
the community. Shuchman says they 
have been able to ameliorate the hous
ing situation by acquiring houses, fix. 
ing them up, and then reselling them 
for the cost of the rehabilitation. One 
way they keep costs low is by using stu
dent volunteers for unskilled labor. 

Gest lectures stress u n ity 

Shuchman has evolved a program 
for organizing the efforts of student 
volunteers and interns. A total of 100 
students have been involved up to this 
point in a wide range of helpful ac
tivities. 

Shuchman advocated spending time 
. learning outside the classroom, saying 
·"It's really important to get inv?lved in 
the social conditions around you. 
There's oppression in El Salvador; in 
my mind there's oppression in Chester 
too." 

by Jeremy Pierce 

'!'lr Margaret Gest Center for the 
c.<:u!tural Study of Religion sup
Jill! and "funds an annual lecture 
llir:s fir the hi-College community. 
lS yar, the Center is presenting 
lWIIkctures concerning "Mysticism 
Ill tbe Underlying Unity of World ••• At tbis time, three of the seven lec-
temnain to be delivered. On-Nov. 
»,Dr. Gerhard Bowering, professor 
lilslamicStudies at the University of 
Pamsylvania, will speak on "The -and Labors of a Muslim Mys
lt' later, in February, Dr. P. 
lintood Urban of Swarthmore will 
anluct a lecture entitled, "Meister 
Eahm: Mystic and Philosopher." 

Already, in October and early Nov
ember, Swami Adiswarananda (Oct. 5), 
Dr. Arthur Green, University of Penn
sylvania (Nov. 9), David Burrell, Notre 
Dame University (Oct. 25) and 
Heinrich H. Von Stietencron, Univer
sity of Tubingen (Nov. 7), have 
delivered their lectUres to the public. 

Closing the series in March, Dr. 
Henepola Gunaratna will speak on 
"Buddhism and the Meditative Experi
ence." Following the lectures, on 
March 31, is the fifth annual dialogue 
on the unity of religions, where a 
"round table conference will bring into 
dialogue participants of diverse relig
ious faiths ." This round table will fea
ture Wilfred Cantwell Smith, who will 
speak on the themes of the series. 

Jacki~ Morrill, one of Bryn Mawr's two midwives, counsels students in 
· how .to maintain healthy bodies. Photo by sam Posner 

Ariyone interested in participating in 
the CCCIP should contact Salem 
Shuchman at 447-7540. 

Campus ·Retreat ·discusses Code 
Only 18 of 39 group leaders at last 

week's Honor Code Retreat returned 
attendance lists to Jenny Kehne, chair
man ofHaverford's Honor Council. As 
a result, no action has been taken oil 
those students who did not attend the 
mandatory Retreat. 

There were 25 students who were 
excused from the Retreat, and an 

Uillcrlown numuer who simply didn't 
show up. Honor Council, according to 
Kehne, has decided that those stUdents 
who missed the Retreat will have to at
-tend a similar Retreat at an undeter
mined time. 

Kehne added that no students who 
missed the Retreat will be allowed to 

take final examinations at Haverford 
this semester until they attend an alter
native Retreat or until they talk to 
Kehoe: 

Kehne urges all group leaders who 
have not already done so to get their 
lists of absentees and comments in "as 
soon as possible." 

Midwives, health specialists want to give uwell women" care 
byKeUyHelm 

Meeting women's health care needs 
& lit llrget of Haverford and Bryn 
•llnr lpecialists who try to give what 
illy call"wcll woman" care. 

!kJn Mawr has two licensed nurse! 
~on its infirmary staff, Jackie 
Mltlili and Julianne Powis. Nurse 
~ Mary Ann Scott is the 
~ for Women's Health at 
l!nertird. 

Her job is "not just medically 
~· Morril said. "We are also 
~interested in teaching," she added, 
tl~ the woman as a whole per-. 
PhJ~icians specialize in disease, she 

llid, whereas she specializes in care 
an~ for the normally healthy 
loiXnan. Says Morrill, "I'm very careful 
~sure people stay normal. [We] 

\'tlywellandget on top of things 
Qdy ~a• 

Tbe Dllrse/midwives at Bryn Mawr 
an Ylllnen's care specialist at Haver
~ all operate under an agreement 
llh a backup physician. Morrill and 
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Scott both say that a case with a pro
blem beyond the scope of the care they · 
are qualified to offer is referred to Bryn 
Mawr physician Frieda Woodruff or 
the Haverford .physician William 
Lander. It is then decided whether a 
patient requires the services of 
specialists outside the Colleges' infir-

Morrill stresses the importance of When Haverford decided to admit students. 
her position in simply being there to women as transfers, Bryn Mawr of- Since Haverford's program was very 
talk ro patients and to spend time with fered its gynecological services to limited at the beginning, it did not treat 
patients, which she feels many doctors Haverford1 according to Woodruff. Bryn Mawr women. As a result, Bryn 
do not do. Haverford declined, she says, on the Mawr and Haverford women are only 

As Women's Health Care coor- grounds that it should take the respon- allowed to use the women's care 
. dinator at Haverford, Scott is available sibility from the start for its women facilities at their own Colleges. 

maries. 
Regular duties of the women's care 

specialists include giving complete 
gynecological exanlinations, oroviding 
and counseling about birth control and 
educating women about their bodies. -

for the same counseling and educat4J,g 
services, and also runs a course offered 
second semester on human sexuality. 
The course is basically to provide a 
"controlled environment where people 
can be very honest" and can examine_ 
their values, says Scott. 

HAVERFORD SECURITY 
Week of 11/8-11/15 
WHAT: Car stereo stolen from automobile on Carter Road. (11/9, 12:45 AM) 
Student found stealing a bicycle wheel from Dining Center. (11/10 
1:35PM) ' 
H PA cellar door vandalized with yellow paint. (11/10, 5:27 PM) 
Two non-students in Dining Center assaulted an officer both verbal
ly and physically. Haverford Township Police calle_d. (1l/12, 11:21 
p~ . 
Dining Center room vandalized. (11/13. 10:22 AM) 
Please Note: The "Lost and Found" is housed in th e Securi ty Office. Security 
keeps such "st ray" items for 90 days, so don't delay in your search for lost 

possess io ns. Check th e Secu rity O ffice ' 
Please help the Securit y Depa rtment help you . 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

Thanksgiving Buses 
Only a few spots left for 

N.Y.C. $22 Roundtrip; $16 one way 

D.C. $23 Roundtrip; $17 one way 
Sign up and reserve a spot tonight, Sat., Sun. at dinner 

Haverford Dining, Erdman, Haffner and Rhoads. 
Or reserve by calling 

HC: Jonathan Levin 642-1432 
BMC: Steve Koffier 645-5486 

IT'S THE CHEAPEST AND MOST 
CONVENIENT WAY HOME!! 
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Six lawyers state their case in alumnae symposium 
by Heather H• by Adriana Monferre 

Attempting to answer the questions 
"What is the legal life?" six Bryn Mawr 
alumnae took part in the Altirnnae 
Association's lawyering symposium on . 
Nov. 5. Each represented a different 
aspect of the legal profession and each 
gave her views on the good and bad 
aspects of the particular brand of law 
which she practices. 

Sue Auerbach '7ldiscussed her ex
perience in pro-bono and public in
terest legal work. She had worked for 
the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion for three years, when she decided 
to take a personal sabbatical and 
reevaluate her career. 

She said there comes a time when 
one must decide if one is a careerist or a 

"balancer" ..:..someone willing or able to 

balance non-career goals with a 
job - and whether the long hours and 
high stress are worth it. 

She urged the participants to ex
amine why they were considering law 
as a means of putting off a decision and 
that law school is · "not a graduate 
bachelor's." Auerbach confessed that 
law school is not a very pleasant ex
perience and she knows of few people 
who enjoyed it. · 

As an aside, she mentioned the grow
ing anti-lawyer sentiment in· the coun
try and the tendency to find non-legal 
alternatives to many problems. 

Representing the corpmate view 
were Janet Kole '68, attorney with 
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, 

one of the largest firms in Philadelphia 
and Karen McDonie '75, in-house 
counsel with Rohm & Haas of New 
York. 

Kole was quick to point out the in
tense competition among new lawyers 
to become partners in the firm and the 
often unglamorous and tedious work 
given to them. However, many find 
this low station to be compensated by 
the handsome starting salaries. 

Among the perks of her job are the 
increments in salaries after the first 
years, large staffs, modern printing 
facilities and travel opportunities. 

McDonie enjoys working for a 
business firm because it gives her the 
opportunity to practice law as a 
generalist. She enjoys using her 

Club Med in Chamonix and Club Med in St. Moritz. 
Where you'll enjoy all the excitement 
of skiing a world-fam.ous Alpine 
resort. With none of the frustra-~ r 
tions of making arrangements in a 
foreign country. 

Because everything has already 
been arranged by our friendly, Eng
lish-speaking staff. And everything is 
included in one price. Lift tickets. 
Le1vish meals with wine. Hours of 
optional ski instruction daily. Nightly 
entertainment. And more. All in the 
kind of hassle-free, unp.ressurized atmo-
sphere Club Med villages are famous for. 

What's more, if you stay a week · 
in each village, we'll transport you 
between them on the breathtakingly 
scenic Glacier Express 
railway. 

Call 1-800-528-3100 and ask for our 
ski desk. Or call your travel agent. 

CLUBMED® 
The antidote for civilization:'" 

© 1983 Club Med. Inc.. 40 West 57th Street. New York. NY 10019 

knowledge of business with her legal 
training to anticipate the future needs 
and potential legal problems of her sole 
client, the firm. 

Shelley Hayes '73 spoke of her ex
perience working for the federal 
government. Since 1976 she has work
ed for three government agencies and 
she highly recommends government 
work as a means of gaining experience 
in litigation early on in one's career as 
well as a career in itself. 

Linda Wharton '77 spoke of her ex
perience clerking for the third circuit of 
appeals. She recommended clerking as 
an opportunity to participate in the 
judges' decisionmaking process. She 
also recommended it as an invaluable 
learning experience. 
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· Many of the undergraduate , . 
ticipants felt that the sym~: 
fered new insights into the !lUis ~ 
bolts of law and came away llih . 
clearer impression of what it~~ 
be a lawyer. 

Co nee~ 
(Continued from page 1) 

The Sw~ore ~ 
whose President David F111er ~ 

1 
Haverford alumnus, a~ to ~ , _ 
Student Council $2<XXJ. Tbe._ r-

This Saturday, No 
native C oncert Series 
and H averford w ill p1 
piano performance by 
8 p.m. in Roberts . Th 
members of the tri-C 
ty, is -funded by gran 
Council (SC) and S 
Association (SGA), ' 
H averford, the Nari< 
for the Arts and the 
poser Foundation. 
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The three student ~. 
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tatives to the Tri·College Ctnr 
Committee this week, wbenlma!:: ' 
Students Council chose llavil edt. 
Robert Eisenger and Myerow. 

Bryn Mawr and SWllltlmm~ 
sentatives met for the lint tia! 
Thursday, along with Mj!a 
Chang, Kihiczack and]olmB.C: 
are Swarthmore's spoi!rsmca, r; 

Richard Hardeck, junior Ia!m · 
and freshman Mary Beth Faan! 
represent Bryn Mawr's &l! · ' 

Disagreement broke wr iaafri 
meeting over how to dme.~1 
different members voi:al. 'IIi! 
opinions about what Willi: 
would put on a good-~ 
try, Chaka Khan, Gzaham'-T' 
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February. With the~ ,_ 
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balking at that idea mi.! 
contact individual &gaG. 'I 
Swarthmore~~ 
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et for the first time last 
a long w ith Myerow. 

:zack and John Hamilton 
nore's spokesmen, and 
jeck, junior Laura Hester 
1 lvtary Beth Feeney will 
;rn Mawr's SGA. 
ent broke out in the fust 
how to choose a band, as 

:mbers voiced opposing 
)Ut what kind of band . 
1 a good show. Big Coun
han, Graham Parker, Tod 
1d Pat Metheny are some 
1l acts su ggested. 
;ould like the Committee 
to a m agazine that would 
bands will be touring in 
ith the su bscription ccist at 
comn1ittee members are 
at idea and would like to 
idual agents instead. 
·e representatives want to 
ents- with a long list of 
t them rank their prefer-

:ms to be a disagreement 
t a ban d," Chang said. "As 
1cem ed, w e should check 
ien ts." 
d Wednesday that Bryn 
-Iaverford representatives . 
J.ly going to poll students 
e tape players. Students 
to 20-second segments of 
roximately five artists and 

ate them. 
1g to make it as random as 
ve can get a good cross· 
te student body." Hester 

Drrection 
: entitled "CIA besieged 
in The News ofNov. 11 
reedy that Peace Action 
P ), a hi-College organiz· 
tsored a silent demon· 
. inst on-campus recnrit· 
e Central Intelligence 
Wednesday. The dem· 

lid not h ave PAP's sup
Jly some of the people 
the dem onstration were 

,ers. 
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ist C& i I Taylor to perform in Roberts Saturday 
Henderson large. Al~hough his m~sic i s . complex that it is up to the individual artist to Ellington and Billie Holliday, in the 1960's and 1970's. In, describing his 

is a great injustice. 
within the jazz realm, 

elements- of European 
and most importantly, 

1~ music spectrum, embrac~ 
1ti:Jhythm &. blu~, blues and 

musicli era with his · 
of piano sound_, 
pounded over the 

recognition within 
-.~-11811.never received proper 

the music · world at 

and precise, like most Jazz It IS seen as find his or her place, regardless of com- be-bop of Thelonius Monk, Milt discovery of this music, Taylor ~ 
entertamment, rather than the classiCal mercia! concerns. In an interview with Jackson and Miles Davis, and in the said, "I really began to hear the music 
for~ that It 

15
· . Cliff T inder: "One of the things that rhythm & blues of Stevie Wonder, so by the time "Respect" (Aretha 

Hls art IS radical, and poses a makes Western Civilization run is cash Aretha Franklin and Marvin Gaye. Franklin) came out, I was ready · · · I 
challenge to the musical establishment. flow, and if you're not doing something Taylor has said of Ellington: "When- just think. that mu~i~ is in~edible .. I 
The musiC reqwres an open mmd and that's stimulating the cash flow, it 's on ever I get into the hole for ideas, one of mean, I think Marvm Gaye IS as great 
a commitment to listening. After more you, buddy. Nobody asks us to trv to the -sources I go to is Ellington's con- as Thelonius Monk- and that stops 
t~ 25 years as an innovator, Taylor is make beauty if it's not co-signed by a cepton of how to create colors. Also he parties!_ · · · You see, I don't _make the 
still regarded as a powerfu.I, inspiring corporation. It's incumbent upon you showed me how it was possible to in- separanon · · · betwee~ Jazz and 
force in_ music, garnering "top pianist" to fnd out exactly what the margins of corporate all kinds of musical and other rh~ & blues; for me, 1;'s all aprt of 
honors m the 1983 Downbeat M agazine your existence are going to be." influences as pan of my life as an the hentage of the mus1c. 
International Critics' Poll. Although many have called Taylor's American Negro. Everything Duke Taylor's appearance at Haverford 

A compelling and lucid man, Cecil music "avant-garde," it is actually a lives is in his music." will give s':Udents a rare opporturuty to 
T aylor gives light to the forces which product of a rich musical tradition. Its Taylor draws much of his musical meet and listen to this remarkable com-
move the artist. Taylor himselfbelieves roots lie in the swing music of Duke energy from the soul singers of the poser and performer. 

Arts notes Arts notes 
by Marie Tani 

Austrian violinist Martin Mumelter, 
on his first American tour, will present 
a program of works by 20th century 
and classical composers on Friday, 
Nov. 18, at 8 p.m. in Macerate Recital 
Hall in Union. M umelter, assisted by 
pianist Norbert Riccabona, will per
form works by Ernest Krenek, Erich 
Urbanner {including U rbarmer's S even 

. M inutes for Martin, dedicated to M u
melter), Ives and Mozart. One of 
Europe':> leading proponents of con-

t<:ll l]JUHu y u1u~Ic, ,viumelter is a cum 
laude graduate of the lnnsbruck Con
servatory and is presently a guest pro
fessor at the M ozarteum in Salzburg . 

T he Bryn Mawr Friends of Music 
and the Performing Arts present the 
Concord String Quartet in concert on 
Sunday, N ov. 20 at 3 p.m. in 
Goodhart. The quartet will perform 
works by H aydn, Druckman and 
Beethoven. Nominated for two Gram
my awards, the quartet is noted for 
their fresh approach to both classic and 
rnnc!Prn works. 

Opening Nov. 19 at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art~ Tabu-Dada: Jean 
Crotti and Suzanne Duchamp, 1915-1922 
will be on view until Jan. 29. The 69 
mysterious and irreverent paintings 
and drawings of Jean Crotti and his 
wue Suzanne Duchamp, sister of 
Marcel Duchamp, will include the 
mechanomorphic fonns and cryptic in
scriptions they shared with other Dada · 
artists. Oilier paintings in the exhibi
tion will be those from the vears 
following Crotti's break with the Dada 
movement ofl921, when he proclaimed 

Provost requests leave for next year 
H averford Provost Robert Gavin 

has requested President R obert 
Stevens, chairman of Acad~mic Coun
cil, to grant him a leave for next year. 

Gavin has no comment on who will 
be provost next year. Furthermore, 
although Gavin says that "if I take the 
leave it is with the assumption that I 
will return to Haverford," he has no 
comment on whether or not he will 

return as provost or whether he ··will 
resume his full time teaching and 
research in the chemistry department. 

Gavin, who says that he has "been 
aging at three times the average .faculty 

. rate," has already begun mal<ing "pre
. !irnlnary arrangements" for hiS leave. A 

physical chemist, he intends to do 
chemical research at either the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley or at Stan
ford . 

As provost Gavin says he has had 
very little time to do research. 
However, on his last leave, during the 
academic year 1978-79, he studied sur
face chemistry and molecular .catalysis. 
He hopes either to continue-his work 
in this area, to work in spectroscopy, or 
to combine the two fields. 

Arts·u 
his own invention of Tabu, a new art of 
color and abstraction based on a more 
mystical philosophy. 

From Nov. 24 to Dec. 11, the 
Philadelphia Dfanla Guild will present 
Carson McCullers's award-winning 
play The Member of the Wedding. It is a 
touching story of a young girl's lonely 
life in the American South ofl945 and 
explores the pain of love, separation 
and growing up. Perfonnances will be 
at the Zellerbach Theatre, 3680 
Walnut St. Call 546-0776 for complete 
information. 

On Nov. 21, at 8 p.m., the Concerto 
Soloists of Philadelphia will perform 
music for chamber orchestra at the 
Academy of Music. The program in
cludes tw.o or' Bach's Bral)denburg 
Concerti, No. 3 ·and No. 4; Mozart's 
Concerto No. 4 for Violin; Porter's 
Ukrainian Suite; and a rarely perform
ed work by Vivaldi, the Concerto for 
Marimba. Call 735.{)202 for ticket in
formation . 

~of year: Scottish film displays comic gen·ius 
Continuing through the end of 

December at the Rosenbach Museum 
and Library is the- exhibition Ars 
Medica et Poetica: William Carlos 
Williams and Marianne Moore. 
William Carlos Williams, M.D. 
(1883-1963) and Marianne Moore 
(1887-1-972) shared a lifelong dedication 
to science and poetry. Williams 
graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania Medical School in 1906 
and practiced pediatrics all his life. He 
was strongly committed to the 
renaissance in American poetry;- and 
his poems often reflect the people 
among whom he 'practiced. Moore 
began publishing poetry as a student at 
Bryn Mawr, where she hltd her first ex
periences in the biology laboratory. 
She was later to focus upon exotic 
fauna as subjects for her poems. and 
her penchant for scientific research in
forms all her writing. The Rosenbach 
is located at 2010-De!ancey Place, two 
blocks south of Rittenhouse Square. 
Call 732-1600 for further information. 

Jflleather Henderson 

C. it have the envelope, please? 
• Yes, ladies and gentlemen, 

· II ,.;.. best picture, hands down 
~Po,gaway, is Bill Forsyth's ~/ 
II., 1lilk:b returns for a two-day 
~lt.the.Theatre of the Liv
~Ans dDs Friday and Saturday. 
lllile~e ~been looking 

"'d Australia and other exotic 
tabirsometiung new in the line of 
CIMes, the real innovation has hap
i!lldiiSootland. Two years ago the 
fat all&xn feature fUm, Gregory's 
~ WI& released; it made a tremen
- bit in Britain, br~g all kinds 
l ixt-Giice records and winning a 
&iift.Aaldemy Award for its creator, 
~Bill Forsyth. Made on a 
~lludget, the movie was flim. 
~ !IQ!ji. bot shOwed a comic style 
illl waPt.!mising. This spring For
!)1h\ Jarest elfon, Local Hero, made 
!illllll!lhe prOmise. 
1Pt1Jiot Or Local Hero starts rolling 

iltnaJOUDg American oil executive 
~by Peter Riegett) is dispatched 
m~tb buy a tiny fishing village 
'lililhjs COO!pany intends to turn in
i>alt6aery site. Contrary to expecta-
1111, ~ iababitants are eager to sell; 
~ (Denis Lawson), the crafty' 
~ who runs the village's 
~ a1liirs, senses that he has a 
~ here to make the deal of the 
l'llllay. H~, things don't work 
~ Qfaly as planned. 
l; letms that Macintyre has 
~ into an enchanted place, 
1,~15 

populated by strange people: a phan
tom motorbiker, an Mrican minister, a 
little punk rocker with a spiky hairdo, a 
friendly Russian fisherman who drops 
in to say hello with a few bottles of 
Stolichnaya under his arm . . . M ac is 
bewildered at first, but then he too falls 
under the spell. The slick organization 
man is transformed into a tieless, un
shaven, happy villager. Then, when 
the deal is almost sealed, magical 
things happen: the Northern Lights 
and a beautiful biologist/mermaid Gen
ny Seagrove) interfere and turn the 
best-laid plans upside down. 

Turning things upside down is what 
Forsyth does best. He is adept at set
ting up confrontations that never hap
pen and gags that pay off in unex
pected ways-his style is so deceptively 
gentle that you hardly notice when he 

gets in a zinger. The most daring stroke waiter, a bartender, an accountant, an 
in recent flim comedy comes in Local accordionist and a roguish lover, as 
Hero when Mac is fed his pet rabbit in well as the spokesman for the village; 
a casserole. Only Forsyth could pull he plays all these roles with a confident 
that scene off and still remain charm- grace. This particular local P,ero has 
ing. unusual star potential. 

Forsyth elicits subtle performances Mark Knopfler's wonderful SOUI1d-
from an excelle?-t cast: Burt Lancaster, track contributes immensely to the 
regal and Ieo_nme as t~e 0~ tycoo~;. film's atmosphere, combining tradi-
Peter Capaldi as Mac s assistant, m tiona! folk themes with a more modern 
love with the elusive mennaid; Jennifer 
Black as Gordon's agreeable wife; 
Chris Rozycki as the Russian; and a 
host of memorable background charac
ters. Peter Riegert, an alumnus of 
A nimal House, is a delight as Mac, 
showing superb comic tinling. -

But the movie is stolen by Denis 
Lawson, a Scots actor previously seen 
in the S tar Wars movies. As the ubi
quitous Gordon, he is an innkeeper, a 

sound. Chris Menges' lovely 
cinematography is alone worth the 
price of a ticket: the location scenery is 
everything you might ~pect. 

If you see one movie this year, make 
it Local Hero. It's the work of a comic 
genius. Besides that, it's a cheap (if 
brief) trip to SCotland. 

And nary a haggis nor a bagpipe to 
be seen, forbye. 

Silk journalism internship applications due Dec. 13 
For students interested in jour· 

nalism, now is the time to apply for the 
1984 Andrew Silk Journalism Intern· 
ship, which will provide a, Bryn M awr 
or Haverford student with a sunlffier 
internship with the Greenwich T ime . 

T his sunlffier will mark the third 
year that a bi-College student has 
received training on a professional 
newspaper staff with the help of the 
Silk Memorial Fund . 

Silk was a 1976 H averford alurnnus 
and former editor of T he News who 

died of cancer in December, 1981. He 
had worked for both the Greenwhich 
Time in Greenwich; Conn., and the 
Virginian-Pilot in Norfolk. Va. 

After his death, his parents, Bernice 
and Leonard Silk, set up the summer 
internship, guaranteeing a position on 
either the Time or the Virginian-Pilot, 
which merged last year with the 
Ledger-Star, each sumll}er on an alter
nating basis 

To be eligible, a smdent must oe a 
sophomore or a junior and have had 

experience with .a campus publication. 
For the past two years, Bryn Mawr 

. sophomores who were reporters for 
The News have been chosen for the in
ternsJlip. Penny Chang went to the 
Virginian-Pilot last summer and Paulli 
Block worked for the ·Time the sum-
mer before. 

Both students went to New York to 
see Leonard Silk, Andrew Silk's father 
and an economics w lumnist for the 
New York Times, ior a tour of the 
T imes buildi..r1g. 

The Bryn M awr-Haverford College News 

The internship this year will last 
eight to 10 weeks, with a salary of $165 
per week. Applications, including a 
.resume, transcript, clip file and per
sonal -statement, are due in the Haver
ford Career Planning Office by Dec. 
13. 

A bi=College committee will choose 
three applications to send to the editors 
of the Greenwich Time, who ·will 
make the final decision of this year's :r:.
tern. 

Friday, "-loverr~er 18. 196~ 
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Violinists Martin Mumelter will perform works by Krenek, lves, Urbanner arid Mozart in Goodhart tonight on his f"ll'St American tour. 

Author announces story of struggle with bulimia 
by Matthew Roazen 

Reflections on Recovery is a book 
about one woman's fight against and 
eventual victory over bulimia, an 
eating disorder related to anorexia 
where the person affected habitually 
overeats and vomits. Jane Evans Lat
imer, author and subject of the book, 
has divided it into two sections: the 

first being a short, thirty-odd page 
·history of her fifteen-year struggle with 
bulimia, with a few in-depth descrip
tions of eating binges; and the second a 
colles;tion of short essays on the psy
chological changes necessary for 
Latimer to conquer her disorder. 

Latimer traces the beginning _of her 
disorder from puberty, when the 
changes in her body fill her with 

Philly social culture 
Philly's Finest: "We're going to the 

zoo, zoo, zoo. You can come, too ... " 

by Reed Skoug 

T hese magnificent and brisk autumn 
days call for a long, meditative walk. 
Skipping class has become a tempta· 
tion ranking up there with playing in 
the fallen leaves. As Thanksgiving ap
proaches,- the mellow glory of Indian 
Summer brings nostalgia for home. 

The children's zoo, open to all ages, 
is yet another fun way of shedding 
one's ever-present "adult responsibil
ities" among the ponies and sea lions. 
Being a kid again calls for a special 
celebration of cotton candy sprees, !illd 
buying at least onetraditionally trashy 
souvenir. Perhaps a plastic hippo to 
keep beside your fr jdge? 

I highly recommend salvaging a 
weekend before intense snowstorms 
obfuscate travel, to pet your very first 
baby llama. 

frustration at being unable to prevent 
her growth or to control it. Using star
vation to punish the uncooperative 
body she feels trapped in, and over
eating as an overcompensating re
sponse to the hunger and depression 
she feels, she _develops the bingeing 
and vomiting behavior as a means of 
dealing with the pressures of high 
school, college, and her first years of in
dependence. 

Eating becomes her addiction, yet to 

avoid the weight gain she dreads, she 
incorporates enforced vomiting, which 
allows her to eat more. Of course this 
leads to a vicious cycle that Latimer on
ly breaks through psychotherapy, 
membership in Overeaters Anony
mous, and a loving relationship that 
allows her to ·accept her body and 
herself as worthy of love rather than 
hate. 

This is not a particularly dramatic 
portrayal, reading as I assume the 
author would speak, person to person. 
rather than trying to address a large au-

dience. The tone of her story seems to 
indicate that, having finally come to 
terms with herself, Latimer feels no 
need to embellish her bingeing 
episodes, thereby making her victory 
all the more glorious. Latimer, who 
describes herself as a person interested 
in the arts, is quite comfortable keeping 
the artistic side of herself dormant 
through the first half of the book, wise
ly choosing a dry, factual approach to 
her problem. 

The second half of the book is where 
some of her artistry comes out. A series 
of poems, exercises and epigrams 
describing the self-discovery Latimer 
used to replace her need to eat abnor
mally, the section entitled "Reflections" 
is an exhortation to those reading her 
to try to attack their own problems. 

If you have reason to believe that you 
or someone you know suffers from a 
similar habitual eating disorder then 
this is a book you should take a quick 
look at . Along with her own story and 
ideas is a list of suggested agencies to 
contact for help and advice. 

Au 
viol· 

tions. 

Friday. 
Union. 

Childhood memories of casual and 
pure enjoyment surtace. Where might 
I relive such fantasies? The Philadel
phia zoo, America's first zoo! Forty
two acres of trees, paths and beasts that 
can make your toes curl. 

Comfort photos exhibit soft tones, sharp 
by Steve Albert Thankfully, the zoo has been trans

formed from its summer state: sweaty, 
screaming kids dripping sweet and 
sticky coca-cola on the toucan's beak. 
Ugh: But, in autumt1, the zoo takes on 
a new identity. Unhurried, and better 
yet, uncrowded, it presents a refresh
ing change of scenery from the college 
campus. 

The polar bears are especially fun to 
watch, swimming along at eye level, 
immense but still managing to be 
graceful and gentle in appearance. Fla
mingo, orang-utan, king cobra. Which 
would you bring back to your dorm 
friends? Well, you can send snapshots 
home, anyway. The folks will be 
pleased to see that you are busily study
ing the environs of Philly. 
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The Comfort Gallery is currently 
showing two photographic exhibits: 
"John G. Bullock-A Retrospective'' 
and "Dennis Weeks-Recent Work."' 
The e.xhibits are set up to contrast l'.vo 
different styles from two centuries. 

The mai~ focus of the gallery is on 
"'The Gentle Vision of John G. 
Builock." Bullock lived from 
1854-1 939. He graduated from H aver
ford as the valedictorian of the class of 
1874. 

Bullock is a notable figure in 
photography. He exhibited all over the 
U.S. and Europe during his life, and he 
is slowly earning the recognition he 
deserves. William E. Williams, pro
fessor of fine arts at Haverford, ex
plains that Bullock "was one of the 

founding members of the Photo
Secession ... and a leader m the 
Photographic Societ~· of Philadelphia. 
He made important contributions to 
the establishment of photography as a 
tine an and through his membership in 
the Photo-Secession helped to intro
duce modernism to the centurv.'' 

·'The Photo-Secession's goal."' ex
plains \Xlilliams, "was to show that pic
torial photography was unique and 
could stand on its own next to any 
other mediun1 ... As a result, Bullock's 
works show concern for the qualities of 
painting. This is evident irom both the 
subject matter and the soft fucus that 
he used. The pictures are quiet, and 
Bullock is sensitive to the use of space. 

and houses), landscapes and seascapes. 
The portraits illustrate what Williams 
calls "[Bullock's] sympathetic apprecia
tion of childhood." The photographs, 
\X' illiams continues, ·'are about emo
tions ... [and] about time."' Bullock 
shows changes over time. He also has 
qmny of his subjects holding books. 
suggesting, \Xlilliams concludes, "a 
world oflearning - a world of imagina
tion.'· 

In contrast to Bullock's photographs 
are the recent works of contemporary 
photographer Dennis Weeks. Weeks, a 
professor at St. Joseph's University, 
has numerous black and white 
photographs of the nude temale figure. 
The works are fur sale at $300 each. The c:~hibn Itself has tour sections: 

portraits. architecture (historical sites In a statement of purpose. \'.:'eeks ex
plains: "Essentially I am inYestigating 
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Wrestling to break losing trend's hold 

~Eric Salverda will help the Haverford wrestlers try to come to 
I ...... COIDpelitive. season.. Pho~o courtesy of Sports Informa[ion 

by Caroline Nason 

H ave:ford received a resignation when former wrestling 
coach Jun Btanco received an acceptance from veterinary 
school. It didn't take the College long to fmd present Coach 
Peter Kravitz to fill the void and take-charge of this year's 
team of matmen, whose first meet is Nov. 30 at 4 p.m. at 
Swarthmore's Field House. · 

A former standout University of Delaware wrestler, 
Kravitz has great hopes for improvement in this year's 
wrestling program. He looks to five students as the focus of 
his expectations because he believes they all "have shown the 
ability to be champions." 

Haverford has not had a champion, which is a wrestler 
who wins his weight division at the Middle Atlantic Con
ference (MAC) Tournament, in 34 years. 

Kravitz expects Hugh Bonner, at 134-142 lbs., Abe 
Dane, at 158 lbs., Tom Johnson, at 167 lbs., Stephen O'Shea, 
at 150 lbs., or Eric Salverda, at 190 lbs., to change that. 
Haverford's record in the past three years boasts only three 
wins, but Kravitz contends that "this year we will meet that 
and go beyond." 

Co-Captain Dane, who was unable to wrestle most oflast 
season after beirig injured at the Swarthmore meet, is "reilly 
looking outstanding," says Kravitz. Explaining that he is 
"looking to Abe to win a lot of matches," Kravitz cites 
"quickness" and "great balance" as Dane's primary strengths. 
He adds that he believes Dane's problem in the past was that 
he "didn't believe in himself," but Kravitz emphasizes that 
has changed this year. He has alieady worked extensively 
with Dane, who is a senior, and is pleased with what he's 
seen. 

Kravitz points to another senior and captain, Salverda, as a 
bright spot on Haverford's wrestling rester. Kravitz views 
Salverda's forte as the fact that "he is really strong." Noting 
that Salverda, who plays rugby, is "hurt a little bit" Kravitz 
also sees his leadership abilities as a positive asset for the 
team. 

Sophomore Hugh Bonner, unable to wrestle last year due 
to injuries, is well and ready to wrestle this year, says 
Kravitz. Bonner and O'Shea, a freshman at Haverford this 
year, have "excellent technique" according to Kravitz. Both 
also possess "great high school credentials. O'Shea was the 
New York State Prep School Champion in his weight divi
sion in high school, while Bonner was captain of Westown 
Schools's wrestling team, boasting a career record of 75-14. 

Johnson, "exceptionally light for his height," should also 
be a strong performer for the Fords this season according to 
Kravitz. Kravitz explained that he has taught the junior a 
new technique called the cross-body leg ride, which Kravitz 
expects will improve his wrestling a great deal. 

While these "five have really stood out," Kravitz explains 
that he is "looking for one of the other guys" to come out and 
wrestie well. The other members of the squad are seniors 
Andy Bergen and Dan Kramer, junior Todd Green, . 
sophomores Paul Cummings, Carl Metzger and Kevin 
O'Neal, and freshman Bruce Fenton, Doug Flieder, Noah 
Graff, and Peter Lob!. 

Kravitz· says that the team is shooting for a .500 season. 
With "more matches than ever in Haverford's history," 
Kravitz stresses tl-..at one of the biggest goals for this year's 
wrestlers is to have a champion because "that 34-year streak 
is a big thing." 

Kravitz says that he is trying to build up a competitive 
psyche-up for the team. Saying that "the air feels right for an 
upset" in the match against Swarthmore, Kravitz explains 
that "if we have everybody there and everybody ready and 
giving llO percent, there's a chance that we can beat them." 

Kravitz is pleased with the turnout this year, giving 
former Coach Bianco much of the credit for building up the 
team which is only missing someone in the ll8 lbs. weight 
class. 
!Zravitz looks to Haverford's history to support his hopes 

for this year. From 1961 to '1965 the wrestling team, which 
had formerly been one of the. leaders in the conference, fell 
upon dismal tin1es with a record of3-36. Under the leader
ship of a new coach, Fritz Hartmaan, th~ turned itself 
aronnd, boasting a record of36-ll-1 after five years. Kravitz is 
expecting history to repeat itself. 

Kravitz views "positiveness" as the key to a successful 
team. Thus he has adorned the wals of the Wrestling Room 
with signs that say things like "Success is a State of mind," 
and "A champion is made and not born." He explainS that if 
the team is surronnded by positiveness, "the only result can 
be positive outcome." 

Kravitz says that he hopes Haverford students will attend 
the first meet at Swarthmore, traditionally the Fords' arch
rival, and he expects a lot of Swarthmore students to be there 
giving support 1:0 the Gamet. 

Saymg "signs are good," KraVItz predicts that there IS 

"nowhere to go but up." _. !: 

Program~--~-----:----------
. '/rum page12) 

-q.' a! Staves said that employees 
~ Ill 11111p1e "new candies, jams, .,all kinds of goodies." 
~found a lot of practical ex-

- - in managing advertising for 
lle B.aristtr, the Pennsylvania Trial 
~~lion magazine. "It's so 
txt to ~ into the office and see 
~I've accomplished; it's a real 
~·nsaid. 

~ she joined the staff in Sep
ll:kr, the magazine had "about 10 
!!.' alnbt all law-related, such as for 
~ witnesses. Since then she has 
~ trying to get "other types of 
~ hotels and restaurants," to 
~ She also created a classified 
!C.liltto attract smaller advertisers. 
Wtningwith contracts, market sur- · 

veys and mailings taught her about ad
vertising, QUt Pepper felt she also gain
ed useful skills in relating to adults in 
the business world. 

From being around the Professional 
Trial Lawyers' Association just ten 
hours a week, she found that she has 
learned a great deal about what lawyers 
do and how they work. She would like 
to go to law school and gain more ex
perience in the legal field." 

"I like the variety," Sophomore Lisa 
Forsyth said of her four jobs (two off
campus) that total from 21 or 22 to 30 
hours a week. "It's great!" 

She has a history of moonlighting, 
having always held at least two jobs 
since age 17 and having "broken all 
records" last summer with as many as 6 

at once. 
Overall, her "Best" job now is at the 

Bryn Mawr computer center because 
in addition to relating to her intersest 
in computers "it's also social," but best 
"in career terms" is programming and 
docUmentation with Broomall In
dustries. She is also employed by 
McDonald's and works for Amercan 
Express, putting up posters on the. 
Bryn Mawr and Haverford campuses. 

Having worked at McDonald's since 
she was 16, Forsyth worked her way 
up to hostess and now incorporates her 
computing skills to keep track of pro
motions such as the children's birthday 
club. Working almost on a free-lance 
basis, she explained, "I sort of make up 
my own job and do it when I want to." 

Despite her multiple tin1e commit-

ments, she still has some flexibility and 
fmds that the schedules "leave your op
tions open." If she needs the extra 
hours, she said she can work, but if she 
would rather not work quite so many 
hours, she does not have to. 

"You have to draw a line between 
working so much you defeat the pur
pose of being here," she explained. 

Haverfest to host casino night Dec. 9 
by Kate Shatzkin 

Tri-College students will not have to wait nntil this 
spring's Haverfest for a large formal happening at Haver
ford. According to Students Council (SC) President Beverly 
Ortega, Haverford's administration and SC have approved a . 
proposal for a "winter celebration," which will take place on 

Saturday, Dec. 9. 

Dave Berque to cover the costs of entertainment and rental 
of casino equipment. 

SC has established that all proceeds from this year's 
celebration will go to some sort of charity. Several members 
of the Council have suggested that the money go to a local 
organization to foster "an added sense of community" with 
the area. Contribution to a Quaker-related organization has 
also been considered. . 

Women_____:_-----~-
- ~ftompage2) · 

The party, which Ortega hopes will be "a very classy 
affair," will revolve aronnd a "casino night" theme and will 
also feature live entertainment and a five-and-a-half hour 
dance marathon. Students will pay a cover charge of two 
dollars at the door and will receive a nurp.bet of chips for use 

The options are being researched the by Council before a 
deftnite decision is made. Said Ortega, "We'ye decided to · 
donate all proceeds this year because we don't know if we11 
tum a profit. If the celebration becomes a tradition and is 
successful, we might look into donating our profits." 

~ til~ its hideous consequen~es 
2:l rtism, the rape of the third world, 
~ and chemical contamina
~· 

In a final outburst, Daly mimicked 
<n:n who say, "'h, she's so bitter!" 
~ asked rhetorically "Why should I 
~ iust because they f- - ed 

tl air, the water and women?" 

At the close of her speech Daly ex
PlaUtd that she does not accept ques
~ ~men. She gave two reasons 
ll Ibis rtquirement. Firstly, "Men's 
~ are very predictable, they're 

, ~~~~gandl know them all," she said. 

~ . f~y. November 18, 1983 

Furthermore, "it can be a con
sciousness raising experience" for men, 
she added, since men have traditionally 
not allowed women to express their 
opinions, and "for one half hour out of 
those thousands of years the reverse 
can be experienced." She said, 
laughing, "in fact, it will be experienc-

ed!" 
Besides refusing to accept questions 

from men, many students felt that Da
ly was abrasive, defensive and ob
noxious in "answering" questions from 
women. Daly explained that she felt no 
need to justifY her philosophy, and that 
she did not expect everyone to agree 

with it. 

inside. While the Dining Center is available for the event, 
Ortega is hoping to have the celebration in Fonnders Great . 
Hall, with ''the dancing in the Hall and the casino part going 
on in the common room overlooking the band." ' 

According to the SC president, the idea for a first-semester 
tradition on the scale of Haverfest was ftrst conceived 
''through the Council." "It's an effort to break the monotony 
of the ftrst semester," said Ortega. ''I hear a lot that there's 
nothing to do. This is an answer to that. It's hard for SC to 
be responsible for something big once a semester. Hopefully 
this will turn into that ." 

A subcommittee, composed of Ortega, Stephanie Bell (the 
student who submitted the casino night proposal) and SC 
members Jeff Lamken and Charlie Apt, will be in charge of 
all arrangements and expenditures for the upcoming event . 

A basic sum of $2300 has been allocated by SC treasurer 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

The Julie Farbolin Band Will provide the live musicai · 
entertainment for the evening. The group is based in New 
York and, according to Ortega, "plays everything and plays it 
well." The band will combine with a professional disc jockey 
to cover the "dance marathon" (also a student idea). Several 
conncil members said that Haverford President Robert 
Stevens and Mary Patterson McPherson, president of Bryn 
Mawr, have hinted that they may be one of the couples com
peting in the marathon. 

Attire for the affair will be "semi-fom1al to formal." Said 
Ortega, "We want it to be as dressy as possible-no jeans." 
The name of the celebration will be chosen Sunday; Nov. 20 
at the Students Conncil weekly meeting. Ortega urges any 
students with ideas to submit them to an SC member or to 
present them at the meeting. 
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Women's basketball · . 1'" Wind s~ 
I 

(Continued from page 20) 
McConnell will also rely upon an 

unusual mix of youth and experience 
to be the mainstay of the team. Tri
Captains Kehne, Jenny Northrop and 
Beverly Ortega are all three-year 
starters for the Fords. Ortega, a quick 
playmaker who can also shoot from the 
outside and Kehne, the scoring guard, 
will provide stability in the backcourt. 

Northrop, last year's leading re
bounder, will hold down the starting 
center position. The three tri-<:aptains 
will be complemented and challenged . 
by a talented crop of underclassmen. 

Elida Wylie, the most valuable 
player and leading scorer last year as a 
freshman, will not start the season with 
the team. Although Wylie will vie for a 
starting role second semester, class con
flicts will keep her out of action for the 
first two games of the season. 

Freshman will see action 

The slack created by Wylie's absence 
and by Karin Bates' sabbatical from 
basketball will give four freshmen an 
opportunity to see plenty of action this 
campaign. Principal among the 
freshmen are Stephanie James and 
Michelle Muller. Both are expected to 
step straight from high school into 
starting positions at Haverford. 

James; an extremely talented swing
man, could prove to be the Fords lead
ing scorer this year. Blessed with a soft 
jumper from the outside, James also 
has the strength and the quickness to 
score inside the lane. Muller should 
help the beleaguered Northrop under 
the boards. 

Two freshmen will see considerable 
action off the bench. Barb Wallace, at 
61" the Fords center of the future, will 
relieve Northrop at center. Although 
tentative in preseason action, Wallace 
clearly has the size and ability to 

become a· force down low this season. 
Sheryl Sirman will be the first guard 
off the bench to relieve either Ortega or 
Kehne. 

· In Haverford's pre-season action, 
both the potential for a banner season 
and the problems that could derail the 
squad· were in evidence. Against a Ho
ly Family squad that defeated the 
Fords last year, a poised team rallied to 
post a 54-53 triumph. Coach McCon
nell expressed pleasure at the Fords' 
performance, later commenting that 
"for the first time out, the team played 
well together." 

Facing a talented Franklin & Mar
shall squad in a scrimmage at the 
Alumni Field House, the Fm:ds 
mounted an impressive drive before 
faltering late in the game. Relying on a 
deep bench, a team-<>riented offense 
and Stephanie James' ll points, the Red 
Wave rolled to a 24-21 halftime advan
tage. 

Impressive scrimmage 

But even with the lead, the problems 
that would eventually defeat the Fords 
were evident. The visitors continually 
grabbed offensive rebounds, putting 
up two or three shots almost every trip 
dovin the floor. Northrop could not 
hold off the board-crashing visitors by 
hersc;lf 
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~~ther tu rned c 
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d cross-country 
Baverfodr On the w inds' 
veeken . . \ Ga cross-country 
wwn P d flfth pla• 

d capture 
For s : e Nationa 
eaJllS U1 th C 

t thl tic Association (N 
A .e l Championslups 
RegJOb~_,,;ng margin the 
heart rt:iil"-

fi 
. h that would h ave P~ uus k' . line of next wee 

startmg . 
. al ChamPionships. 

non 
Glassboro St~te co 

dynastic dominauon of 
sports by winmng the. n 
boro runner, R obert Rm 
firSt in the race w ith a rr 

The other three qu 
Frostburg, Franklin and 
Carnegie-Mellon. Have 

' Carnegie by a m ere fm 
next finisher, SwarthmOJ 
100 points back. 

The huge mob of ru: 
over the starting line Sa 
cisely 12 p.m. A t 12 :04: 
leading pack poured 1 
mark, still battling each < 

ing room. 
Suddenly one of the 

New Haverford women's basketball coach Linda McConnell, seated next to veteran standou18jamy 
Beverly Ortega and reserve Eve Passeltiner, will be looking for a winning season on the coun. The '-*f 
performed impressively in preseason competition . 

lr-Men's 
(Continued from page 20. 

Although Haverford staved off 
numerous Franklin & Marshall rallies 
throughout the second half, the visitors 
grabbed the lead with two minutes left 
on the way to a 51-46 victory. Despite 
the loss, there were numerous plus 

points for the Fords. The team moved 
well on offense and ran the fast break 
effectively. Additionally, the squad 
evidenced a versatility that was lacking 
last year. 

Although the Fords look like a pa-

tient, well-coached squad. .,. , 
have to improve rapidlyllt{lijtt l 
lofty goals this season. llllilll' 
they achieve their ubimaleJII• 
not, this year's Fords are .w 
better design than last~ 

BMC gymnastiCs preparing for graceful demanding com 

In preseason action, I 
ly paired with Goodin 
game, with Pomeran 
working ·together. But c 
of the season, different § 

tions can be expected ar 
that all will see fairly 
time. 

Leading the way in th 
be senior forward Gen 
Fords' tallest p layer at ( by Leo Janas 

While sports like soccer and 
volleyball were capturing the attention 
of the hi-College community this fall, a 
small group of dedicated athletes had 
already begun to prepare for a season 
which does not begin until late 
January. 

Since the second week of September, 
the Biyn Mawr gymnastics team has 
been working to improve on a fine 1983 
campaign. According to Coach Lisa 
Novick, the chances for success in this 
endeavor look very promising. 

A sport that has caught on in 
popularity in recent years, women's 
gymnastics basically consists of four 
events: the side-horse vault, the uneven 
parallel bars, the balance beam and the 
floor exercise. Most team members are 
espected to be able to compete in all 

four of these areas and do not 
specialize. 

Five judges award points to the com
petitors in each event with the team 
earning the most points winning the 
meet. Most competitions are three or 
four-way meets and not one-<>n-<>ne 
events. 

Stiff competition 

Bryn Mawr competes in the Na
tional Collegiate Athletic Association , 
Division III and the Philadelphia 
Association oflntercollegiate Athletics 
for Women (PAIA W). However, many 
of the squad's meers· involve Division I 
and Division II schools. This provides 
the team with a stiff level of competi
tion that pushes it to achieve new stan
dards of performance. · 

Last year, Bryn Mawr averaged 
about ll7 points a match, approximate-

·sports Schedule 
FRIDAY, NOV. 18 

HC Men's Basketball at Muhlenberg Tournament 

. SATRUDAY, NOV. 19 
HC Men's Basketball at Muhlenberg Tournament 

TUESDAY, NOV. 22 
BMC Swim at Lehigh 

MONDAY, NOV. 28 
HC Men's Basketball vs. Elizabeth 

TUESDAY, NOV. 29 
BMC Basketball at Lincoln 

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 30 
HC Men's Basketball vs. Widener 

HC Women's Basketball vs. Beaver 

HC Wrestling at Swarthmore 

7p.m. 

4p.m. 

8:15p.m. 

6p.m. 

8:15p.m. 
4p.m. 
4 p.m. 

ly a 10 point improvement on the 
previous year. Coach Novick feels that 
about ano.ther 10 point improvement is 
likely this year, due to the increasing 
strength of the program. 

Strong core returns 
The team has a strong core of upper

classmen returning from last year. 
These include senior co-captain 
Carolyn Friedman, junior co-captain 
Dorothy Arriola, junior Joan Flan
nigan, and sophomores Valerie 
Harben, Elizabeth Dorio and Barbara 

Badminton 
by Janna Briscoe 

The Bryn Mawr badminton team 
has already started its training in antici
pation ofthe upcoming season. The 
team finished fourth last year in the 
Pennsylvania Association of Intercol
legiate Athletics for Women (PAIAW) 
and hopes to have another successful 
season this year. 

Back to basics 

Coach Amy Wolford has her work 
cut out for her in training 11 returning 
players and 10 new members. At this 
point, before the season starts, the team 
is working in conditioning and basic 
skills. The players must eventually be 
divided into two categories: doubles 
players and singles. 

Strategies differ 

The training for each category is 
slightly different because each basic ap
proach or strategy differs. Singles play
ers must concentrate on endurance 
throughout the match and being able 
to use the depth of the court. 

Cato. Some · strong new performers 
have joined the squad, with the strong 
freshman turnout featuring Laurie 
Hess, Rachel Reinsiller, and Jane 
Justice. 

Bryn Mawr begins competition with 
a pre-season scrimmage on Nov. 30. 
The opening regular season match is . 
on Jan. 28, when the Mawrters face 
Army and Navy in a three-way meet. 
The schedule includes tough Division 
I competition like Penn and Princeton 
on Feb. 1 as well as matches with local 

hoping to hit on su 
Those players in doubles competi

tion emphasize less conditioning but 
must master angle shots and moving 
up and back along the length of the 
court in sync with their partners. 

The main objective within the game 
is to draw the opponent out of position 
in order to place a shot that cannot be 
returned. The Mawrters are working 
on good "court awareness, location of 
good shooting and placement of shots" 
says Coach Wolford. 

The varsity team will consist of three 
singles teams and two doubles teams. 
Players will tryout for these positions 
by challenging those members ranking 
ahead of them. 

The junior varsity team will give the 
other team members much-needed ex
perience, according to Coach Wolford, 
who wants everybody "to get a chance 
to play and observe." 

"A mental boost" 

She took the entire team to the cham
p ionship tournament last year and 
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Practice this Week 
forecourt. 
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ill cap a successful season of 
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success 
year's squad's strong perfor-
1 g ive this year's team "a 
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wrters will open the season 
'rinceton. On Dec. 10, Bryn 
host the (PAIA W) Badmin

. This annual clinic gives 
Jers the opportunity to prac
vely with another coach and 
irms the basics already prac
essional Pat McCarrick will . 

;ide instructor. 

~e is also taking advantage 
awr's new gymnasium facili
luesting that the Feb. 4 
hampionships be held here. 
mded gym floor space, as 
. ght matches can be held at 
irne to accommodate all the 

n h ad three players in serni· 
:wo in the final round at last 
nament. The Mawrters ex
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heir experienced line-up and 
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)~sweeps O'Neill to Nationals, rest of Fords' hopes away 
: _ _ .._ Sherry skidding through the dirt on his hands 

continued its 
of Division III 

the meet; a Glass
Rimbris, finished 
a mark of 25:10. 
qualifiers were 

and Marshall and 
Haverford trailed 

and knees, spattering his Haverford 
jersey with Central Pennsylvania mud. 
It was Liam O'Neil, already pulling 
himself to his feet and taking off after 
the leaders, teammate Bill Hoffman 
among them. 

Despite an ankle sprained in the fall 
O'Neill managed to capture lOth place 
in 25:39, qualifYing individually for 
the Nationals. Hoffman was seven 
seconds and three places behind 
O'Neill, just missing the qualifYing 
standard. 

Over 180 runners competed in Satur
day's race. With a field that large, the 
peformances of the third, fourth, and 
fifth men on a team become all
important, because in the thick of the 
pack 10 seconds can mean six or seven 
points. Haverford's Harriers came 
through. 

Phil Shuchert rebounded from 
sickness to a 26th-place finish, improv
ing 24 places since the previous Satur- · 
day and doing it against stiffer coin
petition. 

"If I could have just one more week 
.. . " senior Shuchert said, reflecting 
the frustration that followed the nar-
row loss. 

, .... ,s basketball 
page20) .._a:tion, Dick was usual

.:i'h Gooding to open the 
'lt-9Jt P<merantz and Cwik 
~-But over the course 

' '~diffi:rent guard combina-
llitapectedandJohnson said 

:hill5ee lilirly equal playing 
l 

~~?'Y!!! tJ:e_ for~un_ will 
:rii&md Gerard Phelan, the 
:i'lll'atplayer at 6'4". Phelan can 

do all the things which can make an of
fense work. Besides showing some 
tough play on the boards and garnering 
several blocked shots during the pre
season, Phelan is an exceptional .passer 
and a solid ballhandler for his size. As 
Johnson puts it, "'G' is the kind' of 
player who works until he just can't 
work anymore." 

Joining Phelan at forward will be last 
year's · freshman sensation George 
Terhanian, who averaged 9.8 points 

::~Phelan exhibited one of his patented moves to the hoop in 'dtia week. Phelan will be counted on in a big way in the Ford 
Photo by Ken Kaplan 

Sam Evens was jammed in the same 
pack as Shuchert, grabbing 29th place 
as a group of six runners piled into the 
chute during five rough seconds. 
Evens hasn't had a bad race all season 
and these last two post-season runs 
have been among his best. 

The afternoon's biggest success story 
was Greg Lane. A competitor known 
to put pressure on himself, he has .over
loaded his circuits at some big meets 
and performed below par. On Satur
day, apparently, Lane decided that 
wasn't going to happen. 

Coming into the fmal stretch on a 
solid 53rd place, Lane suddenly open
ed his stride and passed seven people in 
the last quarter-mile. His teammates 
were awed by the speed that he has hid
den so well for four years. 

"Greg was wasting people left and 
right!" exclaimed Liam O'Neill. Frank 
Heath, another team member, said 
respectfully, "Greg 'faS haulin'. He 
was haulin' a heavy load, but he was 
haulin'." 

Rich Battafarano and Peter Goekjian 
also topped off successful seasons with 
solid performances in Saturday's meet. 
If any of this year's underclassmen im-

per game to finish third on last season's 
scoring chart. Johnson calls Terhanian 
"an exceptional talent, perhaps the best 
athlete on the team," while others point 
to his rugged style of play and superb 
offensive capabilities as essential ingre
dients in the team's success. 

Ben Miller, an aggressive, hustling 
player, will fill the other forward spot. 
Miller's ability to box out bigger 
players under the basket will be a tell
ing factor in the Ford's rebounding 
capacity. His willingness to sacrifice 
his body, which frequently sees him 
diving after balls and disrupting the 
opposition's offense, is sure to make 
him a crowd-pleaser. 

Haverford's bench is likely to see a 
good deal of playing time since 
Johnson would prefer to use as many 
as nine to 10 players to keep his team 
strong. 

Several players have fared well in 
preseason action. Junior Bob Levy is a 
gutsy player who's shooting has been 
torrid during the early going. He will 
probably see a large amount of time at 
both the guard and small forward posi
tions. John McDonald, a ·sophomore, 
is a player with a great deal of talent 
who must · learn to play consistently 
under control in order to be effective. 

Kurt Doberstein and Dan Conroy 
are two more players who have come 
on to m a..k:e major improvements. 

Facts aoou 
The Schwartz Gymnasium is open 

to all faculty, staff and students holding 
a valid Bryn Mawr or Haverford ID 
cards or special pass. Alumnae, 
families and guests are invited to use 
the facility according to the policies 
outlined by the Bryn Mawr physical 
education department. 

Facility Hours: 
Building: 

Weekdays 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
(Except Friday when the building will 
close its regular hours at 6 p.m.) 
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sunday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

prove as much as these two did in 12 
months, 1984's team will be awesome. 

The 1983 cross-country season isn't 
over yet, however, so it is not the time 
to eulogize the spirited runners that 
Coach Tom Donnelly refers to as "the 
best team I've ever coached." 

Liam O'Neill races tomorrow in the 
National Division III Championships 
in Newport News, Virginia. As he goes 
for All-American you can be sure he'll 
do what the men of the Haverford 
cross-country team did all season: race 
for 35 teammates. 

File Photo 

McCarter joins Ford basketball staff 
Andre McCarter was recently named assistant men's varsity basketball coach at 

Haverford and has been working with the team over the last few weeks. Plans call for 
McCarter to help Head Coach Ollie Johnson in coaching, scouting and recruiting for 
the Fords' Middle Atlantic Conference Division III progam. 

McCarter was a member of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
championship basketball teams coached by John Wooden in 1973 and 1975, at the 
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). He competed in the National 
Basketball Association (NBA) and in Europe and developed strong coaching skills 
working with college and professonal athletes. 

McCarter was one of the nation's top scholastic athletes at Overbrook High School 
in Philadelphia. The Panthers' basketball team won three consecutive Public League 
basketball championships between 1969-71. He was named to the All-City and Penn
syl"-ania squads in 1970 and 1971 and was twice recognized as the "Player of the Year" 
in the Public League. 

McCarter, a distinguished student, was a two-time recipient of the Markward 
Award and in 1971 of the Men ofCliveden Award for academic and athletic achieve
ment. In 1975, while attending UCLA, the· Multiple Sclerosis Foundation in Her
shey, PA, honored him with an award for excellence in athletics, academics and com
munity involvement. 

After graduating from UCLA in 1976 with a B.A. degree in histoiy, McCarter was 
drafter and played for two seasons with the NBA Kansas City Kings. In 1979, he was 
the player-coach for the Bangor, Maine, franchise in the Continental Basketball 
Association. He also played with the Washington Bullets{)fthe National Basketball 
Association in the 1980-.81 season. 

McCarter, who played professionally in Helsinki, Firiland, in 1982-83, has taught at 
basketball camps and clinics in the U.S., Finland and Venezuela. During the 1979-80 
school year, he s·erved as an assistant coach at Stockton State College in Pomona, NJ. 

Doberstein, a "hanger" down low, and 
Conroy, who has shown a nice shot at 
times although playing slightly ten
tatively, could both be important addi
tions to the front line. 

Juruor guard Craig Schwartz, a hard 
worker, Mark Longstreth, a freshman 
with a stunning shot who needs only 
experience, Paul Anderson and Rob 
Flaumenha..ft, both freshmen who have 
suffered from injury-pleagued pre
seasons and freshman piaymaker 

Carlos Vazquez all may- be heard from 
over the course of the schedule. 

Johnson summarizes what he would 
like to see from his team this way: "' 
don't want to be bored. We want to 
play exciting basketball and we want to 
play winning basketball." 

As Pomerantz puts it, "that means 
that we've been working hard, but 
we've been having a lot of fun. This is 
going to be an exciting season for a lot 
of people around here." 

,ry awr's new gymnasl-aa 
Pool: 

Weekdays 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. 
12 p.m. to 2 p.m. 

7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
(Except Friday when there is no swim 
after the building is closed) 

Saturday 

Sunday · 

11 a.m. to 4:30p.m. 
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m. 
11 a.m. to 4:30p.m. 

All actlVlty will stop 15 minutes 
before closing time except swimrriing 
which will end 30 minutes before clos
ing time. The building should be 
vacated by closing time. 

Exceptions may include: 
1) Any special reserved event· usage 

other than scheduled classes. Such 
events will be posted one week in ad
vance. 

2) Special hours for all College vaca
tions. 

· 3) Reduced hours during the sum
mer. Special requests should be made 
to the Events Office . 

Students are reminded that physical 
education registraton for Semester II 
will take place Nov. 28, 29, 30 in the 
Schwartz Gym. 

For more information call the Main Office at 645-6365. 
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HC mission: bring exciting basketball under John~ 
Co-captains Calvin Gooding and Pomerantz's ability to take charge pressive backcoun d 

Danny Pomerantz will lead ~he under pressure will be a great asset. ty. Both are canny vet: ani~ by Jeffrey Weiner 

The Haverford men's basketball 
team that will take the floor tonight 
against host Muhlenberg for the 
season-opening Muhlenberg Tourna
ment has a mission. 

The coach states flatly that "it is in
correct to say that the talent necessary 
to win is not here. And furthermore, 
these players are tough competitors 
out there." The goal for the Fords is, as 
Johnson puts it, to "maintain their in
tensity on the court from the opening 
tap to the fmal buzzer, to work hard 
every moment we're out there. T hat's 
what's going to lead to wins." . 

backcourt_ platoon- also . featunn_g The coac~es also ~ve a ~eat dea~ of and consistent shots • Will 
George D1ck and Jason Cwik- that 1s confidence m the D1ck-Cwik shootmg get their share ofpoimJ. llll hJ. 
the heart of the Ford team. As Assis- guard tandem which provides im-

These Fords will be trying to prove 
that a lack of size on the basketball 
court can be ·overcome, that a team can 
reach success stressing fundamen
tals-relying on execution to carry the 
play to its oppqsition and force op
ponents to make mistakes. 

Intensity and determination are the 
key strengths of a team that has a Jot of 
people convinced it can win. 

U nder new coach and former N a
tional Basketball Association player 
Ollie Johnson, Haverford promises to 
be an exciting team to watch this 
season. Johnson used the preseason to 
drive home the basic work ethic that he 
sees as crucial to success for his team, 
while implementing an aggressive 
gameplan . 

~we are going to play to win, not 
play not to lose," Johnson says. "Teams 
are going to learn that they're going to 
have to play us hard and that we will 
keep coming at them, pushing them 
the whole time we're out there." 

On offense, Haverford has concen
trated on opening up the attack, 
creating a lot of movement aimed at 
pulling the defense out of position. 
This plan is constituted to let the Fords 
play to their strengths, primarily rely
ing on outside shooting and play away 
from the basket geared toward 
neutralizing opponent size advantages 
in close under the hoop. 

On defense the Fords will utilize 
finesse and speed. "You have to be 
where the ball is and you have to make 
sure that wherever it is it has lots of 
company," says Johnson. The tean1 
will frequently employ pressing and 
trapping tactics to give opponents dif
ferent looks. Successfully curtailing 
movement can lead · to mistakes on 
which the Fords should be able to 
capitalize. 

tant Coach Andre McCarter, himself a - · ~ .. .._ 

former pro player at the position, ex
plains, "the guards are the players who 
key everything. They're the guys who 
take care of the ball and head the whole 
show." · 

G ooding may be the Fords' most ex
citing player. Gifted with all of the 
tools and a keen game sense, a lot will 
be expected of him in terms of perfor
mance and leadership. Gooding is the 
type of player who can control the tem
po of a game, pushing the ball deter
minedly u p the court and exploding 
through .defenders to get the offense 
going. An aggressive player on defense, 
Gooding also has the qUick hands 
which will come up with many steals 
over the course of the season . 

Pomerantz, who will not look to 
shoot as much, will share the point 
guard role with Gooding. Excelling at 
the defensive end ofcourt, Pomerantz 
is a skilled ballhandler and playmaker 
who seems surer of hlmself this year. 

Confident women's b-ball optimistic 
by Ken Stem tough out there and they're going to be 

an exciting team to watch ." 

Room for optimism 

Coming off a 3-12 season, these 
predictions could seem unrealistic, 
even fancifuL Yet, there is much room 
for optimism for the 1983-84 edition of 

Dynamic guard Calvin Gooding will return this 9e8!0D 111 
looks like an exciting Ford team under new coach ODic Jalmg. 

I 

After three years of women's basket
ball at H averford, the team's mood is 
upbeat. Jenny Kehne, one of three 
senior captains, confidently predicts "a 
13-2 year. No, make that a 15-0 record. 
You can't go in without a positive at
titude." Less biased observers concur. ' the Fords. With four starters returning 

plus a strong crop of seven freshman 
players and one freshman head coacl1, 
Haverford will field an improved 
squad this season. 

New head coach Linda McConnell, 
a former varsity basketball player at 
Perm State, plans to key on an uptem
po pace this year. Relying on the 
squad's greater depth and team speed, 
the Red Wave will depend on a full
court press and a fast-break offense to 
produce a winning combination. 

(Continued on page 18) Pboro ...... ~ 

i One local journalist who has follow
ed the Fords for several years ~s a 
team that "has made an awful lot of im
provement. They are looking very Veteran Mawrter basketball is:_: 

Haverford freshman forward Michelle Muller has already begun to make her 
presence on the court felt, adding scoring and rebounding punch to the Ford 
women's team. Photo by Scott Posner 

by Jon Kane 

In the case of the Bryn M awr basket· 
ball team, the win-loss record of last · 
year may very well be deceiving. 

Although the squad won only three 
games while losing 18, Coach L eigh 
Donato says she was not disappointed 
with her players. The team did not per
form poorly and the losing season gave 
valuable experience to the younger 
players. 

Improvement is certain because · the 
core oflast year's team consisted main
ly of freshmen . Forced to play these 
rookies much of the game, the coach 
was unable to work them gradually in
to the lineup and their inexperience 
may have been a factor in tight games. 

Those p layers are b ack as 
sophomores with plenty of playing 
time behind them. T h ey know what it 
feels like to be on the losing side of the 
ledger and are hungry for a successful 
season. 

Coach Donato praised the "never 
give up" spirit of last year's team. In
stead of internal arguing and finger
pointing, the players bonded together. 
As veterans, their enthusiasm is even 
higher. In practice, the players pull for 
each other to do well, creating a winn
ing atmosphere even before the fi rst 
game. 

A major part of the excitement is 
caused bv the new facilitv. The Bern 
Schwartz' Gymnasium offers an im
measurable improvement over last 
year's court, which was not even 
regulation size. 

W ith the synthetic surface and 
bleacher seats, the new gym will create 

a new environment more conducive to 
winning. 

The squad's first regular-season con
test is after Thanksgiving break, on 
Nov. 29. After that game at Lincoln, 
the women travel to New York Dec. 
3-4 for the Seven. Sisters Tournament. 

Coach D onato is looking forward to 
thiu weekend, particularly, for the team 
has a chance to make up for last year's 
poor showing. With the teams so com
parable in ability, the coach thinks her 
team has a chance to do welL 

Following the tournament, the team 
follows virtually . the same schedule as 
last year, which is an advantage 
because the M awrters will know their 
opposition 's weaknesses and strengths 
from last year's meetings and according 
to Coach Donato, "we have a few sur
prises for certain teams." 

Bryn Mawr's offense is basically a 
half-court set, running plays rather 
than constantly trying to fast-break. 
T he team will take every opportunity 
to run, but does not depend upon the 
qUick basket for all of their points. 

Similarly, on defense, Bryn M awr 
will not depend upon any one set-up 
entirely. Switching from man-to-man 
to zone and back will keep the opposi
tion on its toes. 

As the pre-season nears its end, 
Coach Donato is quite pleased. She 
says her team has accomplished what it 
set out to do and even surpassed some 
goals. She is happy with her current 
squad's ability to learn quickly, not for
cing her t o repeat plays numerous 
t imes. M uch of the reason for this is 
the e.xperience of the players. 

The floor leadership falls into the 
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Lown 
by Anne MaJie Loll 

Morale- among the -
housekeeping staff is low 
cording to several cusn 
salaries and inflexible 
practices are cited as the c 
disCOntent among worker 

Edgar Rice, a custod 
.Mawr for 13 years, col 
employees performing t1 
ficult taSks_-are not alw~ 
highlY paid. Special skills: 
ning machines, are not 1 

says. ~ 

Rice also complains tl 
rbe College employs ful1i 
at a salary high~r t~ h 
often expected to move fi 
usual wage. 

Mary Walker, a mel 
housekeeping staff for 1 
the new Department off 
places too much emphas1 
to a rigid schedule. "'t's l 
a schedule here," slie 
broken lights and othe1 

problems that, she feels 
mediate attention. She 
dians shoulP be freer to 
rhe:ir own way as long as 
asstgned work done. -

\\:'alker also cfaims rt 
relationship with stude; 
fessors, as well as with 
management, ruis deter 
result of this new inflexib 
that "common court . es1e 
course of the day" ~e ~ 

Survey 
by Carol Leo! 

Results of a survey ad 
the Bryn Mawr Honor 
that 84 percent of the 
students surveyed term 
Honor Code adequate. < 
students, 66 percent ~ 
Honor Code was adequ: 

Honor Board head R 
that the survey was give 
an attempt to learn about 
hions and conceptions 
Mawr Code. The SGA 
always givl:!l some inp 
Code, but ihe Honor B1 
broader range of opinior 

The surve~- was a m 
one administ~red to BfY1 
1977, said Ray. Immedi: 
SUrvey, a- coiiUnittee o; 
Code was appointed t 
vestigate student opinior 

The Honor Board p 
proximately 7{)() SUrveys, 
Were returned~ The Sllf' 

during dinner two 1 

Thanksgiving Break at a 
dining halls and to Br 
eating at Haverford that 

Ray said that the space 
for coll1Inents Was d 
statements r:evealing di 
\\lth the Social Cocte. 

Knowledge of acader 
Was very low With on 
aware of Violations dun 
exams. Bowever, 1 so co 
they knew of lllany inst~ 
there was revealing of 


